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INTERVIEW HISTORY

The project to interview portrait photographer G. Paul Bishop
received its impetus at the time of &quot;an exhibition of [Bishop s]

photographs portraying 112 men and women of distinction who have been

associated with the University of California at Berkeley from 1947

to 1981.&quot; That exhibition, held in the Heller Gallery of the

University s Student Union from April 6 to May 2 of 1981, was the

first indicator of a wave of enthusiastic reviewing and interviewing
of G. Paul Bishop.

G. Paul Bishop continues to be the portrait photographer of choice

in Berkeley. His studio on Durant should be given landmark status.

His enthusiasm for his university and his delight in serving it

through his photography and his ever-generous gifts of original prints
to The Bancroft Library carry over into his participation in the

oral history.

The interviews were held in the Bishop home and studio, an hour

each meeting the afternoons of May 7, 14, 21, 28, and June 3, 1981.

The manuscript has been left in its draft form, with a detailed

table of contents serving also as an index. After deletions of

false starts and irrelevancies, the interviewer sent the interviews

to Mr. Bishop. His slight additions, corrections, and changes are

in black pen, regrettably sometimes difficult to distinguish from the

interviewer s .

A number of articles about Bishop have been appended with two listings
of G. Paul Bishop portraits in The Bancroft Library s portrait collection.

Thanks for sponsoring this interview go to James R. K. Kantor, the

University s archivist, a friend cognizant of the importance of Bishop s

work and of the importance of the oral history office s work.

The Regional Oral History Office was established to tape record

autobiographical interviews with persons significant in the history of

the West and the nation. The Office is under the administrative

supervision of James D. Hart, Director of The Bancroft Library.

Suzanne B. Riess
Interviewer

14 January 1983

Regional Oral History Office
486 The Bancroft Library
University of California at Berkeley
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INTERVIEW #1 WITH G. PAUL BISHOP

Date of Interview: 7 May 1981

Interviewer: Suzanne Riess

Transcriber: Marilyn White

1 tape, 2 sides

[begin tape 1, side A]

Riess: Why

Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop:

university portraits mostly date from jHH^^rtlB^^ WJr^WF^RRre

^w/^PBW^^J^ffff^^T^^flW ^Tiere was a stimulation and it s kind

of an interesting one. I guess you re aware I teach photography

in Extension*

Yes.

This question keeps coming up. The students say, &quot;How do you
that

get started?&quot; and all/sort of thing. Well, that was part of it.

We had started here^g*fi at a time when I suppose people

think we re in kind of bad times now, but I m sure postwar time

economically was-

Prttv h?

rather bad time to start a studio. Aside from that, I had

a complete change of the type of work that I had done before

the war, and I was just starting over all new again.

So, getting back to what you say to the students, I have

never believed that the answer is to go out and, as they say,

beat the bushes and put &quot;come on&quot; advertisements on people s



&quot;

&quot;



Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop;

windshields and things like that. I ve never advertised In

all the thirty-six years that I ve been here, and I really

don t believe it s the best way, nor do I think it s necessary.

So what is left? In those early days we were raising our

children and everything, and we were struggling pretty hard,

and we were going broke. That is when *he&amp;gt;

9*44&amp;lt;W1*eH*&quot;-the

new gym went in for the men s gym, and the old Stiles Hall was

torn down, and the new Stiles Hall they were trying to raise

money for that.

Well, Bill Davis at the time came by, as he did to all of the

shops on Shattuck and, I guess, wherever in Berkeley, and asked

me for donations for Stiles. We were so broke that it wasn t

meaningful anyway, but I had been on campus and I had spent time

in the old Stiles Hall and believed in it, so I offered to make

my contribution in photography, which was very helpful to them

because they were putting out a brochure and a lot of the leaders

of the academic community were to be in this. It was sort of a

testimonial to the goodness of Stiles Hall. [chuckles] You

know, Harry Kingman was running it in those days.

So what I thought was going to be a minor thing turned into

a very major thing. I hadn t made any real gesture towards the

campus. I was just sitting here waiting for something to happen.

For that brochure were you doing portraits?

it was all about
Yes. That s what MtfSMBMiMMwa^ and I just did portraits,

and some of the very early ones like^ah* Clint Evans *-

ib linr fiiinnnn ~- &quot;- r 1
&quot;&quot; &quot; lot
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Bishop: of them that were in that group.

Riess:

Bishop:

I did a lot of those and among them was President [Robert

Gordon] Sproul. It was my first encounter with him. We had

a very interesting conversation here.fWe ll have to get back

to President Sproul some way along the way because there are

a lot of good things towy, frctf-

TTj- f\ f\ 1 A r*t-l *%1 { *-li *-t^D*- * 1 r* 1-1
i *y C^*4*^^ *^&amp;gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;wLifc**-*&quot;M*r -fe ^U^tM|*^&amp;gt;*

I d still like to get back to answer your question because I

think it s important.)

** x
HAttMftat very well and he started really chewing me out because

I had seen fit to give up dentistry and he couldn t understand

that. He was not a patron of the arts, so to speak, at least

as far as well, do you remember the old architecture building?

Yes.

It was falling apart. Anything that had to do with humanities in

general, he kind of somehow the budget always got put fftfc

scientific buildings and that. ^twwUw] Not to sav^I m

H*
sure^he would consider himself a patron of the arts, but he

thought they were pretty unimportant.

Just like a father, he just really took me under his wing

and was going to do his best to get me back to finish my

last year of dental school, which I was equally determined I

wasn t going to do. But we became pretty good friends.

My point of all this, and why it ties in with these youngsters

I teach now ** wmmr^^^n^^9t J it was kind of putting the

giving ahead of the receiving. I believe in this as a philosophy}



1

&quot;
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Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop:

I really do. I just kind of gave of what I 1m c. Well, you

know, the old cliche, I guess, of throwing your bread on the

water. But I don t think it s the worst thing in the world,

and I think some of these youngsters would if they could

just grasp that instead of turning it the other way around!

But that was the beginning of that, and it really pertains

to your answer. It started me in a group like that and then,

as so often happens, even when I did my poet series, one leads

to another and another and another. Little snowballs start

in ***
rolling up **&quot;w&quot;*P**:h little different directions; you re

never sure where at any given time. But what it is is one

person sees what you ve done for a friend or something like

that.

Did you-*B exhibitiiig-wwipp^fr^H. in that period?

Yes. ijMMtMe] I m unsure of the chronology of it, but that is,

of course, a matter of record. One of the earliest exhibits,

somewhere in the early 50s probably, would have been at Mills

College. I had a one-man show there which was a good one.

1&amp;gt;T&quot; ii**N^gg **gr^fTyggpTg&quot;fraiP
|gBe 3U!., JUU Inow,

-,-j

-- T-t o
r

..-.

*]?

Co
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Bishop: Whkt happened from the\ Stiles Hall thing ad I think

t in answer to your queetibn

sooner got through with the Stiles Hall thing than the

10 t^
California Monthly, which was MM little booklet form then

there was an editor then, Verne Stadtman, and a real production

manager, Howard Cook. I think it was Howard Cook who kind of

hung around Stiles a lot and he saw that. He came down one day

and asked if I would be interested in doing a year s (which

would be ten issues) covers for the Monthly, which was 1950.

They had a very limited budget. jau_^aau, everybody s got a

limited budget! [laughter] But they paid expenses and a little
Xnt.i 4m1lly t u/ith .

bit better than that. I had nothing to do Wt select
\

* that s where Derleth and Cross and a lot of those

Then you say, or as I say to the students, I guess, &quot;How

did business generate from this?&quot; What they did that was very

a big sfe^Py
N

X06^ wrote an article about my work which

was accurate at the time and, yeu Imso; that MBHU feu IUM&amp;gt; many

It Meuld be just exactly the people that-M^I

rli Juti l, i h f

I m very aware that that was probably the best advertising I

could get . WwfJ*1^*!*&quot;HI^^^W^W^W* . Now
C*tn*Mi*n J .

they claim ninety thousand^ I don t think it was that big then.
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Rless:

Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop :

Riess:

Bishop:

Riess :

Bishop:

You re saying that you instantly became G. Paul Bishop, University

Photographer. almost as W Karsh is photographer to corporation

heads. Or was there something else on the scene.

Let s think of [a] better one than Karsh as Ansel is to

Yosemite Valley.

All_right. [laughter]

I will accept that one. I would say that the University has been

very, very good to me. Ansel became I don t know that I should

bt
compare myself we re good friends t lie is indeed, and very

deserving, probably the most famous photographer that we have now.

But, pretty much, Yosemite Valley did it for him.

Yes. But I m also saying that you became the obvious choice then.

I guess that s accurate, yes. I m sure that three-quarters of

my business comes from the campus now, and faculty. Very few

students. There was another photographer on the other side of

the campus, on North Gate.

Barry Evans.
tt/ftflf

if a pc
^

y Barry

Yes. 8.irry Evans. We had very different viewpoints of a portrait
^

should be anyway but, be that as it may,

*ff hit
iw^wiww-^* ] efforts toward the students

surface, looked like good





Bishop:

Riess :

Bishop:

in the height of

r enthusiasm j t

t if they
^&quot;^

if students

i_ extra money.&quot;

nt oroice oecause or iocs an

ss and almost

made very p

Yes, much more glamorous than I associate with

Yes, right. I don t mean to be unkind about him but there is

a big difference. Maybe I put too much character for some

people s taste, but Barry very definitely wiped it out.

/nd. left a very bland and uncontroversial and kind of meaningless, if

&amp;lt;D

I conclude my little quip. At the same time I was sticking with

faculty. . Some of those people are pretty hard nuts to crack in

the sense of I don t try to sell, I try to let people buy what

they want. But I guess, in a sense, you try to make something

kind of irresistible so it s hard for them not to buy. . you want

to call Stselling. The one thing that stands out through all

these years of dealing with the faculty, and since I ve become a

member I don t know that I agree with them, they always felt they

were the most underpaid people in the world. They d come in and

even though our prices in the beginning were quite low they would

i *

^ph, gee, how could they afford this? But they were thinking

people and I think that can have a difference. The uninitiated





Bishop:

Riess :

Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop:

Riess :

Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop:

or the unthinking ones are much more easy to sell things to. I

kind of don t like the word sell, but, I guess it s real.

The arrangement that you had through Cal Monthly was simply to

produce a portrait that they could use. As far as what business

developed, that was

That was all on my own.

Yes.

Getting old Andy Lawson, ^tow^pwy^^ww-^wita^i-Bfcww^tawBP&quot;*
1**. Andy,

I m sure he was well paid but he was a little bit tight in the

pockets, I guess.

He s a Scotsman isn t he?

[laughter] So am I. His answer to it was to go over and get a hold

&amp;lt;..

of Howard fts4iAiig. He had Howard give him twenty-four issues

of * magazine his picture was on the cover after he had come

down and sampled how much it might cost him. In those days, if you

look back now, it was giving them away.

How much was it, would you say, in the fifties?

Oh dear, I don t know. I suppose it would have been something like

five or six dollars for a finished portrait. That was so typical

of Andy.

Nevertheless, look what I gained. That picture of Andy, especially

LM
the close-up head in one in a million.

I m so far ahead. But in the early days it was a struggle, goodness

ekco-. That s kind of the irony of it all. If all the nice things

that have been happening to me in the last ten .years had happened





Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop:

fifteen or twenty years ago when you were really struggling f,

Then you pass a point and the tide goes the other way.

when you had these people who I ra sure were obviously

people of great importance then it s certainly a record of

tffluminaries had you developed your patter, as it were, your

techniques, or did you develop it with them?

[laughter] Oh, dear, I don t know if I like that word patter or

not. I ll put it in different woi.ds. I certainly developed it

with them. You know, we had discussed are there any little

annecdotes with some of these people, and certainly there were

some that I hadn t developed techniques very well in those

days. I was terrified of some of them.

Think of one.

I can tell you one that s so outstanding that it s really

delightful. Of course, because of the magnitude of the man.

The more the magnitude, or the more that I admired them in the

early days, the more trouble I was in. The way I like to say it

is my technique is simply to talk people to death, i*w^^P^^^P

The sitting to be of any good has goL to be a minimum of an hour

X*\
and it s apt to run two hours, /ust what we re doing^M yacking

back and forth. I never know what it s going to be about. It s

probably not going to be dbout their principal field unless I

just happen to be better than normally acquainted with their field.





10

Bishop: I wouldn t dare talk to Robert Frost about all his many poems

because knew some and others I knew nothing about. You get into

pretty awkward situations.

*
To geL back to this one point, as I said President SproulA

took a real interest and when people like Cn*/t / or

some of those came as his personal guests, he would have me

come up and photograph them. He at that time lived on campus in

4***n
C&quot; n*u University Hall. Another one of those was Dean A*^f*on,

although Dean Afc-ewpwrfs case was slightly different because

Chester Bowles I ran into Chester Bowles because he had a

book published by UC Press. For years I ve done what they call

some of their more difficult p^f^^u^rk people for UC Press*/! don t

know whether that should be quoted or
not.J Through the years

I ve had quite a number of those.

Riess: For the jackets.

Bishop: Chester Bowles is another one that had been done by Karsh and he

was very unhappy with it. So they sent him down here. Bowles looked

more like we would think of a football coach. He had this

tremendous jaw, very, very strong type, ruggeu face. I don t know

what Karsh did. I never saw the picture but whatever he did it

made Bowles pretty upset about it. In mine I think I was just

lucky. I got a real good picture. I guess he appreciated that

because he sent me two other people. I can get. into the other one

later, but he went back to Washington and had told Dean Atchison

that he should have this guy in Berkeley do his picture when he

came out here^ I think it was for a Charter Day, if I m not

*4M*n
mistaken. So I guess AtdilAm mentioned it to Sproul and he had





11

Bishop: **W&quot;6pw*iL get me over there.

Getting back to the original thing of how terrifying it can

be, here I am to do the Secretary of State. Well, by that time

I had put my time in the navy reserve and I had retired as a

commander. I had started out twenty years before, well, I

went through the West Gate and they stopped me there because they

weren t letting people through the gate. Then when they found out

4tJittn
that I was going out to A*towon they had me take all these bags

out of the car and they went through all my equipment, ftwy you

go up the little road and you get to what is the entrance of

University Hall, arid they stopped me and made another search. All

this time I was protesting that I had a complete background clear

ance and all of this stuff, and showed them my credentials in the

navy. It wasn t getting me anywhere because that was FBI and this

was Secret Service, and apparently the two don t communicate.

So, I m a little bit annoyed and a great deal in awe of this by

0)
the time I get there. Well, I go marching up with these heavy

cases of equipment up to the front door, and this maid comes

to the door and opens the door. Not asking anything, just seeing

this equipment &quot;You ve got to go around to the tradesmens entrance.&quot;

Oh boy, I was a nervous wreck already. I did battle with her and

pushed my way past her not literally, but I did get by her and

went in the front door. I m sure I wouldn t have gone in the back

door.

So, I m in the presence of the great man and, you know, I

really had a great deal of respect for a man who was Secretary of

State of the United States. The sitting started out. I was to
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Bishop:

Riess :

Bishop:

do him and Mrs. AtirtrtSOn both. She was a very sweet and lovely

lady. Quite reserved. He was the one that I was worried about.

I was very self-conscious and things weren t progressing too well.

He must have been a person that practiced in front of a mirror a

great deal, because he had a persona image that was almost

impenetrable. This is what I was getting and I wanted something

better than that. I m always trying to break down that persona

image in everybody, which gets you in trouble of course. I honestly

don t know at any given time I remember some of the conversations

as they came out but I never have planned to go into this thing
x*

with any patter, to use your word, planned in advance. Which is

a good thing to point out because some of the great photographers

do research on people and everything, and plan this patter.

Yes.

Mine, as I said before we started the tape was this thing I call

ik***- &amp;lt;tvr^~- **-.
it intuitional tact it s a very quick thing in aditmeei I really

don t want to get too heavily involved. But somebody like

Athc*on .

A*ctrtWDn ymi already knew a lot about.

So here I am, chattering away. How we got on to the subject

of the navy I don t know. I would guess it was because I told him

the trouble I d had getting through all the security. So, we

started talking navy, and it turned out that he had been in

q% *
World War I, had gone in as an enlisted man i*Mww*rtri the

entire war and he came out as an Ensign, which is the lowest

rank of commissioned officers. I, of course, had come out as a

/ommander.





Bishop: T| Well, if there is ever a caste system in this country it s got to

otftr
be in the tadre of the navy more than anyplace else, even more than

^

the marines, because there s more pomp and ceremony, believe it

or not, in the navy than any other force, I think. The system is

such that an /nsign looks up to a Commander just the way I as a

citizen looked up to the Secretary of State. It didn t last more

than five minutes , but for maybe that five minutes our roles

reversed. Here was an /nsign talking to a /ommander. He came

out from behind this mask and it was just an entirely different

person, tobwt got through this self-assurance and this security

thing.

Riess : How interesting. So during that period was when you took the

portrait.

***,
Bishop: I took the definitive ones, yes. That s one thing I had to learn}t

Somewhere along the line I ll tell you one of the horror stories of

learning i L . but*

these seemingly adverse situations occur is the best time

*/*
to j** You have to have a double track mind because your hands

have to be manipulating this camera while your mind is talking to

the person and your camera is going as fast as it can go.

Riess: In that situation while you were talking and establishing your

roles and your relationships, you had also gotten your equipment

into a position where you were ready to take these pictures . But

did he and you arrive in the room together, or had you been setting

it all up ahead of time?
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Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop:

I had been setting up. That s kind of a common occurrance.

I wondered. VAiOTpBvwwMMM&quot;*vw&quot;wipe&quot;*!0feiMMte^iufcJinii&^&amp;gt;

As a matter of fact, if memory serves me right, I did

meet him first and then he and the President and Mrs. ALUiijuu left

the room and I set it up. Then they came back.

Then you were able to *AaMiy determine where you were going to

seat him and all of that.

As it turned out, yes. There was a divan right by those big bay
%

windows which, I think, pointed to the west d/Iarge living room,

I guess they call it. Then he came in by himself there and I did

him first.

Kind of an interesting thing. If you look at the pictures

some day, over to the side from him in the glass is something
6rr-*e **

that appears to be a h*b or small bullet that hit the glass.

There s a very sharply outlined ring in the glass. It wasn t a

high impact projectile, but sondkind of a sharp projectile had

hit it. I didn t see it at the time but it s in the picture.

LI &quot;I

&quot; ^

As the years have gone by and I have been exposed to a lot

of really bright people^that kind of a childish fear of them

has kind of gotten over with. Unless it s somebody that I have

really hero worshiped. Then I m in trouble all over again.

^ *

Frank Lloyd Wright certainly was one of those, practically



-
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Riess:

Bishop;

Riess:

Bishop:

He sounds like a very difficult person, Frank Lloyd Wright. Such an

ego as to leave you speechless.

You know, that s pretty much what we talked about. I don t know

how I dared
|
but we got to talking about his ego. It was very revealing.

He quite candidly explained to me how he had set out when he was

an unknown architect to develop just that. He was quite willing

to admit that heNf believed his own what do they call it in

Hollywood his own press release, his own myth. But he said that

he had manufactured it very purposely. Certainly at that time he

thoroughly believed he was the greatest architect that had

walked in the world.

In the case of that man where the persona is fully developed,

isn t that what you take the picture of?

I suppose so. I kind of like to think thought that he s kind of

sitting back-- He was very tired and he just relaxed. I was

conscious of definitely wanting his hands. I think I got just thaj:

wise old owl look about him.

The thing I missed was that he had ^ *pw* this blue rinse.

Do you remember how white haired women in that period of time had

this definite blue. It looked like the blueing my mother used to

whiten her clothes with. He had this blue rinse in his white hair.

Fortunately I did it in black and white and didn t have to deal

with it. But I mentally had trouble.
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Bishop: P*1

Bishop and I when we were first married had literally, rock by

rock, built this house of native stone up in the top of the

Sierras^ ^omehow I dared pull this little picture out of my

wallet and show it to him, which is a dumb thing to do. It s

like pulling snapshots out? &quot;What do you think about this?&quot;

Anyway, he didn t comment pon the architecture of
it, but

he did get very excited. We became good friends right then

because what he latched on to was that there were still two people

in the world that would work hard enough to build a complete

\M4
house out of stone. went out and gathered all the stone

and pen put one rock on top of the other and built the whole

thing. He thought that was quite a marvel, -lhat we were just

newly married and jit was a lot of work but it was a great way

to start out a marriage.
*. tfr*tv&quot;t

j
.

He was so sympathetic to all that. He actually gave mex-it

fe*
wasn t the original drawing; I m sure these were made just for

that purpose of giving fch to people.ifra uimtfd Ui giH^MNPNta^r S* *

that needle tower that was designed for Chicago but never built^

/bout as big a needle going in the ground as there was going up.

He gave me one of those drawings which he autographed, which was

kind of nice.

As the afternoon wore on I kind of calmed down more.

Riess: In his case it took all of an afternoon. These are very busy

people. 9^i7m*^4N Hw4^*iMM&quot;+WM& How do you

set up the jMtg*!*^ time, tfc



.
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Bishop;

Bishop:

Riess :

Bishop :

Riess:

Well, that s kind of interesting too.

[End tape 1, Side A] **

T il I liLliin HiuL lllULll U1ULL L11JL11 1 ULiiUL ll int.. As I

have matured in my craft, I ve come to realize it s bound to be

[the importance of their time to busy people]
true to some degree. But I think it 1

s greatly exagerated. I find
f\

that when these people really want to do something they find the

time.

They get over being &quot;the busy man.&quot;

Yes. That s happened time( after timef after time right here

in this room. They ve come in and they ve protected themselves

by saying, &quot;Well, I can only give X amount of minutes.&quot; They ve

gotten ^ntrigued with the whole thing, and an hour can easily

go by, or more. I really think it s a protective device.

I ve got a terrific story, if you want to hear it, on this one

with President Sproul.

Yes,

hear about President Sproul.

T I d really like to

-
1

1. iih Hi

-

Bishop: All right. I had met him once. He used to have teas. I think

this is all gone now, but in the early days when I was on campus

the president would have teas maybe once a month to which any



.
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Bishop: students who cared to come over could come.^n^|.and meet the

President and Mrs. Sproul.

He had them over there in the University House. We all

thought it was Sproul s house in those days. I went to a couple

of those. There was no reason he should remember me from that,

4
which he didn t. He was, it turned out, very much wanting to see

this thing of building a new Stiles Hall be a success and very

appreciative of anybody who had participated, and spent a lot

of time causing these other people on campus to participate.

In Lin DLiluu Hull tuujLLM lUlH-F

was kind of one of his pet babies .

*w^H5B4p^^4w^HfP^^^^l

Hii^^*w9&amp;gt;. When it came to

be his time to have his picture taken he came down here. I

met him at the door. [He] had on his just t-black suit. As

black as Xn undertaker couldn t have done better. No glasses.

0-f
He had Miss Robb parked out here in his car. She was driving the

car for him, too. She was definitely his right-hand man through

all his tenure. Right-hand woman, I guess I should say. I don t

know though. Maybe I was right the first time.

His shield and everything else. I m sure it was pre-arranged

between them. As he walked in the doorpiAbabLJ mfHf^MK the

very first thing he said-^ Miss Robb tells me I can only have

ten minutes.&quot;

Well, ten minutes in here is really hard. You re just

beginning to get around to practically sitting down.

The way you came in is very much the
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Bishop: way I start a sitting. There s none of this rush to sit you

down.

But, he impressed me that way. I was aware he wore glasses

and I was a little bit shaken. As I say, I was pretty new at

these things. It probably was eleven minutes or twelve minutes,

here s Miss Robb at the door collecting him. I know that had to

be set up. That turned out fine. That s the one that was used

in the brochure for Stiles Hall.

^ VOt//
&amp;gt;

I would think it was probably something about a year later

than that, maybe a little less than that, that he remembered

all of this. There was a big demand on him for pictures. He

was a very popular president and people wanted autographed

pictures. I guess they d had some done somewhere else and they

had run out. So he had Miss Robb call and they set up an

appointment to have him come down again. This time, it was

so different. He came with his glasses on. I had talked

about the dark suit. He came with a dark grey suit, *wk nd

glasses .

Riess: Had you talked to him about the suit, or Miss Robb?

Bishop: No, I had talked to him in the ten minutes^
that it was the

most formal one of the bunch.

The second sitting he didn t have Miss Robb out front. He

did tell me he thought he had another appointment in about three

IXUA
quarters of an hour. Which is quite a change right there. We

began talking about dentistry and that sort of thing. I told

him that I knew that he and Admiral Nimitz were very good

friends. So I asked his help to do a photograph of Nimitz.
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Bishop: I had served under Nimitz but quite a ways down,

IHIM 1 j nun [1 ul i !

Riess:

Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop :

I was a little timid to go tell him. I m sure it would have

4)worked out had I done so. Nimitz was a fine gentleman. Sometimes

fate takes a hand in helping these situations along. The very

fact that I asked Sproul s help for this, and we had been talking

about this dentistry thing, and all that, it kind of the psychology

was good. He was doing me a favor, I guess. It turned out, **4

I think Nimitz expressed his appreciation to Sproul that the

pictures and all had turned out well. It was a complimentary sitting

on my part. So that is what started this whole thing . Sproul, when

anybody asked him about pictures, was recommending me. As I say,

it started this chain of events.

I think the first one was James Conant came to town. Sproul

had him as a house guest. I think that was the first one. He

called and would I come up and photograph Conant?

This matter of complimentary sitting. TflMfrJ^^BfetHMang Lu me.

When were they complimentary?

Well, whenever I invite someone myself that s complimentary.

If I have/good reason, then I do. You can t do it too often.

1&amp;gt; tuuld LL uliuuiliu, 1J LlUit.

Well, Conant is Sproul s guest and Sproul proposes to Conant

that

Oh, yes, now wait a minute. I don t know whether I should put

this on tape or not, but I m sure the University of California

paid the bill on that one. It went through Sproul. All of the
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Bishop: invitations up there he always paid for.

Riess: After all, here he s telling you to be a businessman and then

he s treating you like an artist, [laughter]

Bishop: Like an artist is right, poor artists. I only asked two people

of him. I have always felt, and if I were to do it today^ur ^f

I really wanted I can t imagine anybody around that I might,

tv^-u-O- -**^-
Jvell, there is a person on campus that I want to do. What s her

A

name? I had it on the tip of my tongue. The poet. The little

lady.

fliuliu

Riess :

Bishop:

Riess:

*f&9, Josephine . I so much want to do her. We ve been to

the same dinner parties and we ve talked about it. Something like

that would be complimentary.
because

The two that I asked of Sproul were Nimitz,/ I really had

a desire to do him. I really loved the navy. The other one was

Monroe Deutsch^ who had been provost during part of Sproul s

time. Deutsch^was a wonderful man. I really wanted to do it.

These things have a way. It isn t the worst piece of

business, if you want to look at it that way. Out of having

done Nimitz it turned out to be a disaster but nevertheless I

was commissioned to do, individually, all of the Board of Regents.

Oh.

That worked fine until about the third one or fourth one turned

out to be Iwlan. Have you ever heard of him.

Oh, of course.
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Bishop:

Riess :

Bishop:

Well, boy, that was disaster***! When he heard about it he raised

the roof. He had been using the picture that must have been made

about the time of the San Francisco earthquake. Do you remember,

they call them owiwnwi-d collars?

High collar and the tie was always about half-way down.

days we wear a tie high in the collar. But in those old days

it would be purposely about half way, the collar sticking up

* v*W***
That was Nylan s picture^ lie admitted te twenty-five years

*

ago it had been taken. Knowing photographic history pretty well

I think it probably went back farther than that. &quot;Absolutely no&quot;!

He was a very powerful man and heonA&amp;lt;4 the whole thing.

It came to a halt at him, yes. I ve since done them en masse over

at Richardson Hall but I ve never done them individually. I was

so young. I was just shattered by that.

Was that Sproul s idea, that everybody would welcome this?
f -T-- I ,f- ***- X t^ j l&amp;lt;***+&amp;gt;** -*

M^*4^*MMi I think he really thought that they would. If there s

anything I ve learned through the years, I don t have something

for everybody. This is why I had said I go through that kind

of rr**h*h blot test with my people, because I m well aware

there s a lot of people now in those early struggling days it

wasn t the case but now, a certain number of people come not by

what you do but by who you ve done. Those are the ones you have

to look out for because they are very apt to have no under

standing of my work. JHteMeRMtoUA ML-4OTUMC8Bs I don t

work on speculation at all and I don t welcome disasters. If

I had the time I d much rather sit in a corner and read a book
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Bishop: than do something on speculation that just maybe this will turn

out all right. Which I think is another thing that young photo

graphers make a big mistake on. But I sure got off my track

there, didn t I.

Riess : So you would not encourage young photographers to do things on

speculation?

Bishop: I think maybe we should define speculation. What I mean by

speculation is this poor hungry photographer is going to invest

his time and money. wiiciL we

the top of your head you d say maybe seventy- five

or eighty per cent of the people, possibly excluding Berkeley^

which I think is a different type of people in general, are suckers

for flattery anyway. I like to think my people would be offended

by it. The baby business has done just exactly that, where

telephone soliciters call up and say, &quot;Let the photographer come

in. There s no obligation to you&quot; MMMW*itMn^^^^*i^^ wi th

the expectation you can t resist the pictures of the baby. That s

speculation.

0&quot;-ewwww, struggling photographers God knows we ve got

a lot of them around I think he s so much worse off. flUMMMB*

I the distinction is this thing

I call the complimentary sitting*** not speculation. You had no

intention of selling them anything. You were going to give them

prints for the privilege of doing them. That s a whole other

thing, really. In my experience, in one way or another, it always

has been very rewarding and sometimes beyond your expectations.
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Riess: fch*piif&quot;fc^itaB*l&amp;gt;fcJi*ii**w^*iiweii^f*W^^

***bb9MMM@ . It was worthwhile for you to

money in order to take advantage of the opportunity. But that s

different from investing a lot of time and energy in something

that s a gamble. You say also that it s going against

philosophic grain flpM^

Bishop: For me it certainly is. I don t know. I think I m right about

that. I certainly advise these students not to do it. For one

tl~&amp;gt;-

thing, they re on U**t brink of disaster all the time anyway.

It can be extremely demoralizing. I have one student who s-&amp;lt;&quot;WB*l

ar *^/ *

a very good fctudent. His

competence is unquestionable. He has some personality problems.
fli** J

He just doesn t appreciate his own values 4s the problem. He

has approached some pretty big names on campus and photographed

them. His competence is better than the pictures came out. I will

have to say that I think the faculty members were probably

justified in turning it down. But he approached them/this way

/&amp;gt;r

of, &quot;Well, I d like to do your picture *il /b quite honest.

He might have let them think that he was doing it because he

wanted to do them while, in fact, he was doing it hoping they

1^-u-ut.tX - A
*-&quot;/

iVHfcfcBPfa^ i t . That s a very difficult bridge to make. Supposing
A

I just said, &quot;Gee, my life isn t going to be complete unless I do

this portrait of you,&quot; and you buy that, and then I say, &quot;Hey, wouldn t

you like to buy some of these prints?&quot; That s shifting gears.
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Bishop: It s a pretty delicate thing.

Riess:

Bishop:

Riess :

Bishop:

Riess :

Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop :

* A
It makes you think, Boy, did I think you were a sucker!

That, in its horrible essence, is about what the speculation

thing really is .

Well, It could be the end of your reputation, too.

Yes. In ttnB case of this student of mine, it has been a

disaster for him. His ego was completely damaged, and his

competence really is quite good.

May I pursue Robert Gordon Sproul. fciSWHt*?&quot;, did you do any

more portraits of him, ai&quot;*iww&quot;^&quot;WPBW&quot;&quot;*&amp;gt;

I did him three times in his tenure. Then he sent his son in as

the last thing.

How did your relationship develop over those three times?

Just beautifully. We became very good friends. Whenever we would

be at some kind of/fathering or something we d always acknowledge

each other s presence whether it was clear across the room or

whatever, tfa

* If you want a little bit of anecdotal interest
)

a couple of things that are kind of interesting.

there re

One was that I got this call from Miss Robb. Did you know her at

all?

MM. I ve talked to her on the phone.

She s a very severe, stern woman. Right is right, and wrong is

wrong. [She was] just completely upset this faaa u ing &amp;gt;

one morning.

What had happened was someone had returned a photograph the President
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Bishop: had autographed for them and the photograph was fading. Oh my God.

That s one of those horror stories^/ one of the reasons I don t

do color very much because you can t guarantee it won t fade. If

people put it in bright light it will fade rapidly. Black-and-

whites are not supposed to fade. They re supposed to be good for

something in excess of five hundred years.

Here she is. Miss Robb was a very imposing person. When

she s mad she s something else! Boy, she started right in on me.

He might have bought something like fifty prints from me. Her

question [was] &quot;How many more of these, Mr. Bishop, am I going to

get back and have faded? And how many more are not going to send

them back?&quot;

Z&quot;**nA
&quot; /** *?5*4

rf
*tt can t be! I know/f

h
washed those.&quot;

This could happen because you used old, exhausted chemicals. But

usually this means that you just didn t wash the chemistry out

of the paper well enough. I m very careful about this. I think

*t
in terms of archival* It almost gets to be an ego thing. I

^

want this monument of pictures to live after me. So I m probably

as careful as anybody, and more careful than some.

I came out with that. I just sort of blurted, &quot;Miss Robb,

something s wrong. It just can t be.&quot;

&quot;Well, would you mind coming up to the office and take a look

at these?&quot;

Boy! I dropped everything and went up! The bottom line of

this thing is it was not my photograph. It was one that had

been done before I had made the pictures for him, by



.
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Bishop: a local photographer that

Riess:

Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop :

Riess:

Bishop:

lived up on Benvenue. I don t remember his name now. He s

dead and gone now anyway.

Oh dear. What a story! Was she appwprtww*y contrite?

Yes, she was then, yes. She even got the President on the

phone in my presence J I didn t see him then but

she
interconnecting phone *d told him they had been mistaken. It

wasn t my portrait, [laughter]

She was a great lady, J*t she had a tremendous devotion to

the President.

Did the President send Ida down,** -

Never did her. But he sent his son. Robert Gordon Sproul Jr.

fMTCtlMMffAaa&^aMM I aaMMe he sent him. She s a great lady too.

I know tiMkfe the Sprouls * feel that there haven t been any

great photographs of Ida
j iw^Hty

You know, there haven t. I don t know. It s just too bad.

What s her condition now? ip^ww**-i*wj.

She can look very charming, but she s past her prime. I have my

own idea of peoples right to preserve some image of themselves.

Certainly the ninty-two year old could be as well photographed

when she s seventy as ninety.

One of the people that I ran into this way and I have never done

much about his picture I didn t put it in this last show. Of course,

I left a lot of people out of this show. But, your own Bancroft

Professor Bolton. He was one of those on the Cal Monthly cover.

By the time they got him to me he was very senile and had so gone
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Bishop;

Riess :

Bishop :

Riess:

Bishop:

pre t ty
into decline it was just sad, because he was truly a great man.

There is a point; I guess, at which I just have to agree with

what you just said. There s a point where you re almost doing a

disservice. Did you ever see Imogen s book After Ninety?

Yes.

Some of those faces were just beautiful. Of course, the one that

stands out is old Joel Hildebrand. On the other hand/toT9^me that

she was somewhat older than any of the people around but she spoke

of them as &quot;these senile old people^
11

m*ny she photographed

and didn t put in the book. She was going strong-p-

Imogen was a great portraitist.

I think we ve got to hear more about her.

great person.

I d like to hear more about her from

She was a really truly

times.

in fclitj I luck

By the third time was he,

[laughter] I can remember just the main part of the conversa

tion on the third time. I actually gave him some instruction!

Which was quite a thing. He confessed that it was very painful for

him to have his picture taken. And with all the speaking he did,

he told me it was also very painful for him to speak in a microphone,

He just did everything he possibly could to avoid either one.



.
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Riess: Isn t that interesting.

Bishop: I couldn t do anything for him on the microphone, but at the time

I just showed him a couple little tricks in front of the camera.

Mostly he was talking about snapshots, the press sort of thing.

He had a way of throwing his head back and kind of leaning

back. If you remember, he was a leaner, but he leaned away from

you, which is absolutely the wrong thing to do with a camera.

You should always, definately |
not even stand straight but just

slightly lean toward a camera. It changes your whole attitude in

the picture. We just stood in the room and I showed him how

if he would just move one foot out and just transfer his weight to

the front foot, and just lean slightly forward. M**OT*^**M
mr_

w&quot;$*wta^^W!HPWWHW^^re*S**S^WWBW*j He abhored it so much
A

I guess he was just trying to avoid it and was doing just the

opposite of what he should do.

The other
thing-W**^(e

tended to have a double chin and he had

this feeling if he raised his head it would get rid of the double

chin, which it actually of course would. But it also gave him,

I would have to say so, kind of an arrogant look. He wasn t like

that. He was a pretty nice man. Net arrogant, certainly.

He was very appreciative of that. I never saw him again.

Whether he ever practiced it, I don t know. I think he did,

because he surely took it up. Mb&amp;gt;MM*lMM-

Riess: Well, you say that he didn t like to speak into a microphone. Of

course, what everyone hears about Sproul is that his voice was so

loud that he didn t need it.
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Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop:

Riess:

It?

he had a voice all right, MHtopMfcriBHfciMHBinBv

, I ve heard so many stories about him and his

but this is kind of cute and I m sure you ll all heard it. A

faculty wife was in Monday and she saw the pictures of Sproul in

my stack. We talked about his voice somehbw. So she related this

old story.

Somebody was outside in the hall while he was telephoning

to Sacramento. They heard this booming voice and asked someone,

&quot;Who s he talking to?&quot; f ^ well, he s talking to Sacra

mento.&quot; f^wwgfcww] And the retort was, &quot;Why doesn t he use the

telephone?&quot; [laughter]

I know, Utaau* I love that story. Ive heard it a million times.

M_1_^_=__
It s so typical of him.

you furs*
u yuu feel up

U&amp;gt; he.n
Hi ill, MI. Theodora Kroeber?

I started with her [Kroeber] with her first book. I ve forgotten

now which one was her first. It might have been The Inland Whale .

I don t know how she came. I thought it was because I had done

Professor Kroeber several years before.

KPFA had had a discussion and panel years before. Somebody
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Bishop: came out from a New York publishing house called Walden Bookf

and took the recordings Ironi that discussion, in which Kroeber

was one of the people. They wanted a picture of him. That s

what brought Kroeber and myself together the first time.

But that wasn t the answer. Theodora, later rt? it turned out,

wasn t even aware of that picture. So I never really knew why

she came. It s kind of an interesting little story and it ties

in with some of my own development, too. I guess we should wait

until we have more time.

Riw* 1 gucoo ve will Have Lu reU,

[End Tape 1,-Side B]





I did want to say ab_ofut Theodora, and Alfred Kroeber, that we

Bishop : aight have been four. But we had this date that we were all three

of us excited about. We made the date in the spring that that

fall I was going to follow the two of them around in their old

Maybeck house. One of the things about Maybeck was his hugfe

fireplaces / you could almost put them in and panelejredwood all

through it. I was just going to informally do the two together.

It s so sad, because that s the summer that they were over in

Paris when Kroeber died. So it just didn t mature.

Riess: He died in Paris? I m Lhiiikin& of Harold and Mary Jones.

Biohopi Wall, it waa in Europe.

Bicoa;

Bishop:

You re not thinking of Harold and Magy Jones?

No, that s another one. I PVI^PSB Iw ^i^ T I/Q ^&quot;nf brth Harold

and Mary Jonec . 8t I m sure Kroeber died in Europe. I just had

the feeling it was Paris.

igh ;th

Biohop ;

no cinc

^t, later I didn t ever do her i the fireplace abut we went

ii
around the house and different rooms. The one you re using is

\
one of them, of my series. That one s very much miooing him.

Mess: I could imagine that -many women would t really, be pretty incictaut

f*-f
I ^Tronjly o.loeu&amp;gt;.r

upen being photographed in their home. After a certain point it

becomes a real identity.

Bishop: I think it s kind of a nice idea.

Riess: You wouldn t take issue with that.

Bishop: No. If you got them in a good mood, I wouldn t. I guess I m

basically lazy. It s so nice to do it here. Seriously, I don t

do it very much but I think it s a good thing to do.
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INTERVIEW //2 WITH G. PAUL BISHOP

Date of Interview: 14 May 1981

Interviewer: Suzanne Riess

Transcriber: Nicole Bouche

1 tape, 2 sides

[Begin tape 1, side A]

Riess: j^^ll^^i^pirtlPWi^H&quot;*wiy . Many, many thanks are forthcoming
[Kroeber portrait donated by g. Paul Bishop]

from the library for that portrait. That was done in 1970. You

were telling me what the occasion was for doing that, I think,

last time. At least, how the two of you had met.

Bishop: That s where we were.

CHtiJ
That was the third time I had done her. The first time was

f

when she published her first book, The Inland Whale, a group of

legends and that sort of thing.

niiili ii Tiiilnililj T Iniil il ..... linn in i in r

Ihad supposed ^
n*^&quot;*H*&quot;wwpwws she came because I had done Kroeber. In

actuality it turned out she wasn t aware of the existence of

that picture. So I don t know for sure how she happened to

single me out. I very often ask people, but I didn t in her

case.

She came at a very interesting time in my own history.

I had started out my photography here using an 8 x 10 view

camera with a dark cloth over your head and so on. By 1950 I

had gone down to 5 x 7. The cost of 8 x 10 film had done up
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Bishop:

Riess :

Bishop:

so high that we had to economize. And I found it worked quite

well in 5 x 7.

If you were doing an 8 x 10 portrait, how many exposures do

you think you averaged?

I would aim for six. Compared to the film cost of what I use

now, that was quite a thing. In those days it was before we

had strooe very well worked out. I would use a flash bulb.

In between each exposure I d unscrew the hot flashbulb and put

another one in. I used two different lights, therefore two

bulbs for each one. It was really quite an expensive operation.

I don t want to get too far off of Mrs. Kroeber but, in our

earlier conversation we just touched on Edward Weston and what

[conversation off tape]
influence he might have had. I would say here that I had so

worshiped the man s work, and sat at his feet at every opportunity,

that I was completely imbued he used an 8 x 10 and therefore,

in my youthful exuberence, it just had to be an 8 x 10. We ll

get back to him another time. There s quite a thing there that it

took me years to overcome the influences that I had gained from

him and to find my own identity.

That was the inception of the 8 x 10. As time went on,

about [the] 1950s *l*H*&*nm^^**t&^*9F*/ this does pertain

eventually to Theodora it was at that time that there was a

transition from 5x7.

interesting

It was right as * made

the change from 8 x 10 to 5 x 7 that I did that year s covers

for The California Monthly. That was absolutely a minimum budget.





Rless :

Bishop ;

Riess:

Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop;

They didn t have any money, and I didn t have any money. So I 3 /

undertook and actually did do that whole series at three

exposures each. Those covers are all contact prints of 5 x 7,

just the exact size of the original. Which is kind of interesting

now, I think, but /the time it was a financial necessity. I

was still using the flashbulbs. They just barely well, maybe

a little bit better than covered the actual expense out of pocket.

You have opened up a very interesting subject. Let me/naff down

a few facts. You re talking about the format, but what about the

kind of camera? a*&quot;*t-&quot;*fre-4i-Bg- ?-} eamere?

Yes. That s a good question from a layman. It would have

almost/automatically with somebody in b photography-*-. It was

pretty traditional to use the big 8 x 10 camera. Then you have

these wooden frame backs. You could change from 8 x 10 to 5 x 7 to

4 x 5, just by removing this back.

When you re talking about the size change you re just

talking about the-bacK y* ixtcj.

Yes . Have you ever seen one of those view cameras .

Yes
, I have .

I happen to have some 8 x 10 holders over on the table over

there-*-

. That s what it was, those big holders .

So, it wasn t a change of camera; it was simply going down to these

smaller sizes

&quot;

.

J

--.&quot;.
*-

pr That -





To get to Theodora. I had thought about going into a

different form of the same format, the 2 1/4 square. Just prior

to that the only thing available was a Rolli, which means Rollej^-

flex or Rolle^cord. That s what Imogen Cunningham was using,

even then ahead of me. I was very taken with it. That was

the next step. I went to 2 1/4. The film would be in a roll

of twelve exposures. It opened up a lot. Along with that I

got my first *Tro6e. which meant we didn t have that waiting

period of changing flashbulbs, burned fingers-w

What s important 4*B+iH*^[ is thatf the first time I did

Theodora was the first time I used the 2 1/4 and the new *1Vobes

I had explained to her that I was a little bit apprehensive

about it. It wasn t the picture we used, but we started out

in *f
doing a picture where she just had a notepad aM her l*wp, and

she was actually writing as I was taking her picture. After

it was all over it happened to be my notepad and so she

left it. She had written all of this about atiimu this * ^t/o

Mr. Bishop s firstattempt at the 2 1/4. She expressed her

wondering how it would all turn out, which was kind of cute and

very nice of her.

Riess :

You were changing &quot;t overall dimensions.
r

*as that a very disturbing thing,

to go from rectangular &* to square format?





Bishop;

Bishop :

Riess :

Bishop:

It stayed with me, maybe more than I wanted it to, for a long,

long time.

The transition from the exagerated rectangle of the 5x7

to the square, and learning to see the sense of a square, was

indeed quite a thing. Mrs. Kroeber fit right into that.

It was a delightful first encounter. She was a lot younger

J-Vion \Ja Via/4 /m-i -* o t--frr,a cu~ ... niii fo willino to fit IntO

It was very disturbing, psychologically, I guess. It s a whole

new way to see. We re going to get back into the influence

of Weston-w-

Well, why don t you talk about that now. He keeps fighting

his way up.

He will probably keep because I still think, with all the

StmtcJbf*
greatness of &Lcii_lrt.n and certainly Adams, Edward is the the

greatest photographer we have known yet, in the purity of his

work.

Along with this, the ethic that was very pronounced by

Edward, and certainly absorbed by me, was that you used that

entire film area. An 8 x 10 is very easy because you could

see each little corner. You could see each thing. He saw

every little detail in there. The important point was that

you completely filled this negative frame so/wnen you made a

contact print of the 8 x 10 that was it. There was no cropping,

no second guessing. I had been in photography for a long time

before this, a photographic officer in the navy and all that. I

was certainly no beginner at it, but I did pick up that ethic
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Bishop It stayed with me, maybe more than I wanted it to, for a long,

long time.

The transition from the exagerated rectangle of the 5x7

to the square, and learning to see the sense of a square, was

indeed quite a thing. Mrs. Kroeber fit right into that.

It was a delightful first encounter. She was a lot younger

then. We had quite a time. She was quite willing to fit into

Riess:

Bishop

the adventure with me and participated in it,

^Lfc j( Ut̂ 1̂ - /&amp;lt;

-; ^^*
What was tire adventure? Did you feyou feel just so much freer? Were

you darting around the room, as it were?

I didn t. That s perhaps what I should have done, but I stuck

with my tripod and stayed with my conventional thing. In

contrast [to] Imogen. I think naybc she s one of our really

great, great portraitists. It was in such contrast to her.

Am I was aware of how she worked with her small camera.

She would climb up on a chair one moment. In later years she

didn t quite get on the floor as much, but in early years she

did. She would be all around flitting around the room. One

thing about it that would be different she was using natural

light, the light that filtered into the room. That, perhaps,

^y
gave you a little more freedom. *Fkb kind of lights are kind of

directional. You can t really get way over to one side when the

light is set for one area.

Nevertheless, I don t think that was my real reason. I

was pretty intimidated. It was almost a security blanket using

the tripod.





by
Riess: Intimidated by the subject^ or/ the camera?

Bishop: Not by the subject. She and I just got along so well together.

I ve kind of wondered why. You re probably aware that when I

first started in this studio I had a sign up, &quot;Photographer of

Men.&quot; That s a whole other kettle, but it would pertain to

this. I could very easily have felt intimidated by someone like

she, but I didn t.

Riess: You mean a successful woman? What is she, symbolically?

Bishop: Success, maybe, yes. But I think we ought to say matriarch.

Maybe that s why I got along so well, because she didn t put

on the matriarchal bit. The older women you re getting [to] a

kind of good, deep spot there. To this day there is a type of

woman that rather terrifies me, the pushy, matriarchal, non-

compromising I see them coming *wt X w-rt *&quot;
~~~ *^w**%Vi

She had all of the qualities that would have fit that except

she wasn t that way. I had a great respect for her husband,

certainly, and for her although I didn t know her before she

came in the studio. It was pretty 7 , out that isn t

unusual . My feelings about people are very immediate that way

anyway .

Riess: You bring up the issue of Imogen s flexibility she had the

luck of having a system where she used natural light. I would

never have thought of it that way. You always could have done

things differently, and yet you never did things differently,

apparently.

Bishop: That s right. I still use a tripod, not because it s a security

blanket but because there are a lot of advantages to it. Now

that I m teaching younger people, I try to encourage them to

use tripods because I don t know whether you want to go into
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Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop :

that technical aspect of it.

W&quot;**l&quot;Wseh|!l*!*jNB5N*. I m just assuming that a more

composed picture aadlMfa^hab*M4iMhJMUM&quot;vfeeat

What it really is I have this deep-seated feeling that when you

are doing a portrait, as we discussed last time and I brought up

the question, or the suggestion, that Ansel [Adams] just flows

all over his people and dominates them I try so hard to be the

opposite of that, bringing the people out toward the camera. I

try to stay so submerged. This is where the tripod fits in.

The tripod is set up over there with the camera on it;

the person over here. I use a release that s, maybe, seven

feet long. Of course, if I want them to look at the camera,

then I m right behind the camera. I don t say, &quot;Look here.&quot;

A sitting runs quite a while and it s just purely conversa

tional. They re attentive and they tend to look at you. If

you re right behind the camera and they re listening to what

you or they are saying, it s a one-to-one contact between us.

If I m behind the camera then the camera is picking them up,

what you might call, &quot;on camera.&quot; If I said, &quot;Look at the

camera, --that s / little, subtle part it has suddenly got to toe
&amp;gt;

&quot;Oh, God, I m having my picture taken. I ve got to look at

this camera!&quot;

With this long cable release the camera might very well

be in the center of the room. I would just wander over by

about where that lamp is and while I m talking stand there. This

thing is in my hand. They have simply turned that way never

realizing I don t like to use the word but that they ve been

manipulated in a way. That s a nasty word but you re doing it
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Bishop:

Riess :

Bishop:

because if I said, &quot;Look that way&quot; believe me, these kids, you

can t get it through their heads, they still do it. The minute

you give a command to a person you re directing. In portraiture,

at least this kind of portraiture, you re not a director. If you

were doing fashions, or illustrations, or anything like that,

then, I suppose, you d be a director. Here you re trying to get

the person to give of themselves. Anything that calls their

attention to the fact they re having their picture taken will

just set you back.

I think that s really interesting. I m glad you talked about

that. f^^As we closed last time, you

gave your opinions, and you started to give them now, about how

Ansel [Adams] didn t succeed as a portraitist. Sum that up

again. You ve talked about three styles, Imogen s, your s.

Now, what was Ansel s? Did he try to do portraiture, or did he

give up on it?

Let me put it this way. Last night was this showing on Channel 9

of his life s work an hour s program. I would think at least

a third of that program was just showing his pictures. Every one

was a landscape. There wasn t one portrait included. They had

Georgia O Keefe in there in the film part of it, where they re

*rtA
moving around ^ talking*/||V he has done a lot of good pictures

of Georgia O KeefeAfPbut not one of them is shown in there.

Ansel started out way before my time. In fact, he started

his first studio here in Berkeley. He did take a crack at

portrdture and gave it up very quickly. ( Dorothea Lange, at the

same time, was living over here and opened a little portrait

studio in San Francisco. He very quickly went into doing commercial
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Bishop: jobs to survive. He did a body of portraits which he s never put

it s .

in a while one scattered one will show up in a book.

But he just doesn t have the one quality that, I would think,

would be a number one thing for a portraitist.

Imogen did. Imogen was a feisty character. In a way, she

was a director, but differently. You almost had to know Imogen

to appreciate lM&amp;gt;r. In a way God, she d roll in her grave, but

maybe she wouldn t she was a loud-mouthed, wise-kC&amp;lt;fc with

a very critical, sharp tongue. It was yap, yap, yap all the

time. The advantage of that was that even though she might

to
have been giving directions/a certain amount, she was making

such a clackity-clack about it that people didn t associate it

with themselves and get that self-consciousness. When that gal

was jumping up in a chair it was a sight to behold. This completely

took the peoples minds off of themselves. It was a very good

technique.

Ansel is a very serious person. Even in his writing he

over-writes .

Riess: What you say is interesting. Dorothea, I know, said that she

put on this invisibility. She believed that she could put that

on. That was important.

Bishop: Yes. She did it quite differently, too, than Imogen. I don t

think she even came close to being the portraitist that Imogen

[was]. She was a journalist first.

Inside the inner circle of photography we call Ansel and

his work &quot;Wagnerian.&quot; I don t know whether that s good or bad,

but I think it explains the man.
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Riess : That s good and bad. [laughter]

Bishop:

Riess :

Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop:

Riess:

the overpoweringness is what I m refering to there.

Yes.

Did you ever venture out of the studio for any series of

portraits?

Oh, yes. I do that, I think, rather frequently. We ve got a lot

of them here that were out of the studio. There s Robert Frost

that was done up in George Stewart s home. There s AldlcuS

Huxley. That was&amp;lt;Jone over in Sproul Hall.

I guess I didn t really quite mean that. I think of that as

the alternative of your going to your subject.

Oh. You meant did I try to include their natural environment as

part of the picture.

Yes. 9i did juu LIUL JlloL ylulii g. uuL u HUULU ui Hi u

Less formal pictures, different format.

Bishop: HBW^F^WPSBII^Hft^^ I use 35 [mm] but, essentially, my old dependable

is 2 1/4.

Riess: When you got to 35 that didn t mean that you got off the tripod?

Bishop: The 35 is an entirely different thing. It s a postman s holiday,

I guess. I spenfl a lot of time in the top of the Sierras. I ve

got/thousand slides of mushrooms, and another thousand or so

of wildflowers.

Riess: So that s where you ve used it mostly rather than the studio.
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Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop

Occasionally in the studio. When I do I use it off the tripod.

Are you still using the full frame?

Wttt,
Yes. jfe re going to get into another area there. This is going

to go back to the Edward Weston influence, if you want me to

answer that.

^uafc^AtACAAtai&amp;gt;^*OTe you talked about being able to see

everything of the 8 x 10. Certainly you can also still see it

on the 5x7. Then you get down to the 2 1/4. Ysuliu imjliig

then it s harder to compose?

It certainly isn t as easy as an 8 x 10. You have to learn

what s different there is that for years, even in the 2 1/4,

I carried this feeling which certainly has to be attributed

to Edward that everything was composed in a square because
A

a square was the shape of the film. That was such a heavy

indoctrination on me that it would seem like heresy, or

stupidity, not to use the full square, because it was there.

Edward s feeling was that the frame of that negative is one of

the conditions that is put on you. You construct inside of

dwhatever this is.H It has only been in recent years that I

feel that I really got my freedom back and found myself.

Now it s just good technique to use the maximum amount of your

film. You don t make a small image so that you can re-compose
t++*-4.

it on the giuimd g,lagl. at least, you shouldn t. I ve heard

some very good photographic teachers tell students, &quot;Oh, took.

There s two or three pictures on the one negative,&quot; which I

think is terrible. I heard it being done as an encouraging thing.
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Bishop: To: ine that means you just didn t see it.

What I m getting at, then, was you use the maximum area of the

2 1/4. But now, and for some time as you ll see, there s a lot

of different shapes around the room I have found my freedom

again. It s preconceived and seen beforehand. But I don t

necessarily say everything has to be a square. The composition

is worked out on the ground glass at the time. It may very well

be a long slender rectangle or it could be almost anything.

But it is a forethought, not an afterthought. That was a struggle,

getting it out of my system.

Riess: I m sure, yes. What was the effect on your photography of using

more frames once you were down to roll film.

&amp;gt;

JL.
Bishop: That was great, yfhis recent show that I had I could see it very

quickly. The older pictures that were done with the view camera

and, more pointedly, the screwing in of a flashbulb and taking it

r,*,d
out, were much stiffer, much more BMgad people. That might

not be entirely because of the mechanics. I think that has to

be divided between the fact that I was for a long time a

pretty shy I don t know why but I felt in awe of so many of

those people. It was/very definite handicap. The result was

they looked, I think, tight. At least I see it in my more recent

work. Finally they re beginning to loosen up. That s not

the fault of the people. It has to be the fault of the photo

grapher.

That was the difference, when I got to the 2 1/4 where the

price of twelve exposures is about the same as the price of one O *
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Bishop: exposure. More to the point was this beautiful strobe that flashes

at a thousandth of a second. Motion is no longer a problem. You

can just let people be themselves. You can let them talk, let them

sing, they can play a violin, and movement is no problem anymore.

In the beginning, thirty years ago, you actually kind of

said, &quot;Now hold it,&quot; when you saw something, which was a terrible

thing to do.

Riess : Right, that little smile frozen on your face.

Bishop: Everybody did it. You were shooting at a thirtieth of a second,

and any movement would show. This way, the world is yours.

Consequently, you burn up a lot more film. The economics are

such that each film doesn t have to count. You have this

complete freedom of letting them express themselves. If the hand

is moving, or no matter what, that is all technically taken care

of. I think it made a tremendous difference in that way.

i r 11 j i i ling, UL LI.. irijiiH &amp;gt;...

You touched on one thing and maybe we should go back and

pursue it a little more. You were talking about going out of

the studio. I m not quite sure what you were getting at. At

fiiir T trhniighfc^^^Mggy^pgrTffiygtcaMyTBmiliig LU wlmie iliey

Riess : do

tn

I JL wondered if you

ever felt like making, or did make, or experiment with making

a quite substantial change in the way you deal with your medium.
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Bishop: Well, through the years I have taken a lot of pictures outside.

It certainly is a beautiful light. But I ve gotten so committed

to this instant picture

[End tape 2, Side A]

[Begin tape 2, Side B]

Bishop: I ve gotten so committed to this taking of pictures w* af .

thousandth of a second, or so, where you just deal with people

that way. You encourage them to move, talk. I put it this

way as I am very apt to tell them at the beginning of a sitting

I use the word wiggle! I say, the more you wiggle around, the

better it is. Outside you re going to drop from about a

thousandth of a second to at best a little better than a

hundredth of a second. At a hundredth of a second some fast

movements will blur.

I haven t done very much of that sort of thing in that

sense for the very good reason that the strobes are so wonderful

to work with.

Riess: H unui j i n hail uliiujj ULLL1 J yuilifllLl&L LllaL 1UJ11J) Ib p&quot;Art

fB^iMNMMH^^-a portraitist is only so good as it is clear and

accurate-^

Bishop: You ll find a lot of divergence of thought on that. In my thinking,

that is very, very true. But, boy, we could find a lot of people

that think that a blurry image is better [laughter]. I don t

agree with them, but I suppose there is room to make an argument

on that side. Some people feel that maybe more is revealed if you
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Bishop: blur the whole image together, homogenize it, so to speak. Maybe.

There s no point in pursuing that.
XU^ -

frfii r
one other point, though , that you might like to know

my thinking on the matter. Arnold Newman is really a very great

photographer. We had a show of his up here, at the museum some

years back. He is from the East and has a very different and

good viewpoint of things. His feeling is that you use the

surroundings, or the habitat, of the people to amplify the

statement about them. He has done a lot of artists. He would

make a great effort to do them in their studio. It s a feeling

that, perhaps, some of their work or just their living quarters

or whatever, was just a bunch of adjectives. That s a very good

technique. I don t do it that way. I thought possibly that was

what you might have been getting at when you said outside of

the confines of the studio.

So much of my work is even close in on the head, what I would

call a tight head. I believe in it. I really think that we can

(fitful*
make just as complete and lww**wl a statement about the person

right here in the studio as we could in their natural surrounding.

I just think they re two different techniques but both of them

perfectly valid.

Riess: When you did [Chiura] Obata, for instance, with his brushes-?

Bishop: Well there are, certainly, those exceptions.

Obata and his brushes you know, it would just be a shame not to

do him with his brushes. He was just a normal looking Japanese
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Bishop: gentleman, otherwise, it could be one of any / fiiat s going

to get me into deep water.

Riess: [laughter] It certainly is. ^qwiVv&quot;e&quot;wv&M9 &amp;gt;Mm.

Bishop: But we ll explore that [laughter]. With those brushes it just did-w

I think that s the whole basis of Newman s work. Those things are

certainly valid. I did do Obata in his backyard with just close-up

Somehow, they didn t ^t**? IHCeJ*l* in this case.

I guess it kind of depends. I guess what I just stepped

ifc

into was this thing of what s the definition of a portrait. It

obviously has many definitions, but wi**&quot;Wl^^y*i!y^

interpretation anyway.

my

In the case of Obata we ve pretty well identified/ ^fe s not

a lawyer, he s not a doctor
^ ^e s a painter, and he s a particu

lar type of painter. If that is a She,rlock Holmes sort of thing

/f we re looking at portraits to say, wel^., that guy s obviously
wM**r.

a -* Recently I had a show and a critic went to great lengths of

putting down some of my best efforts. In doing this he said

that I had made Robert Frost look like a farmer, and that I

had made Edward Weston look like an optometrist. I ve forgotten

some of these others. It has puzzled me how he put these inter

pretations on these faces. But if, indeed, a portrait is intended

to show that this man s a lawyer then, okay, we ll do like a lot of

people do. Put him in his office with a lot of law books behind

him.

That s fine. I m not particularly interested in that. I know

what I am interested in. I would like to think that my work shows

it. What fascinates me the most, and got me started in the post

war portraiture I came to this understanding actually out in the
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Bishop: Pacific. There was a very definite point where I decided very

definitely that human beings were the greatest thing that I

osd&amp;gt; know. Edward Weston and I had a big disagreement on that

subject, but let me finish the thought first.

The intellect of man, to me, is the most fascinating thing;

that I know. I guess what I try to do is understand what we re

all about. In the search for understanding, what a beautiful

way this thing of almost putting these many, many people under Kln4 .

a microscope and studying them As a way of gaining understanding

of oneself.

First came this feeling I know full well that we have

the down side of our humanity, and we Mwe a very great artist,

Diane Arbus, who did a beautiful body of work on that. I know

it s there, but I m not very concerned with it. What I am

concerned with, and why you see a picture of Huxley, or Frost,

or Imogen, or those here I dearly loved them for what the

difference was.

I visualize It as speaking .of mentality, or the human

intellect as pretty general |ya big sea of fairly level heights

of mentality. Then you see these beautiful blips; here s an

A\&amp;lt;Xou^ Huxley or Robert Frost, or a Frank Lloyd Wright. They
9 ^

just come out. blips out of that normal. Something about that

very thing, to me, has been perhaps the most fascinating thing

I know.

This has nothing to do with the anatomy of their face. The

anatomy, I think, is just the challenge that I m going to work

with. What I m really after is that little golden thread that
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Bishop;

Riess:

Bishop;

Riess:

connects us all. I like to think it shows up in the pictures.

That s what they re all about.

You ve been talking about your great people.

It shows more in those, maybe.

In the body of work with your great people, ^*^p*e^&quot;Wii^

mUAtbmmLbei&f-a* is it s imply your choice which it

the print that you will print? H

_ ,

it.

Bishop: Sometimes yes, and sometimes no. S so

many of those were commissioned by somebody on campus, depending

on what department had them there or something like that.

And riii uubJiLllu faiiiiii

^ery often they were gone. That s a very big thing. It doesn t

&amp;lt;H

necessarily pertain to our greats. First, let me say that although

I spoke of the Huxleys and those, I m still fascinated with

everybody that I do, for the same reason. As I said, here s this

beautiful blip of somebody who has gone quite a bit farther with

stretching their mentality. At least that s the way I see it.

That doesn t mean that I don t enjoy working with those of us

who are more normal [laughter] .

To answer your question more directly, my procedure is to make

a body of negatives which is going to range anywhere from 24, to

36 to 48 exposures, depending on a number of little things. Out

of that, I m only seeking maybe three pictures at the most that

I m going to feel are the acceptable ones. Say that you came in

tomorrow as a customer. I think a good question on your part
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Bishop: might be, &quot;How many proofs am I going to see?&quot; I would quickly

answer, &quot;It will be eight to ten,&quot; which is an honest answer.

You will see eight to ten. It s almost what odds would I give

it. It s almost a sure thing. I can t think of when It wouldn t

be a sure thing that you would wind up choosing at least one of

the three. I don t do that consciously.

Riess: You could stack it. M-wa**-pe^OTOT-4i*44m&amp;gt;M-MU4fcMvw

Bishop: Yes, but I don t.

That s not too smart either. I would like to think those eight

to ten are going to be good ones . I would also say that if you

chose one of the others I wouldn t be terribly out of joint about

it.

ie

/t very likely would turn out to be one of the two or three that

we would come to agree on. I don t consider myself a salesperson,

and I don t think it s a selling job. Nevertheless, it turns out

that way.

Riess: How would you compare what you do to what [^i^w-1*
|
did in that

most marvelous display I happen to think it was marvelous of

three-quarter length portraits, where he had ***** had those people

just staring at the camera?

Bishop: That s where they were all about 8 x 10s on the one wall?

Riess: Right, just a wall of them.
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Bishop:

Rless:

Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop :

-\ and I see the world quite differently.

I m just talking about that format.

I know what you mean. His statement to use his words he s

&quot;dealing with the surface of people.&quot; I suppose by that he means

that he is not trying to he would probably deny that you could

get down below what I presume he means by the surface, the persona.

He might say that we re foolish to think we do any better than

that.

I m not really concerned very much. He kind of shows up

these different anatomical idiojyncracies . In the particular

panel you re talking about it was kind of interesting. You could

compare the shapes of heads almost anthropologically. But I think

that s what he was concerned with there. I think he was showing

emotional qualities, as he did in the pictures of his father.

He had a beautiful array of emotions in that panel. These

heads were/; as you remember, quite, as you say, cut off pretty

much at the chest level.

Three-quarter. They were the famous-Whis dignitaries

A 4 , -. l-ov.-; rtr.

Yes. But they were not I think his own words were correct. They

were surface pictures without a conscious attempt to let this

inner person . That s delicate ground. A lot of people are

going to say, &quot;What are you talking about? You don t get inside

of anybody.&quot; I feel you do. That s the whole validity of what

I m doing. If I didn t feel that I was getting into them, then I

would say, yes, it would be quite necessary for me to include the

law books behind them. As it is, I don t care what the man s
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Bishop: profession is. I really care what is that face saying to you

about that person as a human being.

Riess: By the time you ve taken that picture you have already established

a relationship, and you feel that that person has gone beyond the

persona with you.

Bishop: Yes. I feel it s a failure if that hasn t happened.

Riess: Since we are really in a way discussing the portraits that the

University has acquired, you re saying that the early body of

work the work in the 1950s lacks that dimension?

Bishop: I would like to think there s some of it there. But it certainly

isn t there in the magnitude it would be now. I think I kind of

started out with *&quot;****** a gift in that direction but

I let people intimidate me. That sure doesn t work.

Riess: I think you re really talking about something that s incredibly

ephemeral .

Bishop: Yes, right.

Riess: What you re talking about is something that is a popular belief,

almost a romantic belief, that we are who we are and not what

we do. But that takes an enormous amount of projection.

Bishop: It does. This is getting right back to that/ffi?ng I was saying.

My ability, I think, lies primarily in this thing of causing

the person flow it s almost like an electrical flow flowing to

and into the camera rather than flowing from the camera direction

to the person. Granted that s the only thing that s really good

about me. I seem to be good at de^aig tttat.

Riess: It s just very good. There s no question about it.
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Riess: Let s get some people on the record.

Bishop: All right.

Riess: I saw that you did a portrait of Paul Taylor in 1977. IIun did

Bishop: How did that happen?

Riess :

Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop:

Riess :

Bishop:

I d known Paul since oh, my goodness! I can t really remember
It goes back to Steichen when he

the year. MB came out here when he first got the idea of thatA
big show of his, &quot;The Family of Man.&quot; I suppose we must be talking

around 1950, somewhere in there. We can check the dates. I had

known Dorethea long before that. The local group of I don t know

what kind of photographers to call us? -Ansel calls

them the &quot;creative photographers
t

&quot;

j&quot;

&quot;

[laughter]

y^ef
were called together over on Euclid at Dorothea s home.

Steichj^i was there. Of course, I had known him before that, in

the navy. That s the first time that I met Paul. Actually, {it wasj

the first time I d been in their home. It s kind of interesting.

I d known {mi % Dorothea way back before that.

You d known her because she had a studio in Berkeley and all of

that?

Well, she was one of the reigning photographers as I was starting.

Yes . But you had known her personally?

Yes, I ll say. So much so, if I can just deviate for a minute

Of course . Have I ever denied you a deviation [laughter] ?

No. [laughter] I really think that Imogen would be considered

by the world to be considerably a lot more cantankerous than

Dorothea. In my experience, Imogen and I just hit- it off from the
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Bishop:

Rless:

Bishop :

Riess :

Bishop :

first time we met. Maybe it s because we respected each other s

portraiture. We got along fine. Imogen, undoubtedly, was more

feisty than Dorothea. In my book, Dorothea and I did not hit it

off. I felt she was considerably more feisty.

This little story is kind of cute. There was a show here,

in Berkeley, of Edward Weston s prints. I was invited to loan them

my picture of Edward because they just wanted to show a picture

of the artist, which isn t uncommon and no big thing. At the

reception pt the opening of this show, here s Dorothea. I m kind

of standing over by the picture of Edward just eavesdropping to

hear what some people might say about him or it. So Dorothea

comes along. She was quite short and very slight, and I m about

six feet. She came up to me and we knew who each was. She said,

&quot;Why did they take your picture of Edward? Why din t they take .1

mine? &quot;

I was kind of young and a little bit smartalicky, I guess.

I didn t mean to be flippent, because I did respect her, but I just

came out and blurted out, &quot;I guess they liked mine better than

yours .
&quot;

Wow! [laughter] That did not go over well at all! She rose

up as high as she could reach, and looked me right in the eye and

said, &quot;You re nothing but a print maker!&quot;
jj^y*&amp;lt;4*~

Oh, dear God!

I have always felt that was really /^(fhe
didn t mean it as a

compliment.

No.

She meant it as a good put-down. You re not a seer. You just

should be in a darkroom somewhere making prints.
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Riess: How bitchy. My word.

Bishop: Well, yes. That s the right word. I m glad you said it instead

of me, but it s right. She never was a printmaker. She always

hired her stuff out. I think that s quite an honor, to be a

phtographic printmaker. Believe me. To make fine prints is a

tremendous compliment. The greatest printmaker that I know

today is Edward s son, Brett Weston. I ve worked in the dark

room beside him. I m very good but I cannot make a print as

fine as Brett can. Ansel s a very fine printmaker.

Riess: Well, that s interesting about Dorothea.

Bishop: It was a compliment, but she surely didn t mean it as that.

Anyway, there s a Professor Bill Garnett working in environmental

design as a professor of photography.

Riess: Yes, I know his work.

Bishop: He s become a pretty famous photographer. He s had three

Guggenheims. His work is aerial photography. I guess you know.

Well, Bill s a real nice guy.

Bill, when he first came here, had hopes of getting a

photographic center established at Cal. He was new at Cal

and a little bit naive. You know and I know how hard it is to

pry extra monies lose from anybody at Cal to start a new venture

like that. Actually, it has been done beautifully now at the

University of Arizona^/the idea that Bill tried to get going in

here.

An interesting sidelight I haven t seen him recently, but

when I was teaching up there in architecture I: saw him a lot and
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Bishop: we d go to lunch together. He would always go to the faculty

club and he would always want to sit at a table where there

were faculty members he didn t know. He used his lunchtime

meeting faculty. If he found a table where there might be one

person sitting he would always gravitate to that. Which was

and interesting thing. But what I meant to get to ^here was

that he became very fond and attached to Paul Taylor. Actually,

I think they became good friends , possibly from the connection

with photography.

As you probably know, Paul Taylor is in very bad health^

suffering Parkinson s [disease]. In my pictures you don 1
1 see it

on that one as much his eyes are taped open with adhesive tape,

and this sort of thing. A couple of years tagof Bill just called

one day and asked if I would be interested in photographing Paul,

that he would very much like to have me do it. I m sure he

has respect for my way of doing portraits, and he doesn t

consider himself a portrait photographer. He felt the need of

somebody doing something about Paul, as he put it, before

it s too late.&quot;

I went right along with him. I hadn t seen Paul for many,

many years . &amp;lt; ^

Riess:

Bishop :

That s one of those cases where I went out and did him

in his home.

It s right in their livingroom.

*. You ve only seen one picture there. There s a lot

of pictures in that series. It was a very emotional thing.
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Bishop: I particularly wanted to go to his home to do him. I talked to

him a little bit at the Faculty Club beforehand. I decided

definately to go to his home. He would have gladly come here,

I m sure.

I guess this is one of those beautiful love affairs. I

hope I m going to experience, in some ways, the same kind of

thing. He s gotten quite elderly and Dorothea is on* his mind

constantly. It s just an on-going thing. The room that most

of the pictures were taken in he called Dorothea s work room. All

of her books and everything are there . As we entered that room

he said, &quot;Don t you just feel her presence here!&quot; That could

be interpreted a couple of ways . The obvious one would be

that here s all/her books, and her pictures there on the walls.

You couldn t help but feel her presence in that sense. I had

the distinct feeling at the time [that] he meant something quite

different. I respected it and thought it was very beautiful.

One of the pictures that you haven t seen I have a great

feeling for it because, as I told you, Mrs. Bishop sits where

,Y&amp;gt;**

you are, usually from one to two, and I sit over here where

I am. This is my habitual corner, and that s her s. We have

this thing where she reads aloud for about an hour. They have

a couch about the same size, only it s a white covering. He

sat in his corner, much the same as I do here. But over here

[gestures] was this cushion that was obviously much whiter than

all the rest and wasn t being used. He pointed out to me that

this is where Dorothea sat. The picture that I, perhaps, treasure
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Bishop; the most is one that shows this. There s almost a glen or a

Riess:

Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop:

in .

glow to the white cushion there because it stands out. He
A

obviously doesn t sit there and he doesn t have anybody else sit

there .

I was very touched by that. I don t put it into circu

lation because I dea t think without an explanation or an

understanding of what I ve just told you, it would be a meaningless

picture. He s just sort of sitting in his corner. But there

was a heck of a lot more meaning to it.

That s kind of too bad. I think pictures should be kind

**r
of self-sufficient and ^don t need an explanation.

&amp;lt;M*fr4*fc*-**&amp;gt;&amp;gt;e^ 4TrB&amp;gt;

n87fe*44w^Mi*&amp;gt;4fe7fev^fmr
&amp;gt;lTP^^vnpT Maybe

it is self-sufficient. This is a case, though, where you

really used the background.

Right. This is one of those things where I did an Arnold

Newman, that s for sure.

Because that s really what Paul wanted, it sounds like. He

wanted a photograph of the atmosphere.

That s the way it turned out. But I don t know that /I m

iV

sure Paul was right appreciative of that. Since then that
A

supplement section on Sunday in the [San Francisco] Chronicle

they did a pretty good spread on him. They didn t use the one

I m talking about. Paul has it, but it was not in that group

that were used in there. They did this whole spread.

He and Dorothea collected bronze bowls and things. What

you would call the diningroom is just full of those. There was

one of him sitting at the diningroom table with this whole
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Riess:

Bishop :

Bishop: background as bowls. If turned out just great as a record for him.

I think maybe that was more my doing than his. But ft turned out

something that he was very delighted with. While I had the

opportunity, in a way I was kind of photographing the essence of

Dorothea because it was so apparent.

Yes, it isj/henyou get around him, i^^ea*^1^* . liwfrl*

*A**W**M&. Of course, you ve photographed many photographers,

[laughter] Yes, I ve done a few. Strangely enough, as long as I ve

known Ansel I ve never photographed him. I have pictures of him

here, in the studio, but I didn t take them.

Riess: May I ask if photographing photographers is an intimidating

experience?

Bishop: No, it isn t. I didn t come full-bloom into photography, but as

a craftsman in photography I came into it very quickly and

could hold my own, at least technically, at a relatively early

age. Maybe dentistry did that for me. I still say dentistry s

the best pre-requisite for photography [laughter] .

A
Now, I guess I m one of the old senior citizens in photography,

which I find hard to deal with. But I d better not get into that.

Riess: This portrait oF Imogen. Was she here for this?

Bishop: Yes. We had an afternoon when she did me and I did her. We had

a good time^that was done here, in the studio. But that s only one

of several of her. That one is much more benign than she
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Bishop: I did that one with another purpose in mind. That wrist watch,

which I have cropped out of there just a little bit /Is full-face

in the original negative, was willed to her by Edward [Westonl] .

Which was quite a thing. He really didn t have anything,

i*.uu. [jiiijiiui n] nil, in i Lijiiih.

He was M*iy almost I guess you d call it^ pauper, or M close to

it. Not by the strictest definitions, but he practically had

nothing.

[End Tape 2, Side B]
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INTERVIEW # 3 WITH G. PAUL BISHOP

Date of Interview: 21 May 1981

Interviewer: Suzanne Riess

Transcriber: Nicole Bouche

1 tape, 2 sides

[begin tape &quot;5,
Side A] ref : Imogen Cunningham

Riess: Twenty years ago you wouldn t have considered her as

Bishop: That s right. What I feel is that twenty years ago she had a

kind of a bitterness. She was still a little bit 4ums+s^L /

abeufe- having to do it all on her own. She deserved a great deal

more support from other photographers than she got twenty years

ago. The recognition, among other photographers, was a little

A
lacking;&quot; Actually, that poor girl was out there making a living

and doing portraits the hard way, which means they re real. She

was very much alone. Dorothea Lange had Paul Taylor there. 4

her kids came back
later^ but they were pretty isolated twenty years
*

ago, too. There were few of us who felt very keenly toward her.
^

fnjj\ I think that s just about the time I did her portrait; that

one , up there .

Riess: It s funny. I think of her as some legendary center of a bohemian

group . Du&amp;gt; JIB Aw******** Llmi uliL u t

Bishop: Well, she certainly was. I guess that started about that time.

[That] was the very beginning of it. In the last fifteen years of

her life that would be very true. In the last five years,

why, everybody was worshiping her. I was helping a graduate
fc/+eti

student get her MA and? Bill Garnett over in environmental design.
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Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop:

assigned this poor girl to go do a portrait of Imogen. Imogen

had this reputation of just eating young photographers for break

fast. Since I was helping her, why, she asked would I inter ain

for her. I called Imogen and asked her if she d let the girl come

over and photograph her. Imogen did, but she made it very clear

she never was two-faced. She would say, &quot;Yes, but you re imposing

on me.&quot; Actually, they didn t get along very well , which I [found]

kind of sad.

Then, she felt a very great imposition on her time. There

was almost a mob of photographic students out in the Bay Area.

Somehow, they had discovered her. She just didn t know what

happened to her. She lived a pretty simple life. You know,

after Benny Bufano died she kind of became the resident artist

of San Francisco in Benny s place. All these people had been

ignoring her all these years; all of a sudden, here s our unique

little strange character. I don t think she appreciated being

Benny s successor in that sense.

At the end of the last interview you mentioned something about

Weston s wris)*atch. What were you saying about that?

on

he

[I ).

I think what I was starting to say was that Edward died in

dire poverty. In fact, ^^GO^^^*~^^^t the nice people around

here kind of got a fund together for his burial. This is such a

tragedy because he s probably still the greatest photographer the

world has known, at least in my opinion he is. He and Imogen both
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Bishop: were very outspoken and both said what they thought at any

given time. But they were great friends, /
a
tney

U
ere forever

playing pranks on each other. As Imogen did with Ansel, too.
w*-fc.h3 ,

That, anyway, was willed to her and she was very, very proud

of it.

So I had put it up, probably not in the best compositional

standpoint. It s another one of those things like when I was

talking about Dorothea Lange s work room with Paul Taylor. I

remember I mentioned the couch. A few pictures, and I dislike

it, have to have some sort of an explanation or something looks

a little odd. Why this strong image of a wrist yatch over in the

corner there? When you understand what it is and how much

it meant to Imogen, then everything falls together.

Riess: I m really surprised somebody would talk you into cropping it.

I d like to see it printed full. It s distracting, fcw-tnww*^--

Bishop: When you know the story, it surely is. From a compositional

standpoint it s, perhaps, a little more distracting when VOU-^AX/.
*/K+Ct. ttAU****

because it s w*y important there. It s just a large circle right

on the edge %
A^he -. Someday I ll show you a print. I don t

I

think I have a print made up of it right now.

Riess: 1 did 11)01 aC Llli Puul Jaylor portrait. Not the one that

emphasizes the sofa and the absent &quot;other,&quot; but the one that

does have Dorothea and her desk, and so on, behind. The focus

is not sharp on that area. Since you were choosing to include

so much graphic material behind there, I wondered why you had

chosen to do it in soft focus.
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Bishop: I suppose that the real reason is that it was almost a

technical impossibility to get both Paul and that in sharp

focus. I can t really say that I consciously decided to

put that in the softer context. However, I don t think

any photographer that s at all realistic doesn t agree

with my saying that some of our really good things are

purely accidental.

Edward called it intuitional. He said, &quot;Well, I did t see

that seagull sitting right there, but my mind must have known it

i*

was there because it was in absolutely the right place. In

that sense, I would say that even though my conscious mind saw

it as I was either going to get Paul sharp or that sharp because

it was done with a type of lighting that y didn t have /
3
cKoice

of using the small appetture^^MCtt^acft^it was done with flash
^^

*

and that meant it was shot at rfll where it could have been much

better at flS2, or something.

That is kind of interesting balanced against the idea that

the whole experience was one where I m certainly sure that Paul

felt very definately that Dorothea was floating around the room

in that somewhat ethereal thing. I almost came to believe it

myself, just with the experience. [It] certainly left no doubt

that Paul felt her presence that way. Maybe the fortunate

accident is that it gives that feeling, perhaps.

Otherwise, what we do is start indexing all of the things in

CWfc.r^rVO&quot; b-yj
Dorothea s life and looking clearly at the pictures oi her, or

something.
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Riess:

Bishop;
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[pause in tape]

Yes, it did make you very aware of Dorothea, that s right.

In a strange way, hut it did do that. Sure, I m known as a

purist, and very seldom do you find something out of focus in

my pictures. But, whatever forces that be, it worked to the

advantage of giving the feel of the presence of Dorothea.

I know how one could strain to make out, you know, &quot;Oh, is that

a picture of Dorothea?&quot;, or &quot;Which book is that?&quot; Maybe that s

M look *.*r

Riess: Yes. I think sometimes it ends up jjeing that

! ve given you two lists.&quot; I m working my way through lists.

The first is a group of portraits that was chosen by Ursula Bingham

for the portrait collection in The Bancroft Library. We re

not going to talk about everybody, though you can certainly alter

your list. You don t have to be stuck to it at all. The first

one that you had checked was Woodbridge Bingham. That s Ursula

Bingham s husband?

Right.

What was your acquaintance with him? *&quot;BBW^^!W*^ 1971 you did

that portrait.

I guess something that s kind of interesting it certainly
4t

crops up time after time how did you happen to do this particu

lar person? This is kind of an interesting one, ^ &amp;gt;&quot;np

rst

r
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Bishop:

ILLUJ.

Riess:

Bishop

various ways. This is kind of fun.

r-^was

guess anybody from a practical standpoint wonders, jhow do you get

your people?&quot;

They come G*

-^^^^^hUbilUMBMA Patsy, my daughter-^as going to college

here at that time. She happens to be the extroverted oneoof the

three children. The other two are kind of quiet and shy. Little

Patsy is a natural-born extrovert and salesperson type. To

make extra money for herself while she was going through school,

she was selling Avon products door-to-door, which would kill me.

*
2ne loved it because was always wanting to see who was going to

be on the other side of the door. If I talk people to death

while I do their portraits, she s even better at it than I am.

I guess it was her only drawback. She got so involved with talking

to the people she spent much, much more time than the sales

warranted.

Anyway, that s exactly how this came. She rang the Bingham

family doorbell, and started talking to Mrs. Bingham and selling

her Avon products. I suppose Mrs. Bingham said, &quot;What does your

father do?&quot; or something like that. That s how it all came

about. Through Mrs. Bingham s interest in Patsy she got to

thinking in terms of getting a picture of Professor Bingham.

So, quite unconnected with any other University connection.

Yes. Actually it turned out /fortuitous. The sad side of it is

that this was done while everything was just fine in the Bingham

family. It was very shortly after this time you know, it was
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Bishop: their nephew that got the guns into San Quentin and a couple people

got killed. The nephew s never been heard from since.

It s a proud, old East Coast family and it was a terrible shake-up.

Professor Bingham kind of went down hill from then on. I ve seen

him on campus several times. He was really robust and healthy.

I think that shook him up badly. It was kind of nice, I m sure,

^
that we got this picture before. I ve never knowi exactly what

the motivation of Mrs. Bingham was to purchase those prints for

the Library. She ^**!*T&quot;^^] obviously liked the picture of

Riess:

Professor Bingham. She came in one day and said that she was
[giving to the Library a collection of g. Paul Bishop s portraits]

interested in doing that. She ^apparently^had some womens

group or something that
shej*%nr

imen she first expressed it to

me that she might get www^^^^Wffl to contribute to 4* this .

At the time, she made the statement that if they didn t she

wanted to 4^0 *.V**.A with it herself. And

It wasn t due to the particiI think it s entirely her doing.

pation of the other women.

!

**!B^&quot;!!Bff^HmW^~&quot;9bT I was going to ask one thing

about the Bingham. I looked at the portrait and it seemed, Me

MMw^a^ftM*^MiUttU^Mie , like it was really taken from below.

Bishop: Well, you re probably right about that.

it s something I do occasionally.
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Bishop: Very, very seldom do it with women.

I ll have to tell you the inside on this. See that chair

over there with the shiny black arms and all? I call that my

professorial chair. That s the one he s sitting in. It kind of

lends itself to that particular type of picture which you saw

Professor Bingham in. It s reminiscent of the leather-type

desk chair. The trick there is yeo slide them well back into

the chair so that they aren t leaning away from me. I think

we discussed that leaning away from the camera before. Slide

them well back into it so that they re kind of leaning forward,

n
giving them what if we have to use adjectives more of a dynamic

feeling. He was kind of tired and relaxed. I think that I felt

there was a magnitude about the man. So I put him in that chair,

leaning forward. Then I got my camera somewhat lower than

usual, which gave an upward angle at him, which probably gave

him a feeling of a little more stature than he might have had.

In other words, the camera angle you know, these things are

often important. If somebody gets up above you and shoots down

at you, they have really diminished you, or in a sense squashed

you. If you do the opposite of that you ve done the other.

Riess: Oh, I understand the dynamics of it.

Bishop: Why did I do it?

Riess: The question is, how is this philosophically in keeping with

your



.
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Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop

Riess:

Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop:

It does seem like a contradiction to you, I guess. To me it

didn t, although I certainly would be the first to say I ve got

a little something to tell you about that in a minute. But staying

on the point of him, it was a technique which I think was justi

fied because there was this feeling about him. I guess we talked

about that I try to do these things by intuition. This was just

simply a technique, very much the same as if you might have walked

around the room to get a head turned in a certain way.

It brought out what you had felt in him anyway.

That s right. I think it was a good, fair and honest picture

of him done this way.
/frf. /A^.*/
It it s all right to diverge just a moment, there s something

important there ttw* , since we ve brought up this subject-*. This

will go clear back to Darius Milhaud. Gee, I don t know if he s

in the Bancroft collection.

No, he isn t.

If he isn t, he will be.

Good.

I did him out at Mills ICollege] . Milhaud was probably about

hri
three hundred pounds, and kind of a greenish cast to his skin.

^

I had never met him before I went out there to do it. I wasn t

even aware of Yusef Karsh s picture of him before. But it makes

a point. When I got there he was moving around the room in a

wheelchair because it was very difficult for him to walk. He

strenuously objected to in no way were we going to do him in

a wheelchair. He got into a wicker-type chair that you see him in.
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Riess:

Bishop;

Riess:

Bishop:

Creaked and groaned under him.

Yes, right. Tin 11 hi Lulil uit U this little table that s in

front of him S Artists, and I ve got a few hangups myself,

tend to have hangups that this was one of his creative tools.

He did his composing on that little kitchen table and he took

it to France with him every year. To him it was a very

important thing in the picture. To me, yes, it was too.

Okay. So, I had him seated and he slumped and God damn it!

He could look like a frog sitting there just because he was so

obese. The head was small and the body got bigger. My feeling

was and I think it s in his eyes and this sort of thing. His music-

I m sure you know it it s like Bartok, mostly percussion sort

of thing and very, very much alive. I felt this tremendous

contrast between this poor dilapidated body, but the mind is

still going great. This beautiful music is such a denial of

the devastation of the body.

That was my way of doing it. It turns out that Karsh had

done him sometime before, maybe a year or so before. Karsh

used this same technique that exagerated, that I did of

[doorbell interruption]

You were saying that Karsh had done the same sort of pose. to

The same technique. He attempted to get rid of this obesity and

glorify the man. I didn t feel he needed it. I felt that the

expression on his face, and if you have any knowledge of his

music, it was all there. Karsh got the poor man up on top of
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Bishop: this table so that he could get his camera clear down to the

floor and get this big sweep going up. Then he took the glasses

and the picture is something like this, with an arm extended

toward the camera holding these glasses [gesturing]

Riess: [laughter]

Bishop: and used a wide-angle lense so that the first thing you see

are these rather enlarged glasses down here and then this long

sweep of this arm, which slenderized the body, and this rather

small head clear up at the top. I think that s insulting. But

it s an exageration of the same / ^e
useclqa

e
lltt*i!e tiny bit of

** on Bingham , ^twMiM^hMBVimgcnRtfOn*1&quot;*

Riess:

Bishop:

. I d like to see both of

those pictures side by side.

The famous picture of Joe Lewis and I ve forgotten who did it

was much the same technique, with his
h&amp;lt;igft

fist as it extended and

the long arm so the fist is tremendous in the front of the picture.

The wide-angle lense gives this big fist and this arm going on

forever up to a small head.

Riess: The next person we had chosen to talk about was Herschel Chipp.

I actually was very struck by that portrait, too. It s so sad.

Bishop: Did it seem sad to you? [surprised]

Riess: Yes.

Bishop: That s interesting. i_UM*ULO*MiM_Uttl

Riess: Well, contemplative,, but essentially&quot;! thought sad.
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Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop:

I guess the record should be consulted to see if I m right. But

as I remember, the sadness might be coming from the fact that/

there was trouble in the department. He had been the

chairman of the art department * the art historians. I think

this dates about the time

Selz was leaving the museum and coming back into

taking over art history. The transition

and the reason for the picture was that Chipp was going back to

join forces with the Franklin Mint, I suppose in the merchandizing

of their-f+*Wfe.

Oh. Is that what happened to him?

Yes. I suppose it was a time of somewhat well, you know the

politics we have on campus. I think there was a lot of that

showing in his face. We had an excellent time together. I ve

never thought of it as a sad picture, but it very likely would

be. I ve got a lot of negatives of him.

Oh, it s a lovely picture. I wrote down something about &quot;hands

odd.&quot; II ..................11 i
i i 1 ...... r Hill ....... 1 ...... f I II

The hands are kind of up, almost on a level with the front of his

face, which is unusual, at least in my work. The eyes are

turned just slightly toward you. It s almost a profile and the

eyes turned toward you. It was one that I printed specially and

had not printed that negative before. I printed it specially

for that show at Heller Gallery. As I went back to re-do him I

looked at all the contact sheets and picked that one.
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Riess :

Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop ;

Riess:

Bishop:

11 fr- -I O_

UW^wre^^fl^^^lTri

&quot;H!^^H!*&quot;H*Mflkfca*4&quot; Was it commissioned

by the art department or by Chipp himself?

tt. By Chipp.

That s very interesting. I m fascinated at the self-consciousness

of deciding that it s time that that would be for him the time

to memorialize himself.

I don t want to stick a pin in it. I have a feeling that,

it was probably paid for by The Franklin Mint.

Qli I I uue.

they wanted to emphasize

how illustrious he was.

Well, because he was coming into a new position.

I think this was probably publicity that went along with that.

But I do like your version better.

I ve got to put in one little thing. One of the joys that

has happened I ve never had a young man do it, but I ve had

it three times, through the years, with young women that are just

one year or two on either side of twentyj y^et s say from eighteen

to twenty-one or two. [It] has happened three times. They ve

come in and they ve said they feel that they re emerging from
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Bishop :

Mess:

Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop:

one phase of their life and going into another, and did I think

we could do anything about trying to record, primarily, the one*

they we emerging from. Which is, of course an impossibility.

You do blend them both. I found it such a touching thing.

With that kind of preamble I really tend to outdo myself. I

tlink it s such a great thing. I think more people would like

it so much if they thought in those terms. It s best done, I

think, completely independent of mothers who tend to put

their interpretation into it. The mother could say, &quot;Well, go

have this done,&quot; and then stay out of it, and not edit it. It

bna f &amp;lt;4c

would be a more tuniind thing.

Twenty years ago that emerging process was the emerging from

being a young woman to being a married woman. The engagement

portrait was the one that really recorded that transition.

Which was a terrible time to record it.

Yes, but it was the significant. Now people have a sense of

their own selves that s separate from that particular rite of

passage, perhaps. I guess men don t as much though.

Fred Cousins taught in the PE department.

Yes. He goes way back. M^^^^mi*fc*l^fcM

He was one in

the portfolio from the change of the Stiles Hall publicity

there. He was just full of enthusiasm for getting the Stiles

Hall going, and one of the group in there.
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fit.

IU.LUUI

Bishop: lit mij UL1L Uf LliUJ,e UiiyilULl UIlliL. Liu il ill u . I think

I mentioned then that President Sproul took a real interest in

it. It was that set of pictures, including Fred Cousins and some

of those, that started the whole ball rolling of my thing with

faculty at Cal. ^^
You didn t chectrVill Dennis. That really is a very handsome

portrait of him though.

Bishop: I do remember him as a very kind and gentle person, a sensitive

person. Let s see if I can recall that picture. I think it

emphasizes hands, too, doesn t it.

I took that a long time ago. He had a long, slender face.

Bishop: Tweed Jacket [laughter].

Riess: b*a*a*iiv4mi^ Yes. All those good professors, full

professors, are always tweedy. Do you make a special effort

to have the hands be eloquent? The hands are doing a lot of

things in those portraits.

Bishop: I think they re extremely expressive of people and very, very

important. Look at that one of Aldous Huxley up there. What

do we see in the hands? Take his right hand first. It s

probably more revealing than any of the others. When you see
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Bishop: a hand that is folded in that manner, and the fingers that way,

I think you can I know I m clinically right in saying that

the man is feeling pain. It isn t a tenseness. In a sense, it s

relaxed and yet it shows that there is a malfunction of the body

system, I think, if you see that. The same sort of a thing

will show up in the portrait of Edward Weston, where his hands

look very much like the right hand up there, showing a basic

illness in the person. I don t think it s unrealistic at all

to say that the hands are very indicative.

If you go for a physical I guess you re very aware that

the doctor very often will hold your hands and look at your

nails or something. Of course, what he s doing there is trying

to judge whether you re anemic or not. He s looking at the color

of the blood under the fingernail. It s kind of interesting

that the hands are great betrayers of-tM Pvdy J

But if you look at his left hand, what do you see? The

hand shows almost the emaciation of the body, with the bones

so prominent. Yet, the vitality in it the way the thumb is, and

as he s talking that hand is swinging back and forth. I think

it s a very good example of

[end tape 3, Side A]

[Begin tape 5, Side B]

Bishop: I was saying that the texture of hands can be very revealing. Rut I

said from a portrait standpoint.it can get you into trouble,

although I think it s something that should be considered.
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Ricooi

Biohopi

Rless:

Mahep

Ricss;

Bishop :

Would you say that people aro looo wiH.lug to&quot; accept ait ugly-

hand than they aro to acoopt a ?-

Well) hero wo go. There is an age group, and forgive me for

what I m about to say but it occurs with women and I m not

being chauvinistic or difficult, but very often an age group

between twenty and thirty take very much better care of their

face than they do of the skin of their hands. Maybe the palms are

good because they rub their face a lot, but the outside of their

hands are apt to be dry and scaly. If you re 100% realistic,

those hands are a big betrayal. They contradict the youthfulness

that might have been kept into the face. The hands give it away.

That, I don t think, was your original thing, though. But

C k^-^c. 3
they show a great deal about the person, from many different

A

standpoints. Look at the resigned feeling of Robert Frost. The

hands he s forgotten he has them. It just simply reaffirms the

whole posture of the man.

Yes , it does . In a lot of your portraits they become as important

as the face. Ete- the moot part they ocen te be. in thcoo excruciating

positions .

[laughter] Thot o intorootingt Why du you usti that word?

Oh just -k -people juat sort of caught like that. or-

f&quot; 7i rn^ r &quot; t
] I think often their faces hava finally come

to aone repose. Thay rp rplaMng with ynn with thelr-face-; But

(r*3 fc\-^-X-J t&-*

thoir hands are srtlll amply demonstrating how uncomfortable the

whole experience is .

[Laughter] Well, you re absolutely right, of course. But I think

that s part of the statement. I ve got to remind you I think, again,
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Bishop: didn t we talk about this thing that I have of having people

look at my prints and I kind of watch them?

Riess: Yes.

Bishop: If you came in I think I said I would watch you. What we re

talking about, I guess, is what people have come to term

&quot;body language.&quot; Feet will display it too, but hands

most certainly will display it. The face is saying one thing

and the hands or the feet could be saying just something very,

very different. Somewhere in between those is what s real.

Riess: Do you really watch out for it when you re taking the picture?

Bishop: Oh, you have to be terribly aware of it. I don t always use it.

I was supposed to have the proofs out yesterday, and I won t

have them out till next week, but I ve done what is his

name? He s just retired, I think, from psychology. Anyway,

on that set of negatives, which I haven t proofed yet, I started

out with a large head, no hands. I began to realize that my

picture was going on down here [gestures] underneath where my

camera was aiming. His hands became very expressive. It wasn t

the texture in this case. It was, as you call it, the twisting.

a ^
I ve never put it in those that excruciating kind of tickles me.

I don t know whether I accept it entirely or not. i They were

really telling so much about him that I ran one roll of his

head and then changed lenses and did three-quarter views from

then on. As I say, I haven t printed them yet but I think they re

going to be great.
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at

Rless: I can t get into this further, but you re saying that they

tell so much about him. It s an interesting question of whose

interpretation it s going to be.

s such an interesting portrait,

Since ou do so few women7^at loaot, thoro were so few women

to do in the University, I guess

Bishop: You know what s so ironic about that? If you asked me the

question in a different way I would say to you that I much

prefer doing women to men. I enjoy it more. I get more

pleasure out of doing pictures of women than I do men. Yet the

body of my work would seem to deny that. I think they -tl X ll

;*

have to honestly say that isn t always my choice of who I m
/\

going to do. If I were just free to go out and say, &quot;Hey, can

I do a picture of you?&quot; it would be the other way around.

Riess : She and a couple of people seem to have come to you from the

visual arts department.

Bishop: Yes. Penny is a very interesting one. I don t know how much

detail you d like to on that. There s a lot in her

case.

Riess: Oh, I don t know. I was only responding to the portrait itself.

But, plaaj.a, say

Bishop: There s a. lot of iiupuiLauie thare. Back about eight years ago j

the telephone rang and started a whole new phase of my career.

It was Margaret Dhaemers asking if I would be interested in being

a lecturer for a summer session up there. Of course, she s a

professor of photography in environmental design. My first

reaction was, &quot;Oh, I can do without that.&quot; Fortunately, she
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Bishop :

Riess :

Bishop:

ftieaoi

Bishop i

Riess :

Bishop:

called again some time after I d thought about it for a couple

of weeks. I decided to do it, and launched into a phase of

my life that I ve enjoyed tremendously. I ve been teaching very

steadily ever since. Penny was very important in that.

Penny was the chairman of the department. A very dynamic

person. Of course, a photographer. I think she got her degree

from Mills, if I m not mistaken. She came into my life there and

it s a very important thing.

The picture was actually done just because I was interested

in her. It was an invitational picture. She s a little bit

different looking, in the sense that I don t know all that many

women professors on the campus but Penny is certainly individual

istic, [laughter]

The tinted glasses, and the lighting is particularly dramatic.

Her very bleached*^

Streaming hair.

rblond hair. Her leather britches. It was done in the days

of the rather short skirt, and a leather skirt at that. I can

remember the picture very well. There s a basic, rather dim light

on the front of her. Her hair is illuminated brightly. Then

there s sidelights that come down on the hassock and come down

the side of

Yes. It s more dramatically lit than you would have done for a

lot of people.

I think if you met Penny you d find that the feelings that you

might have gotten from the picture I m not sure what your

feeling would have been but I think they would have jibed with
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Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop:

your feeling of Penny. I suppose you could consider her

& x7&amp;gt; i-&amp;gt; y-

controversial, certainly not to the oiiccntric. /
he s tenured,

so she couldn t have been too controversial in our great setup

up here. But she s an artist and she appears as an artist. She s

very authoritarian. I think it shows in there.

I wondered how she fit into things.

r\oft A
Frank Freeman. I s-ay here, &quot;handsome head. Marvelous tilt

to head.&quot; I don t quite remember that head, buy anyway

Freeman you ve

Riess:

Frank is fine. He came because at one time I was associated pretty

closely with the Pacific School of Religion, in the sense of

doing most of their photography. Although te was a professor

on campus he was also on the board at the Pacific School of Religion.

#u /
*

He originally came because I was doing faculty members. Although

I don t think he was ever a faculty member there, he was on the

board and they sent him down from there. It turned out that he was

also a very avid photographer. He was very active in the Berkeley

Camera Club. Very good. That went so far as he and one Dr.

Takahashi, who s dead they re both dead now: Takahashi was

the leading member of the Berkeley Camera Club and a leading

Berkeley optometrist^ Jfhe three of us kind of formed a little

group. We tried to do it on the basis of every other week. They d

all gather here in the studio, and we d get in here a model or a

subject, or something. All three of us would photograph away.

That went on for quite a long while. I knew him better as a

photographer than professionally.

That s interesting.
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Bishop: But it s a handsome head.

Riess : Yes .

a

Bishop: Apparently/very, very much liked person.

Riess: Okay, Bill Garnett. We talked about

Bishop: Ah, a good one. I glad we picked Bill. It s kind of too bad

to talk about Penny without talking about Bill. There s only

two tenured professors of photography at the University of

California at Berkeley. Bill Garnett is one and Penny Dhaemers

U/u-*7V
is the other. They both reside in the same building, Worster

t f
---^

Hall. As I have said the students *g,lft there, if you possibly
*

can swing it, take courses from both of them. You ll learn the

\*

warp and woof of photography for sure. Just as diametrically

opposite in their points of view as yau aaa possible, b&amp;gt;.

Their appearance, their dress, their attitude toward life, are

a

just absolu^ly different.

Their photography is sc? different. Bill is a very famous

photographer. He s had three Guggenheims. He s most famous

as an aerial photographer. But Bill is an uptight person,

definitely by the book. Penny is a conceptual person with a

great deal of freedom in her viewing. As different as two

photographers can be. Bill was a very hard-driving and very hard

task master; Penny is just the opposite.

One of the kind of interesting things about Bill is that I

o.t-

heard a professor of astronomy talking about him, i some length.

You can tell that these kids would have trouble sometimes with Bill.
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Bishop: You know how the campus has gotten. The students are certainly very much

more relaxed than when either one of us went to school ,febe*e.

Bill is probably the only professor at least the only one I m

aware of that*sstill wearing a crewcut. I think that says it

all. He s six feet tall, he s very severe and very sedate. The

t*)l^-~

crewcut ^-n days a lot of people don t even go to a barber anymore.
/\ A

But it s so indicative of his personality. It s beautiful.

And here you have these two people, professors of photo

graphy in the same building, sharing the same photolab. They kind

of politely stay out of each other s way because their viewpoints

are so radically different. I think it s just great. It s the

best hope they ve got of turning out some good photographers out

of there.

Bill is best known for aerial photography. The interesting

thing there is myself, and many others like me, we fought the war,

essentially, as a aerial photographers and had gone through the

government s training in that direction. They impressed us all

at graduation &quot;We spent twenty-five thousand dollars educating

you,&quot; and all of that bologna. The major war effort was aerial

reconnaissance and that. Myself and a lot of others came back.

Just as the war ended, Bill [he] had done police-type work with

photography before the war, but had done no aerial got into

this little airplane to fly from New York back to California, and

happened to take his camera with him completely a neophyte in

aerial photography and everything and made his first shots

coming back on a ride that he hitched in a military aircraft.
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p lr&amp;gt;
i3 +0 ft &quot;&amp;gt; f*

Bishop: That was the beginning of he s a very famous aerial now. Those
A

of us who had been very highly trained in that direction kind of

took it all for granted. Personally, I dislike flying very, very

much. I m no competition, but it is funny.

Riess : Well, are you saying that you saw the beautiful patterns but just

didn t think to photograph them.

Bishop: I have to honestly say that we never saw them the way Bill does.

Bill saw things. I ve been up there and I ve taken pictures, and

I ve looked at my pictures. No.

One of the beautiful things, Suzanne, about this whole thing

of photography is that after you ve really matured in it you

realize you re doing your thing, because it really is your thing.

It s no joke that Ansel should take the landscapes and I should

take the portraits ; Bill should take the aerial and I should

take the portraits. Bill is a very ridgfrd personality and would

have a terrible time doing portraits. He doesn t even touch it.

He knows it. I don t think he ever does even pictures of his

children. I think that s really beautiful.
40(

/-&amp;gt;j

tT&amp;gt;

It s kind of come into conflict on this other thing I was

telling you about earlier. This groups wants to make some

thing of my mountain things, which are there because I love the

mountains. But, heavens-to-Betsy, compared to Ansel s things, mine

will look like weak tea. [laughter]

l tlaugTTCeTr] Well, we dull* L liaVfi Che mid Lo LhaL sluiy. That s

interesting, though.

Alfred F. Kroebi 1 Chink i-uallj talked -him.

Bishop : The oTU* thing Chat we left out and i

juet get it in I ftueas I did Thoodt t-h

-to

-ft-
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Bishop:

Riess :

Bishop:

Hitch, bute you do have a portrait of Hitch against a white back-
rt

ground. It s just a head, really.

There s kind of a funny story on that.

I d like to hear it. ^A*^
Hitch had a man who was called Dean f-Julmon] . I don t think

that was a title; I think that was his first name. He was his

publicity man. To go way back to the beginnings, I got this

telephone call. They asked would I send a portfolio up to Hitch s

office. He was requesting them from several photographers. I

had only one thing like that that would qualify. It s quite a

treasure because it s got a lot of good work in it. I didn t really

want to part with it, but I did.

No response. No response. About six weeks later I really

didn t care too much. I was a little annoyed. What I was after

was to get my portfolio back. I assumed that, since I hadn t

heard of him, the thing was down the drain. In fact, it was not.

I just didn t realize how busy he was when he first came to

California. This is when I ran into Dean Johnson &quot;Oh, yes. We

do want to do this thing.&quot;

So, we made an appointment and I did him. You remember, this

was just right at the sixties when the campus was falling apart.

[pause in tape due to phone] Anyway, they came down and we

f*
- y

started the sitting. I, in general, try to get a very pleasant
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Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop :

thing about people. Sometimes it s obviously somebody who

can t, or something. But in this case, I worked like the dickens.

Hitch was really a very severe look. I finally succeeded in

getting a couple where at least it was broken a little bit; it

didn t have the severity. I wouldn t really call it a smile even.

It wasn t quite even that.

Then he had to go back to New York. I think he was in transit

between the two places, finishing up his work there and coming

out here. They were in a hurry and Dean Johnson came down. He

and I selected this proof which, at least fctu a slight

pleasantry on his face. We made one hundred prints of it in a

mad rush. Hitch got back just about the time I delivered the

one hundred prints and, &quot;No way!&quot; He wanted to see the proofs

and he picked the one that you saw, which became his official

picture. A very strong, severe face.

So the one hundred prints you did were not -**-**-^

That s right. We just did them all over again. They kinctyorf paid

for the ones that they didn t-US?. I don t know what ever became

of them. I thought it was so strange. Somebody later heard

about this and said, &quot;Well, the only mistake you made was not

having that cigar in his mouth at the same time.&quot;

Sometime after that I had two occasions to photograph the

Regents while they were in session over at Richardson Hall. Sure

enough, he sits there with a half-smoked cigar that isn t really

smoking because somebody there one of the women just wouldn t

tolerate the cigar smoke.
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Riess :

Bishop :

Riess :

Bishop ;

Riess :

Bishop:

Because you knew it was an official portrait, you had to have

a

That was specified. It was made only for publicity. In his case

I didn t do anything but that. It was /very clear cut; this is

the way it s going to be. oort of thing. No nonsense. Left to

my own devices, I know full well that newspapers prefer light

backgrounds. Very often we do some with newspaper in mind and

then something that would be a more pleasing, to my sense -of &*~

\*u&amp;lt;*lr
t portrait besides.

hi this cage , he was just going to take control of the

problems of the sixties. He started out with a very firm grip.

I guess he ended up that way, too. I think it s a good picture

of TIM 1i. ujii iilnil il i uiLLLk_

Interesting.

The next two we come to are ya^old and Mary Jones . The Harold

Jones portrait I ve seen a lot. It s used certainly at lot. i*-

wao done at u Jiff fe.ue.LiL lime..

Yes. It was done first. The reason for what you just said is

that Mary Jones was, still is, a great promoter of Harold Jones.

I m sure she saw to it that he had got a lot of publicity.

Did she send him in to ?

I can t really be sure of that. He made the contact. That s been

quite awhile ago. I remember so well because I was right in the

midst of *BXB% thii brick wall fcW*&quot;M*Ba- So he goes

back a long way. He was very quiet /
a
i

c

nad the feeling, somewhat

She s so definite and so sure of her decisions, and he seeme to-unsure.
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Bishop: Just quite opposite. A very mild person. The picture shows

him as a very mild person.

She emerges as the power of the Cai y. After he died she

came down with some papers of his and had me photograph his

signature. From then on she had these pictures made up with his

signature printed on photographically in a sense, autographed

photographs .

Riess: Yes. I assumed that. I couldn t understand what that was about.

What was the point of that?

Bishop: It was her idea. I guess she just wanted autographed pictures

of him. I think she felt his loss very much. This was her way

of commemorating him.

The rest of the story is kind of interesting. When Bowker

came on campus there was a little celebration sort of thing.

Actually, the show at Heller Gallery was tied in with the

celebration for Heyman, except he never got in. He was supposed

to come in and have his portrait done for that show but he never

got in for it. I never did a picture of Bowker, either. Anyway,

the Faculty Club asked if they could have an exhibit of professors,

It pretty much filled up the Great Hall and the lobby in there.

These shows always seem to have some sort of name. That one was

called &quot; Memorable Mentors
)

&quot; Which I guess was a good name

for faculty. Anyway, because of that very thing that the picture

of Harold Jones has his signature on it, which I find a little

bit offensive I had quit using it. So I didn t include it in
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Bishop :

Riess:

Bishop :

Riess :

Bishop :

Riess:

Bishop:

Riess:

this show. Wouldn t you know, Mary Co\J*c Jones was on my tail in

a hurry! She demanded, on the telephone, &quot;Why didn t you use

Harold s picture in the show?&quot; It boiled down to forget the whys

a demand that it be in there. Then I who s to argue. She s

a dear, sweet lady, but she was so upset that he was left out

of that group that she made a big thing of it. Of course, I put

it in.

I did her somewhere along the line. I m sure I had

done her by the time that show was there. She was just a sweet,
ordered ^eme/noff

grandmotherly type. She has uideu only about six weeks ago, trf

Of the one of her?

Yes. She keeps using them quite a bit.

1969 is when you did it. Actually,- one is a awcct, grandmotherly

type and that portrait i not a sweet grandmother. That s a pretty

tough lady in that portrait.

[laughter] I think you can understand why it came out that way.

My experiences with her she might be a velvet-gloved grandma but,

bay, don t kid yourself. The gal s got both feet on the ground

and she s slugging.

For me it certainly was a different view of her. I-h/y yytui htrr

That was her choice. I had chosen one that was different. That

was her choice. She seems very happy with it.

It s the only portrait in the entire collection where the

technical details are included. [reading] Veronica S 2, 200mm *e-r,

fiil strobe, eT3T acCtone^ plus X, veritone TD55.&quot; -Hot stuff.
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RicoBi At last wo know what ha does.

Bishop: That is one of those beautiful ambitions. For me it s kind of

like trying to keep a diary. It s something I know I should do,

because I like to think this body of work I m giving to Bancroft

is going to be I don t know if I should compare; I think I m

a better photographer than Muybridge ever was but I d like to

think that some day some students are going to find some value

in looking at Paul Bishop s pictures too. It was my intent that

all this data be on the back of the prints. I don t know. Lct g

eeer IL shuuld -

[end tape 3, Side b]
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7~*
Bishop:

Riess :

Biohop

Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop :

David Mandelbaum is an anthropologist. I did him do you have

a date on there? That s probably the first date because I don t

think that they have my recent picture of him.

Oh, okay. Let me just check that^ 1 1 6O .

tt s btitm back a lung Lime ago.

I m
ieallj&amp;gt; so plooocd I have the&e liblb. I960 is the -one

Ursula

There s also a 1980. /After twenty years-j^ He came to me because

I never asked you. /Did you know Betty Conners? You must have.

Yes, right. Arts and Lectures.

Yes. Betty and I were real good friends. She sent a lot of people

to me. He did a series of summer lectures in 60. That was the

motivation of getting him here. I guess I remember him so well

celt
* because I have always tftuuglit anthropology would be such a

fascinating thing. I don t know how one could ever make a living

\f
outside of teaching. I guess my interest in him stimulated back

and forth and we became pretty good friends. The second one is

because he retired. The anthropology department has collected

portraits of retirees for the last eight years, and had big,

And
16 x 20 photographs made of them. I ve never put them up or anything^

must have them stored away somewhere. I nave these hopes of someday
V A
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Bishop:

Riess :

Bishop:

Riess :

Bishop :

Riess :

Bishop :

Riess :

Bishop :

establishing this room with all these pictures.

Have you been commissioned for aest u them?

Yes, I think those that have retired in the last eight years.

I think we re talking about six people, including Mandelbaum.

Do you try to have a uniform format then?
&amp;gt;

Yes^I m not entirely sure that I m all that pleased with it. X
I think I m correct^ I could be a little mistaken; some of them

may not be that wayA ^ut certainly in the case of Mandelbaum,

and more recently Professor Bascom, they have brought artifacts,

fh
kind of at my suggestion. Do you remember one of Mandelbaum with

A

white hair and he s holding a little it looks almost like a

lunch basket in his hands?

No , no .

It s actually a lunch basket but it s a burial thing. It comes

from India. Of course, they burn their bodies there but they

have this full little lunch basket of food to go with them. [They]A

burn that along with them.

That s an amusing choice, 01* his -

Yes. This is what he chose to have. It looks to all the world

like a little picnic lunch basket.

Professor Bascom has a very large, carved / dark, hard wood

that I think is South American. The little lunch basket on

Mandelbaum s lap is one thing and not too hard to contend with.

This one that Professor Bascom has I guess the wing-spread was

just under three feet. Here s this thing and it created quite a

photographic problem that demands a great deal of attention.

I ve got it around here somewhere it isn t out in the stack yet

if you d like to see it.
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Rless : What if you re having a problem? Bo you Ju evuty thing you Can
Uo^j~&amp;gt; lo y u.

do to mask the fact that you re having a problem, from your

sitter?

Bishop: Certainly you try to solve it, internally, shall we say, before

you do the external bit. If all your efforts just fail, then you

have to bring it out in the open and say, &quot;Well, we re having a

problem,&quot; and take to something else.

In this one, getting off Mandelbaum to Professor Bascom,

the department also supplied the family with the finished print,

too. I guess that picture was done just about this time last year.

I hadn t heard anything from them until I got back from the

summer and it was nearly Christmas. Mrs. Bascom came by and said

that she just wasn t happy with the picture.

What had happened to preserve this, it almost looked like

an eagle with it s wings straight and this vertical body forming

a cross up there it took up so much of the picture that I cropped

the edge of the professor s shoulder on the margin of the picture.

It kind of centered the picture better, I thought. [That s] why

I did it. But she kind of resented that. She thought that it

gave the woodcarving much more emphasis than it did the professor.

Fortunately, in my original negative this shoulder was there

AA**i
and I did ^* over. She was in recently, just a couple of weeks

ago, and [is] very, very happy with it all now. It isn t one of

my great pictures, unfortunately. Sometimes those things take

over too much.

I remember our talking about how I put those pictures over

the mantel, there to live with them. I have one up there now
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Bishop: that s kind of doing that. It s a classical guitarist holding

the guitar. I m not sure about that. The others I think I m

pretty sure about. But the guitar one we ve got much the same

problem. The guitar is so demanding. He has a very interesting

face, but here s a guitar fighting with it for prominence.

Riess: You realized that the portrait of a head is juot such a limited

thing. The minute you introduce anything teeth, glasses, hands,

watch, anything-gp ^^
* te***i!i* *

Bishop: Right. Of course, our big battle is always yeu huc such a limited

subject matter. You try to keep them interesting and different. ^

Bow would you call it? In one way, you welcome these little

things because it gives diversity to the picture. Well, it gives

you an easy out for diversity. On the other hand, there s that

fine line. At what point do they cease to add a little bit to

the picture, and at what point do they take overhand put the

poroon . Instead of being like an adjective, they almost become

the noun.

i, precisely the problem.

Milosz came to you.

Bishop: Boy, you pronounce that much better than I can. [laughter]

Riess: [laughter] He came to you in 1976. What was happening in his life

that he needed a portrait for? Was that a jacket?

Bishop: No, it woon t. He was embarking on a series of lectures. These

were &f the publicity pictures, just sending ahead for a lecture

f-vo I s &no
series. I think it was mostly/jmlversity^s different campuses.
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Bishop:

Riess :

Bishop

Riess:

Bishop:

The thing that stands out the most in my mind is his pixy quality. And

^here s something strange about his eyes. They re always,

habitually kind of bloodshot, but they look so eager and they re

slightly protrubing out of rather deep-set sockets. They re

always kind of bloodshop but it looks likes he s just so eagerly

trying to take the whole world in that he almost has an eye inflammation

doing it. At least that s the feeling it has. Then he wears

huge1

,

his hair in a straight pompadour back; then these hgn , bushy

/
eyebrows on pretty prominent bone structure. Hie kind of*/- 1 would

he s
call it a pixy-type of look-^- I m sure a very deep-thinking

^viously, from his political background and everything in Poland

there s a great deal of sadness in his life. But you certainly

don t feel that, he s very

What did you talk to him about, do you remember?

The thing that we mostly talked about, believe it or not, rather

than all these good things was his jacket and his clothes, and

his feeling that he wanted to project a certain type of image.

That s interesting.

It s kind of disappointing / Ii?
u
ltilb2autiful field of knowledge

that he had. But in this case, his first thought was to wear

a very somber, dark suit. I kind of suggested that he would be

more professorial if he were to wear more of a tweedy sort of thing.

We had quite a discussion on that. He went into the point of a

necktie and everything. I think he took it very seriously and, in

this case at least, took my advice. It worked out very well.

It promoted this kind of a pixy look in his face.
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Bishop: I later saw a picture that someone else [did]. I don t recall

who did it. They had added one of these popular, short bttiid,

little caps on the top of his head, which added to this jocular

feeling. Again, here comes that contradiction. He s working

hard on that. Yet if you let his face go into repose, it gets

very, very sad. This little cap certainly enhanced this pixy

feeling. In another way, it hid this pompadour type of hairdo

which was a distinctive thing about him.

Riess: That seems very characteristically Slavic.

Bishop: I ll bet you re right. I haven t seen him since he won the Nobel

Prize. I was glad to add that to the bottom of his picture.

Riess: Was your portrait used when he won the Nobel Prize in any-^? ^jc^-f

Bishop: Yes, it was, because of the fact that these things come out

very suddenly and nobody s prepared, tfhe news media got a hold

of him afterwards and I think he got a lot of pictures taken

immediately afterwards.

Did I mention to you last week this New York Times thing that

somebody brought in?

Riess: No.

Bishop: Some friend who reads the New York Times came in with it about

two weeks ago. They were so thrilled because here was a

portrait of him a credit line to Paul Bishop, way off on the New
A

York Times. Of course, that s a very unusual thing. Somebody

was paying attention anyway. That s one of the problems that

photographers have promises of credit lines, and more often than

not they don t show up .
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Riess :

Bishop :

Riess:

Bishop:

Are there ways of making it more often than not honored.

You can be really nasty about it. You could bring suit, I guess.

Almost every picture is actually copyrighted. That s a very

complicated affair. What you actually do on these, if you want,

is you indicate that you intend to copyright it. That intention

be

can^fulfilled in any delayed time, ^t should carry the copyright

symbol if you re going to be really ornery about it and insist.

That gives a lot of complications. Publishers very often copyright

their whole edition. Then they ve got a copyright within a copy

right. So they don t like it. But the ASMP, The American Society

of Magazine Photographers, make a big issue from this. I m not

a member of it. I don t consider myself really a magazine

photographer, although by the nature of my subject matter I turn

up in them quite often. Probably I should belong, except I m not

much of a joiner.

It sounds like a very important issue.

Yes, it is. I think you think of it as a courtesy. But from an

historical standpoint I think it s very important. If we put a

value on photography as an art form, and it s becoming more and

more that way, then I think it s even becoming more important.

I think this is something that will increase .very rapidly in the

near future.

Riess : Yes. It really is artcruahing-- issue because of all the copying

Q
systems. Now, Obata. He comes up somehow every week. There are

two Bishop /Obata portraits, one in traditional dress and one with

for
his brushes in front of him. /oth of them, he came to you and wanted

A )

a portrait?



.
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Bishop;

Riess:

Bishop :

Yes, that s true. However, it s not remarkable because we were

good friends and it was kind of a natural gravitation, I guess.

Incidentlally , the one with the brushed, I would like to think j S

going to become because of it s scarcity. The Oakland Museum
A

has two prints of him, the Obata family has two. /oiere s a

fellow by the name of Gary Prather that bought one of them, and

I have only two. That s all there is. The negative s no longer

in existence.

Why?

The story of that is kind of interesting, photographically. It

happened to me, and Professor [Bill] Garnett up here on campus,

and it s happened to a lot of us that were photographing just

before the sixties, the late fifties.

This was all on what we call cut film. Cut film is a single

sheet of stiff film, like a A x 5 or an 8 x 10, as opposed to the ro ll

peie film that we tend to use more of now. This went back to

the time when
Duj&amp;gt;ont

came out with mylar, which is a tremendous

substance. Film had just gotten off the old nitrate base. (What

I m talking about is the base in the film that holds the emulsion.

About the beginning of World War II they were still using nitrate,

which was very explosive and quite dangerous.

That was followed by acetate. Acetate tends to stretch.

It isn t stable. Mylar came out and it was absolutely a stable

plastic. Everybody thought all the world s problems were over.

They went ahead Eastman and Dupont and those at that period

and put their emulsions on it.
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Bishop: Well, this *S fine. But starting about five years ago, including

one of Bill Garnett s Guggenheim projects, we found that the

emulsion was crinkling up on the film and it was separating from

that mylar base. They didn t have time well, time caused the

troubles. Eastman tried it out but they didn t have this quality

of time which showed them that this would happen.

In my own personal acquaintance, three of us wrote to

Eastman and screamed, &quot;What are we going to do!&quot; We all got the

same answer. They were aware of it, and there was absolutely

nothing that could be done. It just went down the drain. So, a

large body of work for that period, I imagine, is all gone.

Riess: In a span of several years?

Bishop: In my experience with it it went for about three and a half years.

I lost a lot of work in that.

Riess: How does that make you feel when you ve ?

Bishop: You feel betrayed and angry. It s quite a loss. Obata was one

of them. Frank Lloyd Wright is another one. Robert Lowell is

another. Gee. Robert Frost. There s several more. I just don t

recall them at the moment. There were really important things.

It s just utter helplessness.

What we have now the original prints are just going to be

but-

better^ Xou can make a pretty fair copy negative but it s never

going to be the same. What are you going to do?

To
Riess: So when whatever the next product is that comes out, does thai make

be leery
you very le*ry of it? Do you have other ways of insuring against

this? Do you print more, for instance, now?
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Bishop: When I have something that I really feel has archival possibilities,

I make six extra prints and just put them away. They re care

fully washed. It is kind of as a result of that, yes. Then

anything that you see around here is in addition to that. The

only trouble there is you can either overdo that theory or

you can underdo that theory. There s no way of knowing exactly

what s going to be right at any given time. It isn t that hard.

I tend to overdo it, I guess. There s going to be a lot of

prints around somewhere.

An interesting thing here is that I don t think the public
ft). 5.

has any concept of^v They probably just think of these prints

as an unlimited supply by the artist. It isn t true. Many, many

of our really great photographers have only printed maybe three,

maybe four, maybe five, of their own prints from some of these

beautiful negatives. It s certainly the case with Edward Weston.

Now his son is printing them for sale. In the case of Ansel who s,

of course, still alive, his students print them. They re care

fully marked on the back. I know that Ansel feels strongly about

this. There s such a mass of work in his case he can t go

back and really do very many. So it s very likely that in

some of the more obscure ones there may be only one or two,

or three prints existant from the original.

Riess: Tr R 1nEarfjqr1ng~T? ~Ttr 1 &quot; 1 ^&quot;&quot;-

J-t&quot;&amp;gt;

Oakland Museum ,^-fehcn , which

prints from the Dorothea Lange negatives. I suppose at a fixed

price so that the market never-* I



:
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Bishop: Yes, but you see, that s a whole different thing. Jin boroflfida s

case it s a little bit different because she was never a
)

printer. If we want to think in terms of

perfection of prints, some of the things coming out now from

her negatives might be superior prints. But from a market

standpoint it will never be the same as if she printed it.

I m sure the museum must mark it some way to separate it from

an original.

It s a whole big thing out there.

Riess: I saw a show of Walker Evans photographes, fairly recently, in

the city. There must have been at least six different desig

nations: printed by whom; while he was living; after he had

died; during various periods.

Bishop: Yes, and six different prices, undoubtedly.

Ansel is kind of trying to deal with this sort of thing

now. He points out very carefully when you hear that some-

/- \

body just paid $14,000 for one of his moonrises over Hernandez

that that isn t he that s getting the $14,000. They re

being sold, mostly by Witkin Gallery, or something. But

they re prints that he had sold earlier.

the. 1**
I once heard thi*-story about Picasso^ /When friends

would come to borrow some money he would just put his name

on a little piece of paper as an autograph and tell them to

go out and sell it. It s almost like that with Ansel. If

he needed money, he could make another print.

Riess: Has this whole thing been an issue that you ve involved yourself

with very much?



.
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Bishop: Yes. It s kind of strange. I ve reached a point in time that

I don t really know how to deal with it, Suzanne. I really

JT*&amp;lt;_
don t, honestly, ^ou ^e spent so many years struggling. -L&quot; /Vfc

I was always a stickler for doing good prints and the best of

my ability of interpretation of photographs. I love photography

and have always been very careful with it. But all those

years, really, it didn t matter too much. People were coming

in not because they wanted my work, but because they wanted

a portrait. That s quite understandable. In the last six or

seven years I ve become aware that, at least locally, in

photographic circles I guess I ve become very well known, if

not semi-famous. I really don t know how to deal with that.

I just had a call this morning from some young man just

practically begging^can he come over and show me his work and

look at mine? I m very short of time, as you know, now. If I

had no problem of time, I d do it very willingly. This didn t

happen fifteen years ago. So, in answer to your question, I

guess that after all those many, many years I ve been, discovered,&quot;

shall we say? I don t think the quality of my work has

changed. Maybe there has just been enough of it out or something.

Now people know who I am.

Riess : Well, if you had one or two of those Obatas for sale, why you

would sell them at a fabulous price, wouldn t you?

Bishop: You d have to, surely.

Riess: I mean, you feel that way about it?

Bishop: Yes. As it sits right now I m just not going to sell them.
.(-i ct-tf- J

They re certainly going And the Frank Lloyd Wright.
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Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop

Frank Lloyd Wright, of course, was photographed by so many

other people it s quite different. But there are a lot of

Obata lovers. The one we talked about, with the feather

brushes and things, is the Obata family s favorite picture.

That one could be_ come valuable, I guess.

Right up here s kind of interesting. Those pictures

over my shoulder are Edward Weston prints that I bought from

him when I was sitting at his feet. I paid $35 a^piece for

them. I m sure they could easily be sold for $5,000 ajpiece

now. What do you do? I was so broke that $35 was a lot of

money for me, too. But that was his going price. Neither he

nor I nor anyone else thought in terms of buying them as an

investment certainly. I just liked his work and wanted it.

But look what happens!

It s nice that you have them hanging rather than in your

vault.

I haven t accepted it as a problem yet, but I have a friend who

has a home in Big Sur and he has 5ome pretty valuable art pieces.

He s quite concerned. He s having a cement vault built in the

house.

That doesn t sound like you.

No, it isn t me.

You have a brick vault that you-**&quot;
**//.

[laughter] Yes, right. But Obata, if you want to stay on that

We never really talked about him.

One of the very early people that I met when I first came

to Berkeley was Cedric Wright. One word about Cedric. I think
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Bishop: he s worthy of a great deal more discovery than he s ever

had. The Sierra Club published one book of his. He was

really a fine photographer. Maybe we ll talk about him as an

*
individual along the way. Anyway, Cedric came. I was consid-

/
erably younger than he but we 11 have to say &amp;lt;. he was

intrigued by what he saw in the window. He just came in and

introduced himself and told me he was a local photographer.

We became very close friends. I was still in the navy. He

had a son who was in the navy who was going AWOL and things like

fo
that. He d call me ,an4 see if I could do something about

getting his son out of trouble etcetra. He d always call

about six o clock in the morning, which was a pain in the

neck. Anyway, that s Cedric.

Cedric and Obata were very close friends. My first meeting

with Obata was over at Cedric s house. Obata, first and foremost,

was a fisherman^ His art / certainly his whole life except a

big chunk of it for fishing. [I] went over to this fish

dinner at Cedrics. It was all on Obata. Obata was there

cooking tB^fish. It was about that time that I did those

pictures of him in his native costume.

Then, ir would have to be in the middle fifties. Is there

a date?

Riess: 1951 for one of them; 1953 for the other.

Bishop: The brushes would be the 53, right?

Riess : Yes .

Bishop: I thought it was early fifties. Back in that period of time

[end tape 4, Side A]
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begin Tape 4, Side B]

&amp;lt;^,
^~L-.&amp;lt;- !***

Bishop: instrumental in our meeting Peter Bios and some of these
/&amp;gt;

artists.

Out of the blue Mrs. Bishop and I got the idea of turning
tfcUtt*

this into a little gallery. We would have just a

Saturday and Sunday exhibition of other peoples work.

One of those was Professor Obata. The thing that is really
C A -S&amp;lt;iO&amp;lt;JJ of ]

beautiful about that There had been Roy Partridge. Maybe
A

we d done it six or seven times before Obata got here.

The artists were all here. As you can see it s pretty small,

but an awful lot of people came to those. Obata was absolutely

outstanding by his absense. He refused to come to the show.

He went fishing. Can you believe that! It was salmon fishing

time and no way would he give up the fishing to just go to

another show of his work.

He was very disappointed with Cal. He got caught in this

thing when the war came along. He was sent to Tule Lake. He

had been teaching. He was really the most outstanding person

in the art department back in those years. There was a big

political hassle about it. He came back from there. The

family had had a little frame store and a little art store up

on Telegraph. They lost all of that. Mrs. Obata got over it

pretty well and their children did, but Professor Obata didn t.

He carried a great deal of bitterness. Particularly so I think

they
it was an injustice At allowed him to retire ana, all that he

did, they never gave him more than an associate professorship.

I think that was amended after his retirement. But at the

^
point of his retirement, possibly even up to the point of his

VY
} JLt

was just one of those / /ou know campus politics
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mess:

Bishop:

Riess :

Bishop :

Riess:

Bishop:

You d think that the art department would be a little above

politics.

You would, but I m sure they re not. It s got to have its

share. Each department has such horrendous stories.

f i Lor*i
Halloran was the chairman of the art department for

some time. There was a big hassle because he never had an

earned degree, yet he was chairman of the department. Bill

Garnett doesn t have an earned degree. One person says,

ve got mine and you don t have it. 1

Francis Sooy and Philip Lee. They prolbably go togeTzKSrT

They re both medical center, are they?

Yes. Lee was the one before and Sooy, I think, is still

current .

Was that the medical center needing to have the portraits?

Yes. Sooy came as a natural result of Lee. Lee is kind of

the interesting onep because . I got this call from their

publicity department. They wanted to know if I would do

a picture of the chancellor. Of course, I would, but then

this little hesitation, almost a question &quot;Are you sure?&quot;

[That] spurred by curiosity. I came up, &quot;What do you mean?

What s going on here?&quot; Then came this confession that

everybody in their department had tried to do him and were

completely unsuccessful. And they d sent it out. Unsuccessful,

They knew about me. ^-dtm l kuuw mmt-mbei whu he io, but this

person said feha-t he was actually kind of apologising^

said he knew of my work and thought maybe they were giving me

a real tough deal.
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Bishop: I had never met the chancellor and thought, &quot;Oh, gee. This is

going to be bad!&quot; It turned out so completely different.

Riess: What were the potential hag^^rds here?

Bishop: As a practicing photographer I should be able to answer that

directly and say there was this or that wrong with his face,

or personality. The truth of my matter is that I found nothing

wrong. We got along fine. We had great rapport with each

other. A very, very pleasant afternoon. Anatomically, I

recognized nolr problems at all.

I asked the chancellor toward the end of it, recognizing

he had had all these problems, what it was. As I said to him,

&quot;I don t see any problems.&quot; We agreed that it was just that for

some reason or other he hadn t relaxed, and had been very tense

in front of the camera. On further examination, in his own

department over at the medical school Apparently
he had

intimidated the photographers very badly.

Riess: Because he was their chancellor.

Bishop: Right. That can happen. In the last six or seven, or eight

years, I seem to have shaken that off. Maybe that s because

it took me that long to find myself. Now, damn it, I think

I m as good as the next guy now. Doing Frank Lloyd Wright or

doing Robert Frost I felt kind of out-classed, I guess, but

very interested. I think I ve overcome that, but it s a

very real thing.

I can remember back in the days of the navy it would

always be me, as the photogaphic officer. We had visiting

dignitaries, an admiral or something. You couldn t get by



.
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Bishop: with sending an enlisted man to do the picture. It had to be

the photographic officer. I felt intimidated then, mostly

when [it was] the skipper of the station, or something like

that.

I think that s what happened to Lee.

Riess: If you were photographing a great naval office the important

thing would be to have him look like a great, handsome naval

officer.

Bishop: [laughter] If Yusef Karsh were doing it, I m sure that

would be it.

Riess: But when you were doing it for the navy wasn t that it for you,

too?

Bishop: I got in trouble back then, too. As I went into the navy

I came from this portrait studio where I was very good at

flattering people, and believed that that was a good thing

%
to do. /In my early navy career I carried that in. I was

making beautiful l-vtbrac h -

/~ye portraits of them and doing fine.

When I went into combat, and certainly by the time I was

coming out of combat, I had found my way and found my thing ,

an insistence that there s something greater about the person

that flattery would tend to destroy. It was only in the

latter part, and all my reserve duty in the navy, when I got

into these things. Fortunately, for me, at the same time I

was no longer full-time in the navy. I had this beautiful

ability of saying, &quot;Well, I really don t care .
1 If they didn t

like it I was going to pretty much do it my way anyway.

Riess: I see. That s what you mean by &quot;getting into these things.&quot;

Bishop: Yes. I was always getting into hot water. I didn t really
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Bishop: care to make this guy look like an admiral. There s a lot
SoTTf* OL. them -- is-K-^J f

of admirals. Jfhen I did Nimitz-^it s a very calm and peace

ful picture, and I think it s the real man. You see, he was

not a pompous person. There s a lot of them that are.

( )

I remember Captain Canodle, my skipper on the San Jacinto, was

a Captain Ely that sort of thing. That s a real question t&amp;gt;f.

flow do you do them?

When I did Kinsey he reminded me so much of the skipper

on the San Jacinto. Very much the same problems.

\

Bishop :

Riess:

Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop:

-
o stay just a minute with Nimitz, I recall that as being

another of your profile portraits. Wasn t it with the telescope

and IVimitz. in profile?

Yes .

What happens in a profile? That s only really half a person. 7~*i

That- s considerably less revealed there.

Suzanne, I m not going to argue it but I think you could get

yourself in a pretty good argument on that statement.

Go ahead. That s an argumentative statement on my part.

I certainly understand what you re saying. On the other hand,

that profile has quite a statement in itself. I think what

actually the root of your statement 4 ----and I would

is

agree with you very quickly that looking full into somebody s
A

eyes is probably the most revealing thing there can be.

Perhaps the next would be their mouth. From that standpoint,

you d be absolutely right. But from an identity sort of thing }

a profile is, perhaps, more unique and will show this up more

uniquely than looking into a face.
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Riess: I really said that to you for the sake of argument.

Bishop: Well, it s a good one.

Riess: Because it amounts to a 180 turning away from the confrontation .

with the

Bishop: Yes, that s true. But there again I think we re talking about

eye contact as much as anything. There is a precedent. This is

terrible, comparing good portraits to police -blotter-type

photography, but they do it for a purpose. Here s your straight on

and here s your profile. They both have something very definite to

say.

I don t put very much store into this chin business, but I

can remember my little old mother when I d be hanging on my chin,

she d get very upset. You re in that growing period, you know.

&quot;You re going to give yourself a weak chin.&quot; But there are people

who feel that some of these anatomical features are very indicative

of personality. I personally do not agree with that. I m much

more on your side. I got into this because I recognize that it s

a question that could stir up a great deal of controversy. I

really would say that I prefer to deal with people with eye

contact.

In fact, if you were to read the average text on portrait

photography they re going to stress that you have the person

looking away from the camera. In TV they stress this. You

get on a TV program tomorrow and they re going to probably ask

you if you ve done it before. If you haven t they re probably

going to give you a little lecture. &quot;First of all, don t look
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Bishop: at the monitor. Second of all, don t look at the camera.&quot; Then

they re going to say, &quot;But you want to see this red light to know

which camera you re on.&quot; I ve always thought, how am I going to

know which camera if I don t look at the camera?

I think that s poppycock. Certainly in my work I go for

the eyes and the mouth and, as we ve already said, the hands,

as the most revealing things.

Riess: Edwin Rosinski.

*jr
Bishop: He came along with this same gang, once^i got started and the

pictures of Lee were just fine over there^ lie liked them and I

guess that was the main thing. What I think is the most

important thing here is people want to know how/you get all of

these people coming to you in the studio. This is exactly in

answer to that. Rosinski was [an] assistant to Lee. When he

saw these pictures he thought, &quot;Gee, this is good.&quot; He came

over. As a matter of fact, he came twice. He came somewhat

later after he d changed his image and changed his hairstyle

rather drastically. In the first one it was rather short.

Then his style changed. His hair got longer and he came

back and did it again. Purely because, in their minds, I had

done a minor miracle . In my mind it WQO just--

Riess: A minor miracle with Lee.

Bishop : Yes . That was the reason that SoOy came . Everybody over there

was still saying this is good. I m not sure that that s a valid

thing. Whether it s valid or not, it s the way a lot of people

choose. I guess you choose a doctor if somebody says, &quot;Oh, yes, he

did a great job on me.&quot;
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Riess : The relationship Tibviuusly has everything going for It in that

oaa-: it s the beat way to do it for that reason.

/ rV-O -vA ^

The idaa of a little bit of vanity there fiarf something

that I don t usually associate with men of high standing that

just because he changes his and grows a mustache-^

Bishop: Should I name names? [laughter]

Riess: Yes, if they re amusing.

Bishop: Are they amusing, or are they something else?

Riess: Well, I shouldn t say amusing. But make the point. I m interested.

Bishop: Well, in both cases, if you know the people you ll appreciate

the stories best.

Do you recall Dr. Egan Brunswik?

Riess: Yes.

Bishop: He was a refugee from Germany. [He] was a very upright person

Imm
with ^maculate clothes. Speaking of vanity, he came here for the

record, he was teaching psychology over here he came here one

morning. I m sure that at minimum it was a half an hour that that

man could not make up his mind whether he was to be photographed in

a four-in-hand necktie, or was he going to be photographed

in a bow tie. He would try them on. He d look in the mirror.

He would ask my opinion and pay absolutely no attention to what

I said to him. I m trying to remember which way was the final

way. I m pretty sure it was a bow tie.

Riess: I ll tell you what I wrote down. In the picture he was feagerly

leaning forward, mouth opened.&quot; I don t remember the tie.

Didu l iiidlcaLt! vhtflhur il was-*?

$0-. fpfiere were] rings all over the hands
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Bishop: You started this by vanity in men. He s an outstanding example,

but his was not only vanity. He had thrown in this whole

psychological hassle! As controversy was he was concerned about

the
ph6.l(

ic_ symbolism of this crazy four-in-hand tie. He was

very straightforward about it. My thoughts to myself were, &quot;Really,

what difference is it going to make?&quot; People have been having

their photographs taken more with I m sure that the four-in-hand s

much more popular than bow ties. I think they re a terrible

bother but there are men who like bow ties. Maybe they like t-hoir To

fiddle. As I say, it might have been forty minutes which is

appalling in a way just to make that decision! You say, &quot;My God,

this guy is teaching psychology!&quot;

Riess:

There was something about the chair, too. The whole thing was

just so

Bishop: He was absolutely dictating to me the terms of the thing. That s

kind of good too. That s a darn fine portrait, a very revealing

portrait. In your notes you ve already detected it. It shows

that it was revealing, or this wouldn t have made that impression

&
on you.v So here again, as I would stress, one of the cardinal

things about portrait photography is learning to just open up

your camera and let these people climb in instead of remember I

was talking about don t swarm over them, don t try to be the

director. Try to be the receptor. Be there for this to come

to you as the photographer. You don t let the flow flow from

you to them. You create a situation where the flow comes from

them to you.
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Bishop: That s a perfect example of it. Here s the man, and I didn t

have to do much other than open up the camera and let him climb

in.

C&amp;lt;ito r yl
This one, now, is a very recent one. I m sure you must have

heard of Melvin Calvin. -*r^-Nekel-P*ae-wifme* . He s a Nobel

Prize winner. Professor Seaborg had come in as a customer, to have

his portrait done. I said that there were some other Nobel

Prize winners that I reaj.ly would like to do . He took a real
c,0me tn 3

interest in it. He suggested -that&quot; Alvarez and Calvin, and too^the

initiative of calling them [and telling them] this photographer

down the street would like to do their picture.

It s kind of funny because most people that I do really like

their pictures. In the case of Alvarez, Mrs. Alvarez called,

was very polite, very nice, and said what a good time the professor

had had here, but how disappointed he was in the pictures. Actually,

I think it s a great picture of Alvarez. But I didn t put it in

the show, out of respect to them.

Calvin came down. Wow! Talk about egotism! You could just

feel the aura of it coming as he came in. We had a great time.

I was really feeling I was doing some really good pictures . He

got very intrigued with these slide things of mine the multi-media

thing. We got to talking about that and I offered to show it to

him. At that point he
said^,

could he just call Mrs. Calvin down?

She had been doing pictures in South America and she would like

to see these very much.
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Bishop: I spent probably an hour and a half of time to set this up and

show it, wait for her to get here and all of this. I put a

big investment of time in this whole operation. I did up these

proofs and sent them to him. I wasn t charging him for this or

anything. And I got this letter. One of these beautiful things.

You think you re really doing great. You re on top of the world,

and everybody loves you re work and loves you. After all of

this and we d had such a pleasant time here I get this letter.

I ve since learned that this is his typical way. He just

devastates students by doing it. &quot;Dear Mr. Bishop: I find

these proofs totally unacceptable.&quot; End of talk! Wow!

Riess: Oh, that is au-&amp;gt;fu.l.

YOUL fc/iOtJ-1

,

Bishop: I hope some day just to get one book out. You can be sure that -tHa_-

letter with his signature will be mentioned. &quot;I find it totally

unacceptable.&quot; Not another word! Of course, I was rather shocked.

Sometimes you tear your hair and say . of all the things

you could have been doing, why are you dealing with something

that is totally peoples egos, which are very unpredictable? It s

the cross we bear.

Riess: Well there you are. You came up with two people. It s not as if

you were making a vaot generalization about many.

Bishop: No. I would say our percentage might be 2-3 per cent. That s a

pretty good average. . . LL i

./* ***, lAT^T2 **
yfc&amp;gt; ^ * **&quot;* ****? ^i

RtesTT! Tuu had another ppychologist, Donald MacKinnon from IPAR, the

personality assessment place. I guest) that s what ha was work-Ing

ier.
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note. 7
Bishop: That s another profile too. Did you make that. in your notco?

Riess: I didn t make a note of that one. I think r watm L even Chat

Gtruek by it. I JusL wrote down that he was fiuiu IPAR.

Bishop: Didn t notice the profile?

Riess: No.

Bishop: What s interesting about that one is that not only is he in

profile, he has a beautiful chubby little double chin down there.

J- 4-2. rfrnrm bfr
Riess: It s fat. It s really quite a fat double chin. It looks sort

of inflated.

Bishop: Right. The picture, I think, holds together very well avan though.

He liked it fine.

What we didn t say about Nimitz and his profile, incidentally

I remember why. There are negatives of him that are full face.

That one you mentioned the telescope. Actually, those were

h o.ae-
binoculars. They re fcegh. Those were taken off the Japanese

battleship Nagala_ and given to him/ by some government official

that could do that, as kind of a thank-you for what he did in

the war. He was extremely proud of them. If you remember the

picture, he s looking out and up over these glasses. They were
L I rt h &amp;lt;

&amp;lt;*
han-tf -J

on this little thing up on Santa Barbara where he could see the

whole Bay Area. In that case, it had a significance, re o f,

him looking out this window, which was very characteristic.

But MacKinnon f TL do not remember the exact reason for that,

except to say that he had a very as if you had pushed your hands

on both sides of your face and made it slender that way^aSslender ,

long face,/ /And yet he was quite chubby. I m sure that that was

my motivation. I felt that we got a better, more pleasant picture

of him doing that.
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Bishop: The thing that also is kind of interesting about that picture

is that I worked with light and shadow a great deal, so that that

chin, even though it s there, is quite minimized. Someone, in

an exhibit years back, made a special comment about that picture.

I don t think I have it in writing. I might. They thought it

was remarkable in that the lighting worked in such a way that

even though you saw the double chin, it was not offensive.

What I remember about MacKinnon the man we had a wonderful

time. We were the old cliche of being on the same wave length.

fie certainly were. With his advanced studies he was interested

in exactly the same thing. I think I told you once before my
I level, or

fascination with doing anybody is their mentality. That in itself

is fascinating enough. But what is extremely fascinating to me is

fit JI COll if;
this average mentality and then these beautiful little blips that

) A

come up, like Frank Lloyd Wright or Huxley. Those I get really

excited about.

That is exactly the thing that he [MacKinnon] was studying.

We got to talking about it. That is how I got to do Aldous

Huxley, who was one of my early college idols.

Riess: Huxley was here visiting?

Bishop: Huxley was here as one of the endowed chair lecturers, and also

submitting himself to this advanced studies thing.

Riess: The studies were the creativity studies.

Bishop: Right. He was their prime guinea pig at the time. We had a real

good time. MacKinnon [said], &quot;Let me bring Huxley in.&quot; Huxley

came down here and we talked. We finally wound up doing the

pictures up in Sproul Hall. That s those dark, velvet drapes you

see there.
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Riess: Did MacKinnon bring anyone else?

Bishop: Yes. He was the one who set it up for me to do Frank Lloyd Wright, too.

He was one of their subjects.

Riess; He was? 3u when you talked wiLh Wl iglil^-I ktiuw IL was a sliange

experience

-nh hoaiifHflJ

Riess: Wright and Huxley, did they reflect upon this wliule creativity

thing, since it was so central to their being here?

Bishop: [With] Huxley we talked mostly about a book -il Luiucd uul Lu be

nothing he had been writing while he was here and working on it.

What it was was the opposite of the Brave/New Wor1d . At least those

are his words. The idea was what kind of a Utopian situation we

would have if, instead of almost the forced labor of Brave New

World you had a culture where everybody had come around to doing

) something their very best just because of the joy that it gave them,
/ doing it as fine as it possibly could be done, or was in your power to do, be-
/ duiug iha very &quot;Best job-. All -tkp material things were taken t cause it s a &amp;gt;

^ ^&quot;3oyous~ thing to do things that way.
care of much the same a&quot;s in the Brave New World. But their

&quot;they

motivation, instead of being-^e^ fc4
,

*-tt c.* rr-&amp;gt;. p-&amp;gt;or-r-

Shortly after the pictures he went back to Westwood, where

his home was. We re talking a matter of maybe about three

months from the time the picture was taken. He was nearly

totally blind. T*hC fire broke out. He had, I heard later,

three copies . They were all inside the house and they all

burned. He was physically restrained by the fire department

from actually rushing in to the flames to try to capture

them. I don t think he wrote anything after that.

Nuw, we iidglil liaue. BKUitioncd that Laura Huxley s path*

and mine crossed at a later date, and she didn t even know

about those pictures that I had done of him. I got some to

her afterwards, which she was very happy about. Something

happened and the pictures got lost that he had gotten in

&. o e H - S d e
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INTERVIEW #5 WITH G. PAUL BISHOP

Date of Interview: 3 June 1981

Interviewer: Suzanne Riess

Transcriber: Nicole Bouche

2 tapes, 4 sides

[Begin tape 5, Side A]

-Ske- cameBishop: Katherine Towle? The*

Lfo r her pO r~] r OL. i -fO

in on her own. I don t recall what her motivation particularly

was. Many people come in because they re doing a book, or somebody

is giving an award, they re making a medaiin. I don t think

any of those were the ones. She jus came in as a regular

customer.

was when you were doing

many. But she wasn t part ojt^fhat Stiles Hall 1

Bishop: No.
You&quot;s&amp;gt;&amp;lt;^

there s k^ktcf of a snowball action. When you get

into a group l^ke^^hat^somebody sees a picture and says, &quot;Oh,

where did you get that?&quot; It^feQl happens. I m sure that she

lot connected with

Kle*S-: mm pnilmfr liJgli l .1nn *n l-hn Mmr i.Thpn oVP urag jn_thp

mUbt uf Lhe P3M [Tititi Spetit:h MuvemeaL] Of any crigls.

Bishop : Ncr; LhaL came later. The thing that immediately comes to mind

about Katherine Towle is her mouth. If you put a picture of

Admiral Nimitz alongside of Katherine Towle and look at the

mouths, they re absolutely identical. I call this the &quot;mouth of

command,&quot; something like that. That mouth opens and closes, and

there s no monkey business in between. Her mouth is just set

that way. No discussion. This is the end of it.
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Bishop: Not to say that she s a hard lady. What s fascinating to me

I really enjoyed my military careers-independent
of the actual

warfare^
I have-aeve*al-eeasi9 liked the military lifeA I have

several cousins that wont-
ffrryjgh/rifiarlaTnlf

&quot; ,^T &quot;r always been

fond of itA /Of course, In n i I III I iiiiimiinil ml nf I In women s

marine corp during the war. So we just hit it off immediately,

right away, I think having a great understanding of each other.

Riess: So her commanding presence was not a problem.

Bishop: It was no problem to me at all. We got along just fine together.

Very dignified, very intelligent woman.

Another thing that s interesting about that picture.

You notice there are very large beads. Those beads were probably

a little in excess of three-quarters of an inch in diameter,

around her throat rather up-close. Women of that age group

tend to be kind of touchy about &quot;crepy tissue&quot; around Ithere]^

So, many of them come in with scarves. She came in with these hugh hu.ae

beads. At least in my book that obviously means that she did

it on purpose, and effectively covered a little tissue there.

Riess: You haven t mentioned mouths before as strong characteriBties &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;d,-^

like hands and eyes.

Bishop: I would thing they re very revealing. I guess I ve been sensitized

to them. We ve made reference a couple of times to the studio

I had before the war. I was pretty young. Those were the early

days of people like Maryiin Monroe. I ve forgotten all of the

glamour girls of the day, but it was always that pouty lower

lip. I guess it is now, too. It s coming back. to that. I had

built up a pretty successful thing of doing just that kind of

picture before the war^-pretty girls with pouty lower lips.
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Bishop: I pretty much rejected all of that. Maybe I don t talk about

mouths as much as I should, for that reason.

&quot; Rless: Do you ever say to people, &quot;Smile. How about a smile?&quot;

Bishop: No. That s a very dangerous thing. The whole admosphere here

is built around getting people to relax and feel as/far away

from actually having their picture taken as you possibly can.

Hopefully it s kind of a homey room. The pictures a*e here./*&quot;&quot;

jFhey probably think they re here for display off do I get this

picture or that? Actually, they re not. They re here because

I dearly love them. They re here for me rather than for the

public. The fireplace and all is meant to be confortable. That

has a meaning. My insistence that people come in and see the

work, or at least come in and let me see them before the sitting^

^art of that is so that they don t come through that door as a

stranger. It s all built in getting them to relax and be themselves.

-&amp;gt; **V
How does that tie in with saying &quot;Smile:&quot; feeling is that

the minute you tell the subject to do anything, even moving

hands, look this way, look that way, smile, you immediately

bring them back to the fact they re having their picture taken.

I know it sounds preposterous, but that s the one thing you are

trying to keep them so far away from. I use this flash that

goes off. I know I m successful when they really jump they re

startled when the flash goes off. Heaven only knows what

we re talking about, but we re talking about something. And I

really am paying attention to what we re talking about. AT the

same time I ve pretty well trained myself to have a dual purpose



:
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Bishop: there. I m talking, and I can take the picture and see it at the

same time. They almost feel, what happened? *I thought we were

talking about anything except having my picture taken?&quot; That, as

against saying, &quot;Gee, we better get a smile here.&quot;

Riess: I would never expect you to do anything quite that blatant.

then
/But ^

some people are just always in animation. f you achieved

a great stafce-of relaxation it may be veiry different.

Bishop: I have a set of proofs over there I have to deliver this evening

to a young fellow who wants to get into TV broadcasting. There s

thirty-six exposures there. The problem was, with all that I

have told you, he s just over-animated. I imagine that two-thirds

of those, probably, are going to be rejects because he s over-

animated. He was going so fast that I couldn t keep up with

his timing. I was always just missing the picture. The

expression was gone before my oinap where a nerve doesn t

go to the brainf it just bounces off your spinal cord?

I guess that s what you re working on. It should be very rapid

between an eye and a hand. In his case I missed a lot of them.

I, hopefully, have got some good ones.

This is a very, very rapid process. Coupled with the fact

of a thousandth of a second exposure

My feeling, getting back to the smile, is that conversationally

you can just abou^\anything you want, depending upon the subject

matter. Then it comes out more naturally. Unless you re a real

pro and somebody tells you to smile, all of a sudden you forget

how to smile. You go through something else other than your

normal smile .



:
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Bishop: I do want to add a little bit more about Katherine Towle.

Way back when Chancellor Bowker was coming to Berkeley, they

had an exhibit of mine, &quot;Memorable Mentors.&quot;

Riess: At the Faculty Club.

Bishop: Yes. That was supposed to have been hung in honor of Bowker s

coming. There was a reception for him and my pictures were

part of the decorations of the reception. She was in that.

Of course, this is after she had had the big problem with

Mario Savio in the 60s. She was in pretty ill health, but

she made that whole journey down to the campus. I guess she d

had a stroke. She went to all this physical effort to come

down and thank me so much for putting her picture in that

show. I thought it was awfully nice of her. I felt so

sorry for her, being left kind of holding the whole University

together. She was dean of the University at the time of

the Free Speech thing. This little controversy about card

tables out on the Sproul Hall plaza. She said, &quot;No&quot; and they

said, &quot;Yes,&quot; and the whole thing came down around her ears.

Riess: Well, hair s- ana a few others. But it s true that she

probably felt it strongly.

Let s talk about Alex Sheriffs fdiuuklt!] ^/speaking of

controversies.

Bishop : Do you know him?

Riess: I know a little bit about him, yes.

Bishop: [laughter] I m sure he was in the psych department.

Riess: Yes. He looked really quite handsome fascinating picture. It s

really very nice.
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Bishop: You saw the picture?

Riesa: Yes.

Bishop: Okay. I think it s a good picture. Now I have to tell you

the story. You ve got to keep in mind this is an educator

in psychology. He came in on his own. We worked and we

had a wonderful afternoon. I thought, &quot;Gee, they re great.&quot;

The whole series, I thought, were really good.

.

What [ m trying to do is -real people. I always think --

I m not trying to show an evil side^- fif there s a choice

I would quickly throw that side of it out. It exists, but I m

not really interested in that side.

Well, I make up this beautiful set of proofs. He comes

in and he stares at them and looks at them. I guess, maybe, it

seemed like an eternity but it might have been as much as ten

minutes not saying a wordl He looked at them and jumped up

and tossed them down on the table. His comment was: &quot;They re

terrible! You have uncovered all of these things I ve spent

years and years trying to put aside. You ve shown every bad

aspect of my nature.&quot;

I was pretty devastated. I really thought it was quite a

good picture. As far as he was concerned, that was the end

of the transaction. I let it go at that. I think I mentioned

I had a recent one of these. They re very seldom ut every

now and then you get put back on your heels by something like

this. I think I mentioned that Calvin did it recently.
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Riess : So Sheriffs never accepted it?

Bishop: Never. I didn t charge him. I did keep the negatives

and pictures. I think it s a very good picture of him.

He went on to greater things .

Riess: Somehow it s the other side of the coin of what you were

talking about with Derlth. You talked about that off the

tape and I think that s a very interesting story also.

Why don t you tell that.

Bishop: Derlfith was one of the ones done for the Cal Monthly. Back

in 1950 each issue had one of my portraits on the cover.

For -the record, I had nothing to do with selecting who was

going to be on the covers. The editor, I presume, was the

one that selected them. I bring that up because a little

thing like that caused quite a little stir [among] some

of the people. &quot;Why wasn t I included in this?&quot; You d like

to think they re above that, but they re really not.

Anyway, Derlfth came at the appointed time. I did him

the way I saw him. I neglected to mention about that series

of pictures [that] I was using 5x7 cut film. I was very,

very broke at the time. So was the Alumni Association, I

guess. So, their budget was absolutely minimal and mine was

even worse. That was the old days when I would set up the

picture with a lightbulb in the reflector. It would be

.*** X
about a 100 lightbulb. Then yeri d reach up and unscrew this

hot lightbulb and turn off the power, screw a flashbulb

X-
in [in] between each exposure. fm got a lot of burned

hands in those days.
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Bishop: The point of all this was it turned out that I budgeted three

sheets of film for each head. With the exception of &amp;gt;fad

Ira B. Cross I stuck to that. So, I did three pictures of

him [Derleth]. They were straightforward he was looking

straight on at the camera and they were very good. I

thought he had a very interesting face. He liked the pictures

after he saw them and approved the one for the cover. Then

M&amp;gt; I found out later that his secretary was supposed to have

called me and inform me that I was to only do him in profile-
A

because he had worked on the Golden Gate Bridge and gotten

involved in some sort of an injury which had left one eye

with the eyelid drooping somewhat. I ve forgotten now which

eye. He was very sensitive to that and had instructed his

secretary whenever he was to have a picture made she was

supposed to tell them. Either she failed to make contact,

or forgot about it. In innocence I went ahead and did him

straight on. I guess he was so sensitive he didn t mention

it during the sitting. He just submitted to what was

happening to him. I think the beautiful part of it is that

he accepted that and used the picture sort of as his official

picture.

Riess: So you really gave him a new lease on his own face.

Bishop: Yes. That s a good way to put it. I thought it added to his

character. You can see M the little bit of a droop, but it

looks good.

Riess: Your story about Sheriffs is fascinating. If anything, he looks

intense and interesting.
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Bishop: Whatever he saw was not apparent to me, obviously.
&amp;lt;C&amp;gt;w~-wf- V/**t-M

* H*less: Fascinating that he saw it. Vollmer is on my list. August

?
Vollmer. You did a portrait of him back when.

Bishop: I think that was done for the Stiles Hall group. I don t

know whether your dates confirm that but I think it was .

Riess: It s one of the ones that isn t dated.

Bishop: Oh. I should do something about that. August Vollmer. I go

back in Berkeley a long, long time. Years ago, when I first

started in photography right after I got out of school, I got

the idea of doing a thing---. I wae into portraiture and had

0-n

aportrait studio of sorts, but I knew that our traffic

control boys [crossing guards l^gy^u know, tho little
jfo-do

tho grammar cchoolo (/were a unique Berkeley idea. I at one
A

time tried to do some editorial work and prepared this story

for the old Life magazine, which was never published.

, lie
That was my first encounter with August Vollmer. She had

been the originator, I guess, of this whole idea. I say &quot;I

guess&quot; because I never heard of it completely resolved.

He claimed he was. There were other people who said he wasn t.

What this was was the little traffic boys with yellow

hats and red sweaters.

Ricss:-Right, tho oroccing guardc.

Biohopr; It turned out many, many years later that my son was one of

those when he went to grammar school.
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Z&quot; e\u.e&amp;lt;&amp;gt;&amp;lt;* pArf- Of Sh**- u~&amp;gt;* s
J_ remember *.err&amp;gt;enier- *.y*r*m , rr&amp;gt;ore +t m-r for

Bishop: fa those early days, and even when I was on campus- there used

to be this rush on theaters. A whole mob of students would

come down to the old United Artist^ come in, and take over.

Vollmer had to deal with that. Those were the days when

Berkeley had almost a nationwide reputation as the finest

police force.

Another interesting thing -tha-t got into a lot of controversy,

and made me love old Vollmer all the more, I guess .--l^hose were

the days when the cops that wanted them had trained dobermann

t*sith~th*m

pincers that rode in their cars,. The idea of that dog wasn t

to harm the public, really. I thought they were a great

idea. If you had a dark alley situation the dog was sent in.

It was kind of tough on the dog sometimes, but it did very

often save a man. In their wisdom later on they did away with

them. I think it was a very good thing. I have always been a

lover of dobermanns and have had three through the years .

A daughter of mine still has one now, and has had two others

before.

n ^
Riess: Did Vollmer have that command quality that you think of with

Nimitz and Towle?

Bishop: No. He wasn t a Nimitz or a Towle. He was a very gentle and very

nice person. Nimitz was a polished gentleman. I m sure that

Katherine was a polished lady. But you could tell that they

were very you know. They walked absolutely straight, hardly
6uri/e_

a aurvitu-re in their spine. They just had that thing that

x\

you call the &quot;incontroversial [sic] command &amp;lt; this is it!

Vollmer was a guy that would sit across the desk and very

nicely discuss something and hear both sides of it. He was
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Bishop: more of an arbitrator. I think people respected him because

they felt that he was so well versed in his field they

wanted to do what he suggested, rather than thought they had

to. I m sure Nimitz was well-versed, too. But just looking

at Nimitz there was no way you were going to say, &quot;But I think ..

fties*-: So hp [Vnllmpr] waa puliie Uilef but lie, wami l a uhlufy person.

Biahop! Do you know much about him?

Riess : We have an oral history interviews wiLh -people all around

Berkeley .

Q
B*shrrprr A family that have lived next door to him for years and years,

just a couple of months ago were customers of mine. He runs the

Marchant Calculating Company. He spoke so highly of Vollmer.

But, you know, Vollmer created a controversy on the way he

checked out of this mortal coil of ours. He was quite ill and

he, very practically, decided there was no point in putting up

with this pain. So he took his service revolver and killed

himself. [He] did this at home. There was a great deal of

controversy, of course, as you might expect. Some people

thought it was a terrible thing to do, and some people

thought that was a pretty smart thing to do.

Riess: It was seh a private thing ,to dcr. Why does it become

controversial?

0-

Bishop: I suppose direct answer to that would be that he was
\

such a public figure. Most of what I would choose to call the

old timers of Berkeley dearly loved him. What we might call

that new wave, or whatever, that came probably felt just

as much the other way. There s no doubt about it. He



.
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Bishop: represented law and order. But he was not in any sense a

harsh person. I think [he was] a very reasonable person.

Personally, I d pick his side. He probably his wife was

dead. I think there were some children somewhere but

I think he figured they were on their own far enough and

well enough that it was really his thing. As you say, it

was his decision. Who can make these decisions?

Riess: I guess it becomes interesting because he was obviously &amp;lt;a.

symbolic of law and order. This seamed like ouch a dicorderly .

way to

Bishop: To those who are opposed to guns it just became another

arrow in their quiver. &quot;Oh ho! Look! You live by the gun

and you die by the gun!&quot; Which I think is pediculous.

Did you happen to hear Barbara Walters last night interview

Nancy Reagan, Katherine Hepburn, Lauren Becall?

Riess: No.

Bishop: Nancy Reagan came out and talked about the asassination

attempt and gun control. Qn^-jrf=^TTr^TnTpresting--6-EeeeTrcs

I just made about Vellniei there She came right out and

said, &quot;No.&quot; After ail this attempt and everything she and

her husband both feel that guns shouldn t be controlled.

Riesa; Well, ll s so utedlclablti whu even Hoodc to hoar_JLt

again.

Bishop-i Rights Btrf- I thought that was kind of interesting, that it

didn t change his mind very much. Barbara looked a little

shocked .
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Riess: Well, now. Eugen Naeuhaus. I mot him much later in life.

You certainly took a picture of him when it looks like he was

at his peak.

Bishop: Two things stand out very much in my mind about him. One was

that silly little cap he always wore around campus. His hair

was very thinning. I guess he was pretty conscious of it.

Riess: What kind of a cap was it? Germanic?

Bishop: I would think it was. I was going to say Eugllbh, buL I bet

you re mine light Limn I am.. One of the old type cloth billed

caps. It would look like a beret only there was a bill that s

in there and the material kind of comes out over the bill, as

to differentiate it from a baseball type cap.

Riess: YEs. I think that s what German university students would

wear.

Bishop: Right. He would wear this thing. It was a / Bright green,

about the same color green that they have on pool tables .

He insisted on having his picture taken with that.

Another man, I ve forgotten his name but you may

remember it, looked a great deal like him---had the same

thinning hair was the one that I did with his dog. Do you

remember?

Riess: Oh, Ledu^icki.

Bishop: Yes. They looked very much alike. Neuhaus face was a little

rounder. W^ had a good time. He introduced me to Neumeyer.

Professor Neumeyer was the head of the art department at Mills

[College], and also ran the gallery at Mills. Nguhaus introduced
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Bishop: me to Neutneyer and, I think, was somewhat instrumental in

getting me my first major exhibition, which was in the

Mills gallery. My first good one-man show was at Mills.

Neuhaus was in a way responsible for that.

Whot o kind of funny about that . Sometime later

one of the prime movers of the Stiles Hall thing was Harry

Kingman. I guess he was the secretary of the thing.

Bill Davis was probably the assistant at the time. Harry

Kingman was a great baseball figure. A beautiful head. I m

sure he s in the collection somewhere. I did a picture

of Harry with his fist kind of up under his chin and the fingers

kind of doubled away. I still think it was a good one.

I had it in the front window. Neuhaus walked by and,

apparently, didn t approve of it. Next thing I know I get a

call from Harry Kingman saying he d changed his mind about

that picture. Would I please take it out of the window?

I m a little flatberghasted. What happened? I knew

that he and his wife liked it very much. It turns out

that Neuhaus had called him and given quite a critique. [He]

thought that the fist just didn t look right/underneath his

chin. like that. Since he was the head of the art department,

his word was law. So, you never know. Here s the same man

that thought enough of my work to really being instrumental

in getting me my first major show. So there are those two

sides of the coin.
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Riess: A vory a-LUaillve busybody side I d -say. Actually, I took

some notes on the Neuhaus . &quot;Complicated lacing together of

his fingers&quot; struck me. And he was wearing some Indian

rings. He would- look very arty. I don t remember a cap on

him.

Bishop: Maybe not. I don t remember which picture is in there.

\ He made such a fuss about it that I thought I had put

that picture in.

Riess: Maybe you got him back by taking that picture out.

Bishop: It exists in the files.

Riess: Anyway, it s a very elegant and artistic picture.

Bishop: In that respect, maybe it follows with the job. You remember

the one of Chipp. He has the same job. His hands were very

prominent in that, too. I would have used the word you used,

of &quot;interlaced.&quot; I wasn t aware of that similarity.

_ /^* e^k- jt tx^-t. f *^$* * * * * **

Riess: ^t vny^t r- mf 1 n
, &quot;M

1 &quot;f

~

Ma&quot;x Marshall. I know he s very

you-
important in your history. Why don t tell about [him].

A

I don t know that that little story of how he was your

professor has ever gotten on tape.

Bishop: No. I m sure it hasn t I have to give him a lot of credit

for me and my work. The first time I met Max Marshall I had

I understand the prerequisite for dentistry, now, is four

years.^ /In those days it was two years. I had evei Billing done.

[End tape 5, Side A]

[Begin tape 5, Side B]

Bishop: I had my junior certificate, as we called it in those days.

But for dental school I had one more science course I had to

take. So I took the Summer Session and took what was then
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Bishop: called bacteriology from Max Marshall. (They call that micro

biology now.y I did it up here. Although he taught in the

medical center, he was up here for Summer Session at LSB.

Chemistry was one of my favorite subjects all through

school. Maybe that has something to do with photography.

Bacteriology just seemed like an extension of that for me.

This is way before I even thought about photography. One

-the thing frkafc was so interesting to me because

we became such good friends later. I was an A student in

the class. I don t think we ever dealt with any really

harmful bacteria. I think he was criticizing the

technique as much as anything. At the end of the class

everybody had to wash their hands in a solution of mercuric

chloride, presumably to take all the bacteria off your

hands. I think it was probably more to impress you with

the technique. You ve got to be careful.

So, I was busily doing this. As I say, I was one of

his better students right then, at our first meeting.

Now, with my photography I find it hard to wear a ring.

In those days, I was a youngster and rings were more

important to me, I guess. I had this big gold ring. I

didn t want to put it down and lose it so I had placed it

between my teeth with eeRframinafced-hamte what he called

&quot;contaminated hands.&quot; I d stuck it in my mouth and then I

was busily washing my hands with this ring in my mouth.

He came into the room. He believed that the important

thing that he was teaching was the powers of observation.



-
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Bishop: He did a book on it later which I did the fronticepiece

for. That, above all, he wanted to teach us. He figured you

could always get bacteriology per se out of a textbook if

need be. So, he would ask questions on his midterms and

finals like: Which way did you turn the door handle when

you came into this room? His point was you should be aware

of what you re doing. Actually a door handle, it turns out,

will turn either to the left or to the right. But when you

were a worrying student you never thought of that.

He was that kind. He was more upset by finding that

he hadn t gotten the idea across that I would do a stupid

thing like stick this ring in my mouth in preparation for

taking this bacteria off my hands. He really got upset.

He said, &quot;Actually, I should really flunk you in this course.&quot;

We had quite a chat. I wound up practically saying, &quot;Doctor,

I ll never do it again. Just let me through.&quot; YOu know, I

never would have gotten into dental school if I hadn t

gotten through that class. He was really upset.

That was the end of that until sometime later, in dental

school. I wasn t even aware at that time that he was there.

-/

Lo and behold, I guess it was,,my sophomore year over there

Aou don t pick your curriculum at dentistry .^hat s just laid

UJ&S
-Now it ^ time to take bacteriology and I go marching

/here s Max Marshall, teaching it. I recognized him

immediately. I introduced myself to him later and reminded

him, and said, &quot;I will try to do better in your class this

time.&quot;





Bishop: He had started a thing that I have used in my teaching

ever since. It s the greatest idea. He was the first one

to show me. Over here, on this campus, in my first meeting
U&ie, a.

he got all the students outside. He had a Mka 35mm and he

took a picture of each student . Then he made notebooks of

that. I went back many years later to visit him and he

pulled his notebook out and turned the page. He had me

down for both classes I d taken from him his little

m
notes. i*I thought it was a great idea. I do it to this day.

Every new class I photograph them and put them in my

notebooks. Anything pertinent about them is in the book.

Riess: The photograph is for what purpose?

Bishop: Perhaps he, as I, just happen to have very good recall.

I ll just pick this one at random, [hao gone to bookshelfvto

get notebook?] If, for instance, this student were to call

for a recommendation or something -I could just look him up.

In a very short time I have memorized every name of every student

in the class this way. It gives me great recall. So I ve

done it all these seven or eight years.

That was the first thing. I didn t pay much attention to

the photography. About this time, during the time I was taking

that second class in bacteriology, I was given my first $1 Brownie

camera. I got very excited about it. It was love at first sight.--

Riess: You (hadn t \really had camera experience before that?

Bishop: No. This was just a cheap $1 Brownie. In those days it was

a
ff&amp;gt;f

of & . camera. It just was immediate. I went out

with this cheap little camera and took some pictures of some

of the people around the campus. I was so thrilled.
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Bishop: So, I went in. When you think about it, it would be

like somebody coining in with a dollar Brownie or an instdmatic

right now and saying to me, &quot;Hey! How do I use this thing?&quot;

I m afraid my advice would be go throw it right in that

garbage can.

Max was more tolerent. I went in to him and started talking

to him about photography. He was a very fine photographer.

That grew into a great friendship. Even though I finished

that course, he became my father-figure over there. Every

time I d get in trouble I d run to Max.

There came this time when I knew that I wanted to be a

portrait photographer. I knew I didn t want to be a dentist.

I didn t know what to do about it or how to bring this

about. So I would go and have coffee with Max Marshall. As

I say, he was very benevolent. We kept up this friendship.

He s now in a resthome and quite elderly. He didn t make it

to my last show. But he s come to every other one.

His statement, finally the operative sentence was that I

would at best be a mediocre dentist, and he felt sure that I

would be an outstanding photographer. &quot;Go do it!&quot; Of course,

if my parents had found that out they d have probably gone over

and I don t know what. They were so upset when I finally told

them I was leaving. But, he was the prime mover.

There were two things ^erf my career there. I went over and

was seeking his encouragement. It was almost as if he was feeding

me part of his life. I was quite desperate about it. I wasn t
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Bishop :

Riess:

Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop:

a disobedient child. I was very respectful of the fact [that]

my parents had done without an awful lot to get you through an

expensive dental school in the days of the -trtg Depression. I

also was ornery enough. I just knew inside I had to do it ray

way. That s my (only \real claim to fame I ve done it my way.

In brief, how is it that you hadn t laid hands on a camera

until then? What indications were there for all of those

twenty years preceeding that you had a knack for the creativity

that s got to be part of it?

Latent creativity was probably one of the main things that got

le- into dental school in the first place. I spent a couple
&amp;lt;5f

afternoons with one Doctor MacFarland. That s not Jean MacFarland,

W3LS
it/ ner husband. That has since been dissolved. He asked

questions. It was before the Stanford-Benet test.

He was a psychologist?

&quot;Try/ nt
* m

Right. It was pi imexi to determine where I should go. I was just

out of high school. All I knew was that I believed in higher

education. I have a sister who is eight years older who had

been through there. She s the one that got me pointed over

into his office.

Spatial relationships. I took this test with the navy when

I applied for my commission. I went off their charts on that.

That s kind of an interesting ability. I think it s like saying

if 2 + 2 = 4, then 4+4=8. I guess it isn t quite it, but it

seems that way to me. I ve been able to, out of nowhere, build

two very successful houses. Literally buil* them by just

o&amp;gt;-

sitting there and looking -artd the ground for three or four days,

then just drawing out a pencil sketch and making the house to

fit the pencil sketch.
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Bishop: I can do this with repairing an automobile, too. I can just

look at the situation and say this has to go this way, and

that goes that way. That was probably my most outstanding trait.

el Adams calls that same Ttrtng pre-visualization.
&quot;HI * h i r, it.

Where this ties into to photography [ic that] to really do

photography and do it well the last thing that comes into the

image-making process is the camera. So many people you see

going around looking through the camera looking for a picture.

The point I m sure Ansel and Imogen would agree [is that] you

see that picture in your mind, first, and then you make the

camera come up with what you saw. Ansel put the word &quot;pre-

visualization&quot; upon it.

You actually do. If I were thinking of doing your portrait

I would, looking at you now, have a complete and total image in

my mind of what this finished print was going to look like. Then

I would bring all the lights and camera. The camera would

probably be the last thing of all that came into it.

That, apparently, was there from heaven knows where.

The camera came absolutely suddenly. I don t know even what
OQ fe^LCrgTV

VVa &quot; e
George PeixuLLu; a school friend, who gave it to me.

It might be he had a dollar in his pocket for a birthday present.

It came out of the blue that way.

But I don t think this is entirely unheard of in the field

of art. rfjo Davidson/, the sculptor, that at Lhe Lime; uf

Prcoidcnt Ruu.uivu.lt wac on tnp nf firing* :
/tfis story went very

much the same. At some point, very suddenly, he put his hands

into wet clay. [He] hadn t even thought about it before. He just

started playing with this wet clay. It s almost a chemical reaction.
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Bishop: It doesn t seem strange to me but it does to a lot of people.

I ve been married twice. The first time we were quite young.

She was an art student at Cal. We went our divergent ways. But

the second time I was married, thirty-six years ago, the same

&amp;lt;*.

thing happen^ [ happened to look through a restaurant window and

saw her on the other side. I just knew it. I just felt it.

&quot;This is the girl I m going to marry.&quot; It took a little while to

meet her and persuade her I wasn t crazy, but there was no question

in my mind.

Riess: Are you saying that you had pre-visualized this person?

Bishop: I don t say that I had pre-visualized. No. But the minute I

saw her, it was a clear-blown thing right then. It was almost

fait accompli except she didn t know anything about it. I don t

know what that means but to me it s a pretty common experience.

This very building would be very much the same way. A little

different but almost the same sort of thing.

Riess: You mean the building that we re in now?

Bishop: Yes. Well have to talk about it. I really think that it s an

important thing.

Riess: Why don t you finish that idea now.

Bishop: There s kind of a funny thing I knew I left out with Max Marshall.

At the same time I was listening to his every word, trying to get

courage enough to make this break there are times when you have

to make very definite decisions in your life. That was one of

them and I ve never regretted making that decision. I think it

was the right step forward. T* At the same time I was listening to
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Bishop: Max over in San Francisco, I d come back to Berkeley. It was the

time that King Edward had just abdicated his throne because of

Wally Simpson. His abdication speech was put on an old 75rpm

phonograph record. I would sit there [with] this old windup

phonograph and listen to his abdication speech, and listen to

it over and over again. I can almost hear it in my ears now.

phe chiming of old Big Ben d ^ I don t know why it took me

^b&quot;*so much build-up to make that decision? /My mother reacted so

badly. Every/time we d pass in the hall she d burst in tears.
I

That went on for two or three weeks. She was definitely the

matriarch of the family, you see. Wow! That was a problem.

Riess: It was just your older sister and yourself?

Bishop: Yes. My older sister and my mother were real buddies. Eight

and a half years later I might not have been planned IJaugftBe? J

Riess: You were not pre-visualized.

Bishop: [laughter] I don t think I was pre-visualized.

Riess: -I think .it s interesting that you went to see Mac Farland juot

to get a kind of clue. That saamo like an unusual

Bishop: It turned out that I was very good with my hands. My best subjects

are contradictory: chemistry, biology, and high school physics.

Anything that wasn t very wrapped up in mathematics. If you

think of them in the terms of now they re practically all math.

But in those days they weren t. I was weak in mathematics. I

was very good in English and history. So he had to deal with

that weak in mathematics thing.

That j s kind of interesting t*hn I /fofc
u
my commission in the

navy; /they re very high in math, but they re also very high in

English. I think it was my better than normal ability, at least in
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Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop:

Riess:

Bishop:

English grammar, that got me the commission. I got off the subject.

Way, yes. Would you please tell me about this house. How it

fits in? You were saying that it s a piece with the same idea.

I got this &quot;Dear John&quot; letter as my ship was leaving Hawaii.

There was a whole dissolution of a studio that I thought I was

coming back to. In the scheme, having discovered what I

wanted to say about people, it wouldn t have fit in that old

context, anyway.

The old context of your gussied-up studio.

Yes. The pouty lip sort of thing. Something happened overseas to

a+~ o-Cerlo-m poir&amp;gt;+
10 ti mt -there,-- and

me. All of a sudden I ve got two pictures you probably

haven t ever seen that were taken aboard ship frond] were the

beginning of all this sort of work I got this real conviction.

4)
;Now, I know what I m going to do the rest of my life. I d been

doing photography, but I d been doing it without a rudder. I

though T. kfle -fhfi UJord j

guess my pictures are absolutely repetitious. I hope in -this
A

one thing that above all they re trying to show what I call

this little golden thread of beauty of the

intellect of human beings . The potential of our mind, to me,

is the most fascinating thing there is. I just set out to

show that side. (That s why I get excited about somebody

like Frank Lloyd Wright or Aldous Huxley .

That came as a very firm conviction. I knew this was what

I was going to do. To do that right&amp;gt;I felt that retouching

and the sort of work that I had done before just wouldn t do in.

It would be falsifying it.
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(j f
Bishop: I had misgivings ,&quot;8ut sonething else happened. There was a

strength that came along with it/&quot;&quot;

]fae Ax*&quot; * really u&amp;lt;ie -the user* meet.tefr m -fhose dAy S }
a -&amp;gt;

le&amp;lt;&amp;gt;s

/SThere were these long periods of very little to do LA* ^aj

but entertain y own thoughts. I would half tranfie-i-like ,

half in and half out of focus, think about this and what s

/&a/,xintj -/-/mf- .27 cf& i
fe&amp;gt;fn,s&amp;gt;j

&A^K- ^ & isfry r&amp;lt;?a

going to
happen,^ /n a sort of way, asking something bigger

than I, or outside of me, to help out in solving this problem.

I have to honestly say at no time did did I contemplate

divorce. I simply felt something isn t right and something s

got to be made right. I had nothing to do with that. It came

as a surprise, certainly as a shockY_Z/7 6 , j *. , et, +
,
T re* I **&quot;

1 &amp;lt;4&amp;gt;d h*u-f tnorr to &amp;lt;J-e 1^,71, if- Than ^ Co u-J^ SCi? a+
/* bill t^ fhf n ZI ,

(// Something, I like to think:, took hold. It worked out

fine after the shock of it all. She went her way, with&quot; the studio

qirAfand the whole works, and I went my way. ^Kight as this divorce

was coming down, when I should have been really terribly shy of
Po^.f.ve

,
&quot;/-k.i &amp;lt;&amp;lt;. &amp;lt;&amp;gt;/

&quot;

this sort of thing, is when I saw Luella. Now, this all comes

together.)

x^iT&quot;

O} While I was trying to convince Luella that as soon as we

get this divorce we re going to get married,&quot; I was also having

to look for the studio or someplace to start up again. She d

get off work and we would just go everywhere looking for a

studio. I think I had $300 to my name at the end of that

divorce. That was money I d brought back from overseas with me.

I had told her one thing I needed was wheels. So I d taken the

car and what money I had in my pocket, and gave her all the

q
rest. We would tramp all over. [ went up to Redwood Park.



,
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Bishop: In complete desperation where can we find a studio? In the

back of our minds [we were] thinking where do you go to rent

a studio. I had never done anything but that.

One afternoon we wound up on Grizzly Peak. In desperation

we just sat there and looked out over the bay. &quot;If I could have

Q\
a studio anywhere I wanted it, where would it be?&quot; I took a

map out of the glove compartment and made a little circle.

Lo and behold, the circle was pretty much right around the

campus. Just like that the thought came to my mind.
/Jmile

we were on campus they were building a little building somewhere

just below the campus. I didn t remember the street or anything

else. But I had walked by while they were actually building this

building.

So, I thought, &quot;Gee. It had a fireplace in it, a staircase

in it. What a great little building that would be.&quot; w came

and
down here *re started looking around. I had remembered it as

being on Bancroft. Finally [we] got over here, another street,

and found it here on Durant. It was occupied. It looked like a

beautiful building from the outside. It was being used as a

residence by a woman whose husband was a major in the army and

still over in China, or something like that.

I went to a realtor friend and said, &quot;Could you just find

out if there s any possibility of getting 7 Building?
&quot; He

misunderstood and thought I meant buying that building. He

got into it and got a hold of the lady who owned it not the one
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Ricss:

Bishop
1

Bishop: that was living in it a Mrs. White. Mrs. White had been doing

battle with the woman who was in heje. She had a little baby

grand and these brick walls were frosting taking the finish

off her baby grand. They were bickering back and forth,,&amp;lt;*
nd

-
were in rent control thenj /Well, it was worse than thatj

way could you evict the wife of somebody overseas. Mrs.

White, in desperation said, &quot;Oh, I d gladly sell it to you.&quot;

That was really wild, Lu had a thousand dollars she had

saved in silver dollars. I had approximately $300. So I

wrote to this aunt of mine and said, &quot;I could sell the car, but

could you possibly loan me a little money to make the down payment

on this building?&quot; I told her I needed to keep the car. She

wrote back this&quot;&quot;letter that I was absolutely unprepared for.

&quot;I felt I had done nothing significant to help out the war effort.

You ve come back and you ve done your part. Now, let me do my

part. I will buy the building and then you buy it from me.&quot;

How elegant.

She would have me borrowing the money from her, in effect. That

is the way it happened. [We] finally paid the dear old lady off.

That s how we got the building in the beginning.

But the point here is , it was almost what I would call

another form of that pre-visualiztion. I think that s one

of the most important contributions that I could give to younger

photographers. If you get the horse in front of the cart, if

absolutely you have something to say, you have an importance in

your work, then all these other things have a way of following.

I don t know whether it s supernatural or natural, or what. But
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Bishop:

t
-

-
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-
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-
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Riess :

Bishop:

Riess :

Bishop

Riess :

Bishop

I know we came to where we are from scratch and photography

has been very good to us . I de think that of all things ,

Q
ifflf&amp;gt;ertance. Let this other be added on to it. Does that still

deal with pre-visualization?

Good story.

I think it does. I think it s just like the camera.

[tape interruption]

I noticed in talking about Deutsch that the format of the

picture is very similar to the format that you

used in the Nimitz portrait./^

were taken one right after the other.

__
^^ Cbufsch

ou were starting to say he had a whole floor of

Yes. Over on Lakeshore Drive, on Lake Merritt. It was beautiful.

We did him in his study upstairs. I remember he had just done a

book about Queen WiLlamena of Holland and was very proud of the

book. I think it s in his hand, or it s on his desk in front of

him. The reproduction on the back of the book was a reproduction

of the Dutch crown.

They used to have a size in photography called 6 1/2 x 8 1/2,

a film size, which they haven t made in years and years. That

was done when they were still making 6 1/2 x 8 1/2 film. It s

single sheets of film. This big box camera and everything up

there .

The thing about Deutsch was, as fine a man as he was, he had

a very receeding chin. [491 - 493 ubsmteJ by mechanical noiac -on_

] . I m not sure this is right but there was a time in
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Bishop: thinking that a weak chin was supposed to denote a less than

strong character, which I think is a bunch of balogna. At the

time, I guess I paid more attention to that. He had beautiful

hands very tapered fingers and well- manicured nails. But he

had this very dark hair clear up on the back of his hands,

[end tape 5, side B]

[Begin tape 6, Side A]

Bishop: He had this beautiful black hair on his forearm and clear up into

his fingers. Very masculine looking. What I did and I thought

it worked out beautifully and still works even though I don t

think so for the same reason I got this hand very naturally

up on the point of his chin. Here s this beautiful hand with

these tapered fingers, and this curly black hair, completely

covering up this chin. I would recognize [that] as a very

difficult feat to come off and have i/n look right, even now.

Hands are very hard to deal with. They can look so artificial.

That one came off just beautifully.

As I say, when a snowball gets to rolling, it- keeps rolling.

ujho
It was Deutsch that suggested that I do the Board of Regents

individually. He liked his picture very much and said, &quot;We need

up-to-date pictures of the Regents.&quot; I got started on that

project.

Riess: Yes. What happened to that project?

Bishop: Do you remember John Francis r Ney Ian? You probably know of his

characteristics and things. Needless to say, a very adament man.

I think I did four regents. I don t recall their names now.



.
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Bishop: One of them, of course, was Nimitz, whom I d already done.

Number five was Neylan. I made an effort to try to make this

appointment. That was the first wind he had gotten [that] this

(j\ ^UL
was coming down. He called back over haa-r. As I recall, it was

Miss Robb that got a hold of me and told me that this was all off.

Q
So it must have gone through President Sproul s office. I

[asked], &quot;What did I do wrong?&quot; It wasn t that I had done anything

wrong. Neylan absolutely refused to have an up-to-date picture

taken. He had been using the same one for twenty-five years.

So much so it looked like Herbert Hoover in the pictures. The

thing that was outstanding was they used to wear celluloid collars.

Characteristically the knot of the tie would be about half way down

in the middle of the collar. In this day and age we wear the

knot up to the top of the collar. In those days it was half

way down. That was it. No^more. He killed the whole idea just

like that. He refused to have his picture used, and he had enough

power to say it was a burn* idea anyway and funds could be used

for more useful things. I was out.

In that same respect of people using the pictures for years

and years, another outstanding one that did that with me was

Alfred Frankinstein, the music critic and art critic. Every year,

for years, there would be a call and he would order six to twelve

prints.

Riess: More of the same?

Bishop: More of the same that had been taken, finally, almost twenty-five

years [before]. We had good fun talking to each other on the



-
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a &amp;gt;-&amp;lt;

Bishop: telephone. Each time, &quot;Oh, I d better get in for another

picture.&quot; Never did. Finally, he had a couple of serious

heart attacks and went down hill very rapidly after thati

at least visually. He was one of the most perennial re-order

I think I ever had.

Riess: You have a couple of pictures of people who seem to be well into

their maturity, Joel Hildebrand and Andy Lawson. Hildebrand,

of course lives on.

Bishop: He s just about to reach one hundred now. I hope somebody s

going to do something about that.

Riess: I m sure that plenty will be done about it.

one of

Bishop: Hildebrand was one of those in 1950. He was on/the covers of

The Cal Monthly. I had taken chemistry from Hildebrand way

back in about 1934. Chemistry 1A. The textbook was Lattimore

and Hildebrand. I wound up photographing both of them in later

years .

The thing I remember so well about Hildebrand shows up

in that picture. He has a very stubb3*ly beard. I was quite

concerned and said something to the effect of, &quot;Mr. Hildebrand,

that beard is going to show up very badly because I make very

sharp and clear pictures.&quot; He said, &quot;Well, let it!&quot; Then he

said that he had just gotten down from a Sierra Club backpack

trip just in time to make the appointment, and [had] no

inclination or time to go do anything about the beard. And

this was the way his students often saw him anyway. So, let it
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Riess :

Bishop:

Riess :

Bishop :

Riess:

Bishop:

That o a very guud sluiy. Did he continue to use that

portrait}. ?

For quite a long while, yes. Did you see the one that

Imogen did of him in her After Ninety-six?

Yes. I don t remember it woll but .

This is the one where he s up at the blackboard. Of course,

he s lost tremendous weight from the time I did him. He was

always kind of stubborn. The thing that shows up in Imogen s

picture is his left, upper bicuspid, I think it would be, is

missing. There s this rather black gaping hole up there. I m

just sure it was the same stubbornness. That tooth came out;

leave it out !

How about Lawson? I was really disturbed by not being able to

[r&amp;gt;r THe
see his mouth, apoaking of thp mrmrh. Was he smilingf x&amp;gt;r was-

ho yawning there?

[laughter] Andy, Andy, Andy. I guess you re aware that Andy,

at least when I was on campus doing President Sproul, was the

topic of conversation in the faculty, and all of his exploits.

It seems very mild now, but he was a rambunctious person that

took over aS self-appointed management of the campus pretty

--
~~&quot;~*

&quot;

much on his own. He was forever calling Miss Robb and /

I know you heard the old story about the telephone thing to

Sacramento,. I guass ha juet bothered Sproul.
s~^ *\ -**f

*r
lother one of the good -enes i-a^f jAe didn t like

telephones and he was always argumentative anyway. He got

a hold of some poor little campus operator. She was having
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Bishop: trouble getting the right number and he just gave her a real

chewing out, had her in tears. Somebody complained to

President Sproul about it. I m sure very reluctantly Sproul

encountered the lion in his den and said, &quot;You hurt this

little girl s feelings!&quot; He [Lawson] wound up telling her,

&quot;You go to Hell&quot; as he slammed the phone in her ear after he was

&amp;lt;f)

giving her this bad time. She was just devastated. Sproul

/

said you ve hurt her feelings very badly and you better go do

&amp;gt;t /-
something. Maybe you should go apologize to her. Lawsonj

grudilngly, as I heard the story, said he guessed he d do

something about it. As the story goes, he finally tracked

her down on the telephone. &quot;Are you the girl I told to go

to Hell?&quot;

&quot;Yes, sir.&quot;

&quot;Well, don t go there.&quot;

It sounded funny at the time. That was Andy. He was

/*^
something else. He lived

j*{&amp;gt;
what in those days we called

&quot;nut hill.&quot; Most of the faculty lived up behind the campus on

BuenaVLsta. [He] was doing battle with everybody. I think

he was one of the founders of the Sierra Club. I know he was

one of the founders of the Men s Faculty Club.

I encountered him on this thing of doing the alumni covers.

I guess he was probably 6 A&quot;

Riess: Andy Lawson?

Bishop: Yes.

Riess: How interesting! He looks tiny.
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Bishop: Just as thin as a rail. Have you ever seen the other picture

of him, where he s sitting in a chair, that I have of him?

Riess : I don t know.

Bishop: You ve seen the close-up head. There s another one in the

stack over here where he s sitting against that wall, which

was brick then, in a little chair. The way he folds in the

angles of this chair is just amazing. His height and his

long bones. In some ways it s a terrific picture. but, as you ve

already spotted, the whiskers and all in the other one make it

Number 1 .

We got along without anything going wrong. He liked the

picture. The one that was used was the one you are familiar with.

The large head.

He called one day. Of course, in those days our pictures

were just so low, and we were so broke. I think they woe uK/v^-

something like a dollar a print. He wanted some pictures. I told

him the price and, very gruffly, [he said], &quot;That s too high!

You re just trying to make money off of me.&quot; Okay. That was

that . I couldn t do them for any less so that was the end of

the conversation.

Howard Cook called a couple of days later and said that

Andy Laws on had been in and cleaned him out of all the spare

copies that he had of that issue. [laughter] He was sending

these covers around to his friends . I thought that was kind

of beautiful. I m sure he came from Scotch ancestry, as I do

myself. That was one of the highlights in the life of a

struggling photographer who never knew how he was going to make

ends meet in the first place.
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Rless: I think I m glad I missed Andy Lawson.

Bishop: He might have told you something. [laughter]

Riess: Yes, indeed. How about [G. P.] Adams, Barrows, Sailor/ Davis?

Anything about any of these?

Bishop: George Adams is a good one. I did him at the request of one of

his students, a man who has made his millions since he got out

of school.

Riess: Who was that?

Bishop: His name is Richard Clements. He s currently engaged in

developing hotels in Nepal so that you only have to hike one

day s hike on the way to Anapurna. [laughter]

Riess: Golly!

Bishop: Want to chot him? Daughter] He s been dealing with the king

of Nepal and all this. Anyway, Dick Clements way back then

didn t have much money. He was very taken with George Adams,

He s the one that commissioned that. I had taken a philosophy

course from him and knew who he was. George Plimpton Adams.

He was one of these people who did his lectures at the

blackboard with chalk. He wrote out all of his pointsfpractically

wrote out his lecture. He was Mr. Tweed Goat Professor. I

knew this. When lie would finish an hour s class, he would

C\n& rjTOi *

have chalk dust all over him. His little skeaasy patches on

his elbows would be white. He would actually rub [erasure

gesture?] with his elbow.

I made the arrangement . I called him and told him that

Mr. Clements wanted me to do his picture. He didn t discuss

clothes or anything, which was a mistake of course. He came
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Bishop: down in the neatest royal blue suit. Just immaculate, you know.

I looked at him. &quot;Oh, no!&quot; I was faced with this problem. I

knew that Dick wouldn t accept it. Dick and I had talked about

how he was just dissolved in chalk dust. We both had tremendous

respect for the man. I tried my best to tactfully suggest

that he go back and get his tweed coat.

He was a very nice guy. I was just so embarassed. I was

stuttering and babbling. When he finally figured out what I

was trying to say he said, &quot;That s what I wanted to bring. But

my wife wanted me to bring this blue suit.&quot; So, he went back.

He didn t have any chalk dust, but we did get him in the tweed

jacket which was Dr. Adams, for sure, as the students remembered

him.

Riess : David Barrows was another profile. Such a strong profile, too.

Bishop: Yes. I don t consider myself that kind of person, but I guess

I was a good naval officer in my day. I had taken ROTC all through

high school. After the war I must have changed personality, but

I was very sensitized to it and had quite a respect for it.

Well, here comes in General Barrows. He was very tall; a

very dignified, English looking man. There wasn t a hair on his

head that was out of place. If you remember, Andy Lawson and

some of those had eyebrows that wouldn t quit. They were just

big and beautiful, and bushy. Here was General Barrows with

his very ridgadly clipped eyebrows.

Riess: h-l They were jreally clipped?

ri*)i&amp;lt;4

Bishop: Really clipped. So outstar&quot;J 1 ri E a &quot;^ cn A
Z,~

A
, and so military.

I was just so taken with him. The picture kind of shows this.
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Bishop: He looks pretty ramrod and very much in command
j

He really had a very short tenure. He was one of the

presidents of the University, but I don t think for very long.

ifeLtiss: Right: I Lhink Lhat wasn t hio favorite thing to do either.

Bishop ; No. I did his son later on^ -

fcLoDQ-; Thomas Barrows , la Extension t

Bishop: fa was the head of the Extension, I guess, at the time.

Rieasi What was Lite background here [refeiltig to portrait]?

^Bishop; Aa I recall, I did Llieui buLh

-fcLcooi Wao it a grecnhouac or Gomathing? Maybe Llul b iiul Llib one.

Bishop

Riess :

Bishop:

^ There were othcro in a_greejihcmse.

: Gk-ay.

T i-Vi-ini hrt-h Rarrowc wrrr dnnr horri I did Tom Barrows after his

father had died, I think. As I recall, Tom Barrows had had

pretty serious heart attacks by the time I did him. Quite a

different person. I remember feeling it just doesn t seem

like the son of this man. Just different. Certainly no

military hangover.

Alva Davis !Sailof l Davis. Is &quot;Sailor&quot; another military person?

Well, we could almost say that. I m sorry to say I don t

remember what brought him here, which probably means he came

on his own. He wasn t part of a project. The thing that

was outstanding about him was that from the time he came in

he apparently knew just how he wanted to look I got one

expression out of him. That is all I ever got out of him.

I worked, it would surely have been, at least an hour. I can
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Bishop: recall doing everything I could think of, short of standing on

my head, to get at least a change of expression. I kept shooting

these negatives. I m sure if we dug them out of the files you

would get lost which one is which. They re just identical!

One negative would have done the whole job.

That s a very outstanding thing. Maybe part of it was because

I was relatively new at my craft. Maybe I wouldn t have cracked

him even now. I guess the point is he didn t want to be

cracked. He was very happy with the picture. I could have

saved my time and his time. I think we ve already talked about

President Hitch, which was a very similar case. Except in that

case I did get him to smile, which just led to further turmoil

because I did. [laughter]

Riess: [laughter] Yes. The smile hoc baon a oubjeet dwelt on.

/VauJ
Stephen Pepper, of cciunju, iu (juiili a (Sweet person.A

Bishop: Yes. I m not sure which picture Bancroft has of him. I hope

they have two, but maybe they don t. He was done in the Cal

Monthly group .

Riess: Yes. There are two portraits that came in in 1950.

Bishop: Good^,
I m glad, they have. There are two in the Cal Monthly issue.

As there is in every case, there s a small picture inside and the

cover picture. In all but two cases they re the same picture.

One was Ira B. Cross and the other was Pepper.

The thing about this one was I had taken a class from him

years before in what was called ethics. I was very taken with the

man. He was a very great man. He also was a very tall man. He

was somewhat over six feet, which had nothing to do with this at

all. The picture on the cover of the Cal Monthly, at first glance
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Bishop: you would swear that he was sound asleep. His head is kind of

bowed turned down.

Riess: I remember that.

Bishop: It would appear that his eyes are closed. The motivation there

was we had talked about these things in asethetics. The repetition

of form and all of this . He was totally bald and there was this

beautiful curve in his bald head. He had these little steel r-titnnp.fi

glasses which repeated this curve of his head. There were

rhythms and the beautiful divisions of space all through that

picture, and which I saw in my ground glass. This was the time

when we were using three sheets of film, as I told you. I might

do it now, if the occasion arose, but it would be very rare. I

said, &quot;Please, don t move. Just stay there until I can get this.&quot;

_t*M*aJ
In those days yu frupe using the ground glass , which meant that

each time you took a picture you had to put a film in and close

up your camera. For each exposure there was a different sheet

of film inserted into the camera. So, I m having him hold all

of this, not open his eyes or anything while I m getting this

all set to go.

I got that picture and then I did two more that were

the conventional type where he s looking at the camera. I didn t

release it. I wanted it for the cover but I told Howard Cook that

we just had to check with Dr. Pepper. It did appear that he was

asleep.

Dr. Pepper looked at it and he thought it was just fine.

He saw what I had been talking about these curves and everything.

But he asked for this one concession. Would I mind just putting
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Bishop: one where people could see his eyes on the inside.

Veu-
Riess: That s a very interesting story. Good man. iie wouldn t have

gotten that from many people, I wouldn t think.

Bishop: No. He was a wonderful, gentle man. He lived right next door

to Cedric Wright, too, who was very instrumental in my younger

days of photography.

nu.f
Riess: Up there on fcfret hill.

Bishop: No. You re right about that, but- at the time Cedric lived down

on Etna Street. It was an old livery stable.

Riess: That s where Pepper was living then.

Bishop: But you re right that Cedric did live up on Buena Vista.

Riess: No, that s Pepper.

Bishop: I guess Pepper did too.

Riess: No. It was Pepper who lived up on Buena Vista, but at the time

they were both down

Bishop: Well, then they both got on Buena Vista. I didn t realize

Pepper was up there. But Rhea Wright still owjtis , to my knowledge,

the Maybe ck s house

Riess: How about the portrait of Jim Hart? It seem like he s looking

particularly like an English professor, with the cigarette and

all of that. Do you remember that?

Bishop: Yes. Let me just try to recall the name of his cohort, right

along with him and possibly -was the chairman just before him.

You and I discussed him.

Riess: Lehman?

Bishop: Lehman. Ben Lehman. There s an interesting little story.

J- LhiiJfJTt was one of Lehman s favorite students certainly the
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Bishop: student thought that Lehman was God that gave me my first

JfMtJurfS
camera. Many years later George Pei*pfe&amp;gt;o was having a birthday.

I knew that he just idolized Ben Lehman. I invited Professor

Lehman in to do his portrait so that I could give it to George

&x0lfv. [It s] kind of an interesting thing how these things

make full circle. Nothing particularly exciting happened with

~t ( mel
Ben Lehman except it s one of the relatively few things James

but-

Hart is doing it again^-. )fou d be hard pressed to find many

cigarettes. Once in a while a pipe, but very rarely.

I don t know why I do that but

Riess: IN ulhui wmUb , you try to exclude them.

Bishop: I pretty much leave them out. Yes. I m not quite sure what

my motivation is there. You would see, if you really studied

a number of prints, that they re very rare. With Lehman you

wouldn t have gotten Lehman without the cigarette. He was

just lighting from one end to the other

That picture was a hug^ success. I think Lehman had

maybe a little bit more than the average dose of / I don t

mean conceit but he liked pictures of himself. He was very much

the

taken with / picture and bought quite a number. It was through

that that James Hart came in as a regular customer.

A couple of years ago Ansel Adams was at the meeting

of the Friends of the Bancroft. The three of us were talking,

Hart, Adams and myself. Hart said, &quot;Well, I ve been

photographed by the two best photographers in the world.&quot; Then

he named the two of us. I thought that was awfully nice.
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Bishop: He s an awfully nice man. I really should do him again. I

don t know that he s changed all that much. I m sure he has,

and I like the man so much I really should just get him down

here.

Rie

Riess:

Bishop;

Riess:

Bishop:

That would be nice, l think he looks much , mucn younger
1 in that

portrait.

Wall, h H lot Did h a date on

that? It goes back a -ways-; He was a till in the English

department.

T^&amp;gt;o.V uu&amp;gt;A^tione &amp;gt;o

s-r 1956.

That s been a while. What is interesting out of that [is] this

was the same time that I was doing a nice body of work with

the poets of the time. Auden, Spender, Lowell and those.

Catching them when they were on campus.

Yes. Most of those at that time were over on the San Francisco

campus. It was Ruth Witt Diamont that activated that. She

had what she called a poetry center over at San Francisco State.

O.nd ^
Jim Hart saw those ho ^ Ae asked and I donated it could

they possibly have copies of those pictures to put in the

Graduate library in the English department. I asked him about

a year ago what had ever become of them. He said he was sure

they were all gone. and had no idea. He had kind-e* wanted to

get them into Bancroft.

I had told him at the time that I would make sure he got

all those. I think he might have forgotten that I said that.

I really think that when I get back this fall I m going to get

on his case again and get him over here.
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Riess:
&amp;lt;

frow-^b_out: Andrew Imbrie? Does^awffSing come to mind? It s

all right if it^Ji^r^d^^I ve got other names. We mentioned Geiger.

[Ei

[begin tape 6, Side B]

Riess: Jacob Geiger. What I ve written down is &quot;another stony profile.&quot;

Bishop: [laughter] Okay. It s kind of an interesting one.

Geiger, of course, was &quot;Mr. Public Health&quot; himself. ^le V* * &amp;lt;/e

there was any country in the whole world that left him out,

I ll be surprised. He was a collector of medals. I guess he

b&amp;lt;2^was very well known in public health^ He literally had a large

case of medals, which will be of importance here in a minute.-- an
A

That case must have been 3 1/2 feet high and I would think it

was a little bit in excess of 2 feet wide, and about three inches

deep just so that it would stand when you sat it down. This

was -absolutely this cloth linedand all of these medals, medallion

and ribbons and all that. Okay. Part of this is the fun of

the story.

Now, we go back to Dr. Max Marshall. I told you he was the

one that gave me the impetus to get out of dentistry and into

photography.

Riess: Right.

Bishop: Max Marshall was a very very good friend and tremendous admirer

of Dr. Geiger. He did a biography of Dr. Geiger. It was just

natural that he wanted me to do the picture on the frontispiece.

Marshall called and said, &quot;I want this picture of him, but you ve

got a problem. Whenever Geiger has his picture taken he always

wants these medals in the picture. I just want the man; I don t

want the medals.&quot; Then he left me to solve my problem. As I
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Bishop: indicated, he was that kind of a guy. Felt that students

should solve problems. Part of your education.

So, I fussed and I worried. What ami going to do? I had

known Geiger. He gave some public health lectures when I was

f I At d
in dental school. You said it yourself. He was a ridged person.

Beautiful shaped head but not the guy that s the friend next

door. No monkey business. About as close to General Barrow /^

pictures as two pictures can be.

He came in and, sure enough, here comes this case. It s

when I first saw the case. It had a little handle and he was

carrying it like a briefcase. &quot;Oh, I m dead!&quot; Incidentally,

that s the only time that I ever tried it. Now, many, many

years later, maybe I should try it again. But I don t know if

I ever will. In that time I had just gotten started tt/being
-&

interesting in taperecorders . Unbeknown to Geiger I had set

up a recorder and a microphone here in the room. I thought,

&quot;I m going to record this.&quot;

To finish that little story, I got so nervous with the

darn thing going, and so conscious of it, and became conscious

of everything I was saying to Geiger*^ &quot;Ct^
it was terrible.^

because, with all reserve, one of my most important assets

is I talk too much. In doing a portrait it s a very

valuable tool. You lead people away from this idea that

they re having their portrait taken.

Riess: But you didn t like the results of listening to yourself?
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Bishop: I had a terrible time. Perhaps that led to the stiffness.

But, to the real cute part of the story.

I was confronted with this idd. Huru u a man that

brought / yihe next thing he was going to do, I m sure, was

say &quot;Which one of these medals should I pin on, or which

dozen of them?&quot; I was under strict orders Wtf Marshall and

I was impressed with Marshall s strict orders don t . [It

was] one of those beautiful things it happened to me that

time and it happened again with Ira B. Cross just

happenirg to think of the right words that saved the day.

He was deciding what we re going to do and I had

already gotten a chair out here. He mentioned the medals

and just out of the blue, like heaven sent, I said, &quot;Dr.

Geiger, just this once I want to get a picture of the man

that was able to acquire all these medals, instead of the

emphasis on the medals.&quot;

It just hit him just right. He beamed and thought

that was a great idea. How I got so lucky as that, I don t

know. The picture is not beaming, but he did beam that

one time. [laughter]

Riess: That s good. Oh, you hove Q memory of him beaming.
And a good place for us to end for today. (Snu Tape Six, Side A.)
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19&amp;gt;8 a 23-year-old, red-haired,

I. ue-eycd dentil student at the

L nivcrsity medical center in San

Fr.ir-isco was talking to Dr. Max
M.u-.lull, professor of bacteriology,
about a common interest photog-

raj l , After a whilr. Dr. Marshall

turned to his student and said, &quot;Paul,

at vour very best, you will probably
b*- .. ..-tond-nte dentist. But 1 am very
sure that you could be ar. outstanding

ph. ;

&amp;gt;i;rapher.&quot;

i iiat student was G. Paul Bishop
f

)9 who is today one of the nation s

mo. distinguished and promising por-
tr.nt photographers. And he admits

no&quot;- that his professor s remark was

rigiir.

Dr. Marshall s prediction was made

d-.Aj nc several important f.icts. In the

first place, when Paul graduated from

Armstrong college in Berkeley in

1 V M , he still hadn t made up his mind
as to his career. So he went to a voca-

tiun.il counsellor who took tests and
found that Paul was good at biology
and chemistry and had fine

&quot;digital

de.\ icrity.&quot; So the counsellor prescrib
ed I -ntistry as Paul s best career pos

sibility. Stranger yet, P.-ul was top
nnn in Dr. Marshall s bacteriology

ctmn.
Hi t to overshadow both of these

30

factors was a part of Paul s personality

that the counselor didn t count on

and Dr. Marshall did. It is Paul s in

tense sensitivity to people and their

welfare and a driving need for some

form of creative expression. Paul

knc\v that he was dissatisfied with

dentistry as a career and this feeling

eventually would have kept him from

becoming a great success in the pro
fession.

Paul s photographic interests began
when he was a student at San Lcandro

high school and was given a camera

for his birthday. &quot;In that camera I

found a means of expression more sat

isfying than any I had ever before

known,&quot; he recalls. His first &quot;serious&quot;

picture, oddly enough, was of a

smooth and lonesome egg which he

made as an assignment for a camera

club competition. But his photogra

phy developed rapidly and he worked

his way through school taking pic

tures of fraternity and sorority gath

erings in Berkeley.

Taking Dr. Marshall s advice to

heart, Paul took a leave of absence

from the dental college in 1938 and

optned a garret studio in the Berkeley
business district. &quot;And I fell flat on

my face,&quot; Paul said the other day. &quot;I

knew nothing about business. T should

have known that you can t be a snrv-

ing artist in a garret and attract poo-

pie who want glamorous pictures. You
have to do that sort of thing in a

plush setting.&quot;

So Paul hired out to another pho
tographer for a year and I hen ve.&amp;gt; to

Hollywood where he learned some new
tricks. &amp;gt;X hen he came back, he was

ready to start a new studio.

This time, his studio was )-&amp;gt;c.itcd

on Grand avenue in Oakland. &quot;Th:-t

started the Gold Plated Era.&quot; Paul re

called, &quot;an era of bear rugs and pouted
lower

lips.&quot;
Most of Ins Oakland cus

tomers were debutantes who Tvantcd

to become as glamorous as the Holly
wood stars. And Paul knew how it

was done. Me had a plush studio this

time, and charged prices that made
his customers respect his work. Soo-i

he had a nation-wide reputation and
a prosperous future.

But there was something mis .inj;

in all this luxury. Paul was still di&amp;lt;-

contcnt. He was using all of the tricks

he had sought so eagerly to learn, but
his work was not self-satisfying. And
today he treats his great reputation
of that era as if it were the skeleton of
a horsethief in his family closet.

Before lie had been able to find him
self, the war came along and Paul be

came an ensign in the U. S. Xavy.
As a photo ofhcer, he spent icser.il

months going to photography schools

in the states. At Barber s Point, a na

val air station in Hawaii, he was an in-

c
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BISHOPS DURANT AVENUE STUDHO ALSO SERVES AS HIS BERKELEY HOME

or. Then he went to sea on the

U.S.S. Sn Jacinto and participated in

the second battle of the Philippines.

By this time, he was a Lr. J.G. After

six months, he was made I.t. nnd photo
officer and was transferred to the car

rier U.S V H-incock, the ship on which
he finished the war with a tot.il of 21

month&amp;lt; overseas and seven battle stars.

He is now in the organized naval re

serves as a Senior Photo officer at

tached to a reserve aerial reconnais

sance s .
t
.ndron at the Naval air sta

tion in Oakland.

Under fire, out on the Pacific ocean,

Paul had plenty of time to think, to

take stock of himself and find out

why he was so dissatisfied with what
he hjd been doing. He found help in

his soul-searching from a man for

whom. t&amp;lt;- this day, Paul has the great
est respect

makes him appear at complete peace
with the world.

&quot;He is the first man I have ever

known who had completely conquered
fear,&quot; Paul said, &quot;I have scon him
under fire removing his battle hel

met and clamping it down over the

head of a gunner s mate who had lost

his own.&quot;

That helmet was different from

the others on the ship in that a cross

was painted on the front of it. The
man was Father Doyic, a Catholic

chaplain who now has a parish in New
Jersey. Although Paul is not Catholic,
he found a deep friendship for Father

Doyle, who through many long talks

out on the sea and under lire, helped
Paul find himself. And pointing to

the picture in his studio, i aul will

say, &quot;His is the first truly great pic
ture I ever made he helped me find

purity.

&quot;Out there, I made a pledge to

myself,&quot; Paul continues. &quot;For the

rest of my life, I was going to se-A

absolute truthfulness, sincerity and

honesty in my fcllov man. It is a real

project for living; a reason for being
alive.&quot;

When he returned to the United
States, he threw over his plushy stu

dio on Grand avenue, married a Nor:h
Dakota farm girl who had been work

ing in an Oakland restaurant, and

opened his present studio in Berkeley.
Paul gives a great ueal of credit for

the success of his pictures to his wife,

Lou, who, although she is not an ar

tist herself, has excellent taste and pro
vides the inspiration, encouragement
and frank criticism that Paul require.
And that represent? quite a bit

when one realizes that with his ne \
.

purist attitude toward his art, Paul
was forced to smash the reputation
he had previously built for himself.

He turned down pictures that he
would previously have considered fir ?

opportunities. Financially, things got
so bad that last year he hired out as

a carpenter to provide food and main
tain his studio, which also serves a*

a home for him, his wife, and ru

daughter, Paulette. &quot;\i e were lucV. y
to make two pictures a month,&quot; Paul

(Plta\t turn to p*gr ) If

-. _/V^fc ._ *. .
^ - W. * &quot;^-^IV .r^f.

WHEN things git too unbirbU in th

city. Paul n&amp;gt;i hit rif

thair tt

Hndd,

lul tain hit rif and daughter to
__ /.*- ,*, , _j-

l. out at l*t. Alpin* whir*. ,ingU- Vf& *~ &quot;- *^ .- -&quot;.
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&quot; -* - &amp;gt;? f , ,-
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Alumni Clul) News
(ContiHitrJ from ffgf 24)

ISVw Orleans

Planning to listen to the Big Game
t&quot;i:tthcr. a group of approximately JO

j!i.n,ni will gather in New Orleans for

the event. It will be followed by a ban

quet and a showing of the 49 U.C. vs.

USC game movies.

The group rallied around a bonfire to

rouse spirit Oct. 28.

Portland
Movies of the Cal -Oregon State gJtie

and a talk by Alumni Executive Manager
Stan McCaffrey 38 were the features of
the Nov. 1 informal reception held at the

Muttnomah hotel in Portland.

A previous reception dinner meeting
at the Multnomjh brought more than 100
ilumni Srpt. 29 to hear l.ynn Waldorf
and members of his stirl. Mrs. Omar
Moles won the door prize of two tickets

tn the Cal-Washington game played Nov.
4.

Among those in attendance were Cor
nelia bturijes Acklcy JO, K W. Brunncr
&quot;. J.Tom Bryant 48, Dr. aard Mrs. Brun-
dou 24, Mr. and Mrs. Wil Iim Boone J5,
M. Bacheliier. William Bullard, Robert
Bur. is, Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Block-linger 26,
1. I Calilwcll 14. Boh Chalmers &quot;J9,

Merbirt Couper 16, Laurie Dickey J9,
Catherine Cobb Dickey 4 1 . Mr. and Mrs.
W.llia-n Druehl &quot;40, Dick David J9, Vir

ginia David 4J, William H. Enzie 4J,

John lisher J5, M. D. Fcil 16, Dr. Bol.

Gilbert &quot;)S, Ed GrcnfeM. Harold Gilbert

*J. Charlotte Golten J6, John W. Gran-
bery.

M- and Mr*. Sherwood Hancock &quot;24,

V. I rlyncs &quot;98. Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Helm
&quot;M,c. F Heinkel &quot;4 I, Gwrniam Heinkcl
MX. C. W. Hagcr 1 1, Mr and Mn. Fred

Janney 17, Mr. and Mrs. hdear I.ion 44,
A. S. M.xidy 06, E. A. Moody J9, A. S.

McCurdy 16, Omar Noles J8. Al Me-
Gu ....-.s 49, Alfred L. Merrit Jr. 41, C.

V. Patterson Jr. &quot;J2, Kenneth C. Ross &quot;46.

NiTinan Savinar &quot;J9, Mr. and Mrs. Mil

lar Samuel &quot;25, Bill Stoll J-, R. Trum-
bull Smith, Larry Sund *9, Robert Sund
49, Conrad Sund

&quot;49, Mrs. Isidore Wink-
li-i.ian 24, Tom Warhek 47. J. L. Wright
US.

Ventura
flection of officers, a showing of the

Cat Pennsylvania game niosirs, and talks

by Alumni Executive Manai-rr Stan Mc
Caffrey J8 and Field Secretary Cliff

Doclu;rman 47 (M.A. &quot;JO) highlighted
the Ventura dinner meeting Oct. 1 1 at

the Ojii Valley Inn.

Presiding officer was O. U. Robinson
&quot;JJ who turned the meeting over to the

new president. Carl Phle&amp;gt;-er &quot;12.

Stan McCaffrey passed out cards re

questing questions from the floor; his

answers made up the informal context of
his ;p:cch which hit on such topics as

athletics and the loyalty oath. Cliff

Dochterman gave a humorous dissertation

on
&quot;

1 he Typical Alumni Speaker.&quot;

Among those in attendance were Dor
othy Nye Baker 41, F. W. Baker J4.

M

George L. Baker OJ, R.-lnr L. Baker &quot;)7,

Carla Henny Bard 50, Albert D. Barnes

26, Walter W. Bristol if. Louise Hardi-

son Browne 27, Harold r. Burket &quot;16,

Mr. .md Mrs. I. A. Condit *J7 and J,
Rudolph H. Drewes &quot;26, Marie Gay
Rosenberg Drews 26, AcL Forbes Dup-
ger 22, Woodrow Wilson Greenspan &quot;J7,

Robert S. Grether &quot;45, Sally Moffatt

Grcther &quot;45, Ruth C. H-irdison &quot;20, Jack
R. Helvey &quot;JJ, John A. Kelly 36, Susana

Burket Lamb &quot;50, Robert B. Lamb 49,

Camille Levy 99, Juliette Levy 07, John
W. McDonald. Jr. &quot;49, Jean Davis Perkins

45, Carl A. Phlegcr 12, Frances Hoi-
comb Polley 26, O. U. Robinson JJ,

Janette Hardison Blaine J2, Barbara Mc-
Gabie Sawyer 49, Brooke E. Sawyer, Jr.

46, William T. Sclby 25, Robert M.
Sheridan 09, Hardy M. Smith 36, Betty
Wentworth 46.

Orange County
Movies of the Cal-Pcnnsylvania game

were narrated by Field Secretary Cliff

Dochterman 47 (M.A. 50) at the Oct.

12 dinner meeting of the Orange County-

group at Santa Ana College.
In a brief talk Cliff satirized &quot;The

Typical Alumni Speaker.&quot; President of

the Alumni Assn. Maynard Toll 27

spoke on the activities of the association,

and Executive Manager Stan McCaffrey
38 talked about athletics.

They Guard the Sky
(Confirmed from fuge It)

James W. Dietcrich &quot;40, who was cox

swain of the &quot;39 crew, is charged with

this responsibility. His three squadrons
are located in Alamcda, San Francisco

and Sacramento.

Responsible for efficient communi
cations phase of the unit is Capt.
Robert L. O Bryan 36, commanding
officer of the lllth communications

squadron.
In the critical period ahead, many

of these officers and the men who serve

with them will be called upon to

render service in the regular air force.

Some have already been called. Vhat-
ever the immediate future has in store,

however, the 6 1st Fighter V/ing, Cali

fornia Air National Guard, will live

up to its motto &quot;Your Guard Is In

The
Sky.&quot;

G. Paul Bishop
(CoxlinueJ jrom pj%t 21)

comments. But his wife has never

complained. They wouldn t havfr it

any other way.
\i hcn things got too unbearable in

the city, they went to their stake out

at Lake Alpine where Paul, single-

handed, built a five-room mountain

home out of stone.

Mis new attitude towards his art

means a great deal to Paul. &quot;1 feel

it is a great privilege to put real, honest

people in my pictures. My ambition
lies in the hope th.it someday my pic
tures will have an effect on the people
who see them. I hope that in them

people will be able to find greater
faith in their fellow men.&quot;

High hopes? Maybe. Hut they are

worthy ones, and held so sincerely that

Paul has erected many barriers to his

studiobarriers intended to diicour-

age glamour- seeking customers that

would make the practical businessman

shudder. The most significant barrier

is the work itself which strips the sub

ject of all that he considers himself to

be and portrays only the naked truth

of his character and personality. Paul

never retouches a print and few people
have the courage to be depicted in this

manner. But actually, Paul s photo

graphs as evidenced by the portraits
he has done for the cover of CM.I-

FORNIA MONTHLY demonstrate a

certain nobility and greatness that

&quot;plushy&quot;
studios are unable to por

tray. For Paul finds nobility in all

men and tries desperately to repro
duce it.

The other barriers tint Paul h.is

built arc less abstract. He oV-es not

advertise. Flis studio isn t even listed

in the yellow section of the phone
book. He wants to be known only by
his work, and not by the claims he

makes for it. He doesn t even si-n his

work. &quot;VC hen people come to me,&quot; he

explains, &quot;they want a picture of

themselves to be shown to their 1 :nvl\-

and friendi. They don t want it clut

tered up with signatures.&quot;

Most amazing of all. he specialties

in portraits of men. &quot;The a\ eraj,e

woman, I have found, wouldn t be

satisfied with my work. They want

flattery, not a straightforward and

direct picture. And I have nothing to

offer them.&quot; Despite his specialization,

however, he will do portaits of wom
en if they want them badly enough
and the final picture has the same

noble charm that is found in his por
traits of men.

Another characteristic of Paul s

business that would make the pncti-
cal salesman throw up hi* hands in

horror is a limited choice of size for

the finished portrait. Paul says that

he wants to be sure that what he

sees through the lens will be cvictly
the same picture he gives to his cus

tomer. &quot;I haven t an enlarger in the

pl.icc.&quot;
So now, Paul s customers have

only one choice of sire five by seven

inches mounted and framed on a

standard si?cd white mat.

Paul plans his picture before the f
sitting ever begins. And when his ^

subject is once posed, Paul will rarely

ask his customer to move more than

a few inches.
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Paul Bishop has photographed some of the world s most famous personalities m arts and politics

By PATRICK KK.EFE

Hfc:RKELEY G. Paul Bishop
was a li*-year-old-pr*-denlal student
at DC-Berkeley in m5 when a
friend gave him a birthday present

a &quot;one dollar Brownie&quot; camera.
He said he began taking pictures

and found the experience was
&quot;just

electric.&quot;

Today. 44 years iatr, Bishop is

Etill shooting photographs.
In 1946,

he and his wife. Luelia, opened a

slu Jio in what is still the living room
of their home at 212.&amp;gt; Durant Ave.
Since then, he has photographed
son.e world-famous personalities in

the arts and politics

Included in that list are biologist
Alfred Kjnsey, psychoanalyst Theo
dore Reik. Admiral Chester Nimiti,
Indian leader Sri Shidara Nehru,
Odetla. W.H. Auden, Frank Lloyd
bright. Robert Frost, Aldous Hux-
le&amp;gt;, photographer Imogen Cunnin

gham, former U.S. Secretary of
State Dean Acheson, playwright
Maya Angelou, environmentalist
David Brower, comedienne Phyllis
Diller, playwright, Christopher
Isherwood, poet Robert Lowell and
Ssn Francisco sculptor Benjamin
bufano.

Bishop said that he still feels that

electricity every time he does a
por

trait shooting (only one per day,
lasting from one to two hours) or

spends all day creating the perfect

print in his kitchen-darkroom.
He was born in Stockton and

moved with his family to San Lean-

dro when he was 14. He graduated
from San Lcandro High School and
from UC-Berkeley, tut never went
4 dental aihoel.

Bishop is a relaxed-looking man
with a round, smiling face and thin

ning reddish-brown hair. He looks 10

years younger than his 64 years.
He credits a former bacteriology

professor.
Max Marshall, with help

ing him make a career decision.

&quot;He said at best I d be a mediocre
dentist,&quot; Bishop said. &quot;But he
thought I was a very good photo
grapher.&quot;

Just before World War II. he
opened a portrait studio wath o port
e* on Grand Avenue in Oakland

near Lake Merritt. When the war
began, Bishop joined the Navy,
studied at the Navy photography
school in Pensacola, Fla., became
an officer and was assigned to an
aerial reconnaisance photography

(Tun to Page 4, Col. 1)





CAPTURING THE WORLD FAMOUS ON FILM
(Continued from Pag* 1)

unit aboard an aircraft carrier, the

U.S.S San Jacinto *b*&amp;lt; &amp;lt;he was

crippl1 in a hurricane ana he was

assigned to the U.S S Hancock in

the South Pacific and eventually
was promoted

to lieutenant com
mander.

He served briefly with Capt Ed
ward Slrichen, a famous American

photographer, in a special photo
graphic unit set up to record the his

tory of the war.

Bishop s small living room studio

brick walls, a high beamed.
wooden ceiling, and a fireplace. Do-

]

zens of his
photos han^ on the walls.

The furnishings consist of a small
sofa and table and a large hassock.

There are shelves and a work
counter along one wall On the
shelves is a collection of photo-
graph 1- samples of his woik
signed, dated, matted and
sandwiched between plntes of class.

Next to the photographs is an old

Kulak photographic paper box. ccn
taininr out-takes of some of his
more widely known subjects.

took from the shelf two of

the glassed portraits he shot on one

of the Navy carriers during 1&amp;lt;H4

One h t.tfed &quot;Sad Sack&quot; was a
senu profile of a sailor with a sad
and vc.-iry expression, wearing a
helrnH. a cigarette dangling from
h s

lips The other, titled &quot;Father

James. Doyle.&quot; was a full face shot
of a tough-looking, determined Jrish

chnplaip wearing a helmet with a
cross painted on it.

&quot;Father Doyle was the bravest
man I ever met,&quot; Bishop said &quot;The

war was very important lu me. It

brought my thinking into focus.
gave me a clear idea of how to

photograph people. There s a qual
ity of humanity that comvs out in
war All of us have tremendous
metnal potential I want to capture
that

spirit when I photograph
people.
He sold he tries to photograph

people just as they are.&quot;

Bishop said there are about 400
portrait studios in the Bay Area, but
&quot;(the late) Imogen Cunningham
ind I are the only ones who refused
to retuur h

photographs.&quot;
He pic ked up a portrait of an older

photographer-friend, Laura Gilpin
Sanui Fe, N.M. Every crease and

freckle in her face was there, the de
tail so sharp and true that it almost

if off the paper
&quot;There, what could you take wit of

that picture that would make it bet
ter?&quot; he asked.

&quot;Why do people want retouched
photographs?&quot; he asked. &quot;1 think
people are just great the way they
are.&quot;

Bishop has been friends with fam
ous West Coast photographers, in

cluding Ansel Adams and the late
Edward Weston, Wynn Bullock. Ms
Cunningham, and Berkeley s
Dorothea Lange.

&quot;Weston was really my mentor.&quot;

he said. &quot;1 used to sit at his feet and
learn whenever I could.&quot;

His favorite subjects, he said,
were AJdous Huxley. Robert Frost
and Frank Lloyd Wright.

&quot;I was a little in awe of Wright,&quot;
he said. &quot;But when he came here, he
saw a photograph I d taken of the
stone house my wife and I bu^lt by
hand in the Sierra after the war. He
asked me about it. and was very im
pressed that we had built it from the
ground up. Then he was easy to talk
with

&quot;I find the older I get, though, the
less awed I am by famous

people.&quot;

Bishop once photographed Frost
in the home of writer George
Stewart in Berkeley. While Frost
and Stewart talked. he said he-

moved around quietly shooting
photos

&quot;Frost had a somewhat unhappy-
life,&quot; he said. &quot;He really bared his
soul tohis friend. I was impressed.&quot;

Bishop has been a lecturer in en
vironmental design at UC-Berkelcy
and teaches photography at UC Ex
tension. He and his wife have three
children living in the Bay Area. The
youngest, a recent UC graduate, is

also a photographer and works as a

Erint-maker
for a Berkeley photo

iboratory.

Bishop said the greatest advan
tages of his job are that it offers per
sonal freedom and the chance to

spend an hour or two with famous
and fascinating people.
He said he and his wife haven t

gotten rich with their business, but

they work when thev want and
spend summers at their Sierra
house, the second one they ve built

by hand.
&quot;I really don t know what I d be

doing if I weren t a photographer.
he said. &quot;1 don t think I ll ever re
tire.

&quot;Actually, I feel that I ve been re
tired since 1 got out of the

Navy.&quot;





Appendix C
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G. Paul Bishop is a master portrait photographer
who has lived and worked al the same location

in Berkeley, California for 30 years, photographing
hundreds of famous and not-so-famous people.

He is also a lecturer in visual design at the University

of California; his classes take place at his home
in his kitchen which converts into a darkroom

. or is it a darkroom that converts into a kitchen?

.....,

DP: Since your darkroorrv1&amp;lt; chen or-

fongemi nl -s so unusual, especially for

.1 pro ot K. ng sto.io ng like yourself,

let s start u-ie Will you describe it?

GPB: Wu l. (louaSmci) I think the best

woy is to say it s o ^ysiem. We live here

and wo hjre on:l huve raised three

hildrer, hero in the btodio. Diapers in

tose days they dij i t have Pampers
he was type diapers were hung on
m film drying rack I still use the rock

c . but for film drying, not *or diapers.
Dor sysltrn begins in the morning. My
hiife and I hove breakfosl in the

xitchen, tr en the dishes are washed
ind put owoy, and out come the

.Hemicals I try to do my sittings mostly
n the a trnoon and my &quot;doikroom-

ng&quot;
in the morning At lunchtime, my

upplies ore put out of the way and we
Ove a s.mple lunch. The sink area is

Iways kept cleof I* I m going to

darkroom&quot; in the afternoon, the trays
ooie back out again.
In the early days. I used to get so

igry with my wife She loved fresh

&quot;opers. She would snap them and all

&amp;gt;s (me lint would land all over every-

Wg. Then it was hours woith of spoi-

PQ. Now, my wife does all o the spot-

ting, although we do have pretty clean

prints these days.
DP: No more diapers?
GPB: No, though our kitchen is still in

teresting, even tax-wise. It is over 50

percent darkroom so we treat it for tax

purposes as a darkroom. We just do
our cooking in the darkroom instead of

doing our dorkrooming in the kitchen.

DP: What about grease? Isn t that a

problem?
GPB: No, I keep my equipment well

covered though we do have a little

grease. My old friend Sam Erlich

would always say, &quot;It s that grease that

makes yoor prints so fine.&quot;

DP: How did you learn about dark

room work? Did you teach yourself,
read books, or ask people?
GPB: My idol was Edward Weston. I

spent as much time with him as I possi

bly could. I d go charging down to

Carmel and just get in his way, hanging
around. I m sure Wesion found me very

pesty.

DP: You just went down there? Were

you introduced to him first?

GPB: Many people did just appear
uninvited. I happened to have a mutual

acquaintance whom I went with for the

first time. I was so token with Edward
and his photography that I learned

more than I ever expected. If you look

bock through my prints, you ll find that

no matter what formr.t | used, if they
were 8x10, they were 8x^0 full frcme; if

they were 35mm, they were in &amp;gt; pro

portion of one to one and-a-ha f

DP: No cropping of the negative . . . ?

GPB: Correct. I think iust now I m be

ginning, after all these years, to find

the freedom to stray fiom this rule.

DP: To soy, well, I really would like it

better cropped this way?
GPB: Yes

DP: I gather you learned printing by

picking up Edward Weslon s darkroom

techniques?
GPB: Yes. My darkroom is very com
plicated now compared to his. He had
a pull chain with a ligh bulb up over

the table. That was how he exposed his

prints, by pulling the chain. Pretty soon,
if he felt the paper was exposed
enough, he d pull the chain and turn

off the light. Actually, Edward
apologized to me once because there

was an enlorger over in the corner

which belonged to his son, BreH. Ed
ward would have nothing to do with it.
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Newcome&quot;. to he darkrooin were al

ways careiully told that that was Brett s

enlaiper Maybe Edward s darkroom
forced rr\^ o realize thai his work hod
1o come out of him, not out of anything
[else. Pull&quot; r; a chain on a light bulb

DP: Who! kind of enlargei do you
os^?

GPB: I m on my second Durst en-

jlorger. The M601. When I retire dark
room eg n(;ment, I move it up to our
home in th mountains. My old Durst is

op there Both enlargers ore 2 A -inch

format. Here I use a color head be-
.cause it s a little more diffuse for print

ing black-ond-white. I print most of my
photographs on a grade #3 paper.
DP: What enlarging lenses do you
prefer?

&quot;We just kind of do
our cooking in the
darkroom, instead of

doing our darkroom
work in the kitchen.&quot;

GPB: I use Nikkors they re sharp.

My usual lens for 2 A -square film is a
105mm. Most photographers use an
80mm lens with that format. I have to

use the 50mm lens to make a bigger

enlargement than I can with my 80mm.
DP: Have you any darkroom methods
that you think are different than the

norm?
GPB: My contact sheets and prelimi

nary prints I do them rapidly on Poly-

contrast paper. My finished prints are

on llfobrom graded paper, almost al

ways grade #3. I use Dektol and run

the finished prints through selenium

toner.

DP: Have you used any of the resin-

coated papers?
GPB: I use RC paper for glossies all

of the time. It s so quick.
DP: I ve heard you have a personal
film developer formula. How about

passing it on?
GPB: Sure. I start out w.th 28 ounces
of water at 68F. Add one ounce of

acetone at room temperature. It raises

the water temperature to 70F. Do not

use paint thinner; it must be a fine-

grade acetone. I use U.S. P. (phar
maceutical grade), but it doesn t have

to be that good. Then I add s&amp;lt;~&amp;gt;^ium

sulfite you have to be careful, that s

F-I-T-E there s a sulfate and a sulfide

I use 30 grains of sodium sulfite For

those who don t want to bother with

scales, that s a good rounded quader-
teaspoon I slilT weigh mine out. Add
20 grams of Elon or Metol they ore

both the same thing. I stir well and
that s all. The important thing here to

remember is agitation. During the first

30 seconds, agitation is continuous.

Not a rapid shaking, but about two in

versions every 5 seconds. Then it be
comes critical to leave the tank alone,
let it sit for 1 minute. Then give it 5

more seconds about two or three

inversions each minute thereafter. I

haven t put any alkali in this developer,
so you don t need an acid shortstop. I

use a plain water shortstop at 70F.
Then fix.

DP: What about development time?

GPB: The time is different for each

type of film, and depends on how much
contrast you wont. For Panatomic-X, it s

12 to 13 minutes at 70F, depending on

contrast. Plus-X is 13 to 14, Tri-X is 15 to

16 minutes. The more development, the

more contrast.
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or improve an

existing setup or

convert to color.
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DP: Do you process all your film at

70F?
GPB: Yes, I think 70F is easier to main
tain than 68. And 70F works fine. My
developer doesn t soften the film. If any

thing, it has a little tanning action, so

you don t really have soft film at 70F. I

wash Panatomic-X for 6 minutes, Plus-X

a little longer, and Tri-X for at least 15

minutes.

DP: How about a washing aid? Do you
use hypo-clearing agent?
GPB: I do not. I was complaining bit

terly about scratches on the film, and a
friend of mine said, &quot;Oh, you re using

hypo eliminator, aren t
you?&quot; He was

right. It softens the film just enough so

that you get scratches. It isn t necessary,
because thin-emulsion films will wash

very rapidly. I do use Kodak s Photo-

Flo, then I hang the film up to dry.

There s the diaper rack right there. If I m
in a hurry for the film, I turn on o couple
of burners on the stove. It isn t directly

under the film, but it s close enough so

that it helps. I was in the Navy, and
when you re a sailor you learn to make
maximum use of your space.

IRM^L: t:i::^: _:^\i;i !&quot;

T13
&quot;Western apologized
because there was
an enlarger over in

the corner which be
longed to his son
Brett.&quot;

DP: Let s talk about your printing. You

make the contact sheets and then ?

GPB: I make proof prints, all burned

and dodged.
DP: What developer do you use for

printing?
GPB: Dektol for everything, diluted

1:2, with an acetic acid stop both.

DP: And fix?

GPB: I just bought some new stuff

Louder Paper Fix. You dilute it 1:7 and
fix 4 to 8 minutes. I usually use Kodak

fixer, but this came at a little better

price. The only thing I vary from the

book is that I always use fresh hypo and
I don t use two baths, just one and throw

it out fast I use Permawash, and thfn I

wash. I have the simplest washe in the

world see!

DP: A tray with holes in it! After you
wash it, then what do you do tone it?

GPB: Right, but first i use a litt e solu

tion of regular baking soda, about a

teaspoon in a quart r* water, just in

case there s a bit of acni left in the print.

If there s any acid lef
. you ll get yellow

stains all over. I forgot to mention one

thing with llfobrom. I don t use fixer with

an acid hardener added. The differ

ence is if you take llfobrom processed
in a hardened fixer out in the sunlight

you ll see a definite purple glow, but if

you don t put hardener in, you just gel
beautiful black.

DP: How do you dry your prints?

GPB: Like this (he pulls out aluminum-
framed screens, s retched with cheese-

cloth). Air dry on muslin or cheesecloth.

Then I put them in the mounting press
for a few seconds and they are ready to

mount.
DP: Earlier you mentioned that you
were in the Navy Were you in a war?
Did anything exating happened to you?
GPB: Well, yes. Before WWII stored I

hod switched from dental school into

photography, ond after first goino
bankrupt, I had succeeded in eslablisi--

ing a going por rait business. So I

applied to be a photographic officer in

the Navy, and was sent to Naval Pho

tography School It was the only pho
tography school I ever went to. Mostly I

did aerial photography: damage as

sessment and photographing beaches
before invasion. But because I wcs
once dumb enough to keep going whtri

I should have turned back, I received o

Presidential Citation, and as o resu:
:

was sent to work with Edward Steichen.

Alas, I was only in Edward s group
about a month before the Navy stoppe-i
his operations.
DP: What did you do while you worked
with Steichen?

GPB: We were sent on special trips to

make pictorial lypes of publicity pi.

lures, instead of doing reconno ssonc-

Edward later made a book ou 1 of the

pictures cal ed Th, ; Fiqhting Lady.
DP: When the war ended, did you go
back to what you *-ad been doing be
fore?

GPB: I didn t have a real purpose be
fore the war. I wonted to be a photog
rapher, to take pictures, but I didn t

have a hard-core reason. I knew I

wanted to work with people, ond the

war was a catalyst for me. I saw people
killed all around me, but I gained in

sight into human beings courage and
basic goodness. Some other people
were completely devastated by the war,

they saw only the negative side. I made
up my mind that human beinas are the

greatest things in the world. hotog-

raphy became a tool for me to guin

understanding and show appiecio ion.

That s all my work is about, an affirma

tion that &quot;people are wonderful.&quot;

Corof Bemton if o Colite nio-bom ptafo/ovrnoM
whose woric appears in no (onal ond I lfcmorionot

magazines as *ef/ as &amp;gt;p
&amp;gt; corporate publications.
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g. Paul Bishop portraits in archives (other than Bingham gift) 1 of 2

George Plimpton Adams
David P. Barrows
Thomas N. Barrows
Herbert E. Bolton

Egon Brunswick
Estelle Caen
John B. Condi if fe

Ira B. Cross
Ethel H. Curtis
Alva R. Davis
Charles Derleth, Jr.

Monroe E. Deutsch
Bernard A. Etcheverry
Clinton E. Evans
Jacob C. Geiger
Ewald T. Grether

George P. Hammond
James D. Hart

Roy Hensley
Joel Hildebrand
Jack A. Holmes
Everett D. Howe
Paul C. Hutchison
Charles G. Hyde
Francis A. Jenkins
Richard W. Jennings
Robert J. Kerner
Frank L. Kidner
Alfred L. Kroeber
Wendell M. Latimer
Andrew C. Lawson

Benjamin H. Lehman

George Lenczowski
Leslie Lipson
S.E. Tors ten Lund
Olaf Lundberg
James P. McBaine
Ben A. Madson
Alfred E Maffly
Walter S. Mangold
Max S. Marshall (two portraits)
Eugen Neuhaus
Chester W. Nimitz
John H. Northrop
Chiura Obata

Stephen C. Pepper (two portraits)

philosophy
political science
extension

history
psychology
music
economics
economics

nursing
Dean, Letters & Sciences
civil engineering, irrigation
vice president, provost
civil engineeering, irrigation
physical education

epidemiology
business administration
The Bancroft Library
English

chemistry
education
economics
botanist

sanitary engineering
physics
law

history
economics

anthropology
chemistry
geology
English
political science

political science
education
controller
law

agronomy
hospital administration

public health

microbiology
art

regent
bacteriology
art

philosophy

1952

1950
1948

1950
1956

1948

1952
1953

1956

1953
1953

1952
1950
1956

1953
1950

1955

1955
1950
1956
1953
1950





g. Paul Bishop portraits in archives (other than Bingham gift) 2 of 2

Robert A. Scalapino political science 1953
Alex C. Sherriffs child psychology
Lesley Byrd Simpson Spanish
Herman A. Spindt education
Robert G. Sproul president 1950
Roger Y. Stanier bacteriology
Wendell M. Stanley biochemistry
Hubertus J. VanMook political science
August Vollmer criminology
Clement Wiskosil





Ursula Bingham gift portraits by g. Paul Bishop 1 of 2

John W. Addison, Jr.

Clinton E. Ballou
Robert N. Bellah

Woodbridge Bingham
Clarence W. Brown
Herschel Chipp
Fred Cousins
William R. Dennes

Margaret Dhaemers
Griffith C. Evans
Frank N. Freeman

August Fruge
William Garnett
Ewald T. Grether
James W. Guthrie
Brutus Hamilton

George T. Hammond
Leon Henkin
John D. Hicks
Charles J. Hitch .

Andrew W. Imbrie
Hans Jenny
Harold E. Jones

Mary C. Jones
John L. Kelley
Hans Kelsen
Alfred L. Kroeber
Lewis Lancaster
Waclaw Lednicki

Philip R. Lee
Derrick Lehmar
T.R. McConnell
C.O. McCorkle, Jr.

D.W. MacKinnon
David E.Mandelbaum
Czeslow Milosz
Maurice Moonitz
Charles B. Morrey
Jerzy Neyman
Chiura Obata
William Prosser

Murry H. Protter

Roy Radner
Leon Richardson
Edwin Rosinski
Robert Ruddell

mathematics 1969

biochemistry 1971

sociology 1974
far eastern history 1971

psychology 1965
art history 1971

physical education 1948

philosophy 1948
visual design 1973
mathematics 1970
education 1957
UC Press 1977
visual design 1973
economics 1949
education 1975
track coach 1947
The Bancroft Library 1968
mathematics 1967

history 1968

president 1967
music 1958
soil chemistry 1967

psychology 1958
education 1969
mathematics 1964

political science 1958

anthropology 1951
oriental languages 1974
slavis languages 1967
UC Medical Center 1969
mathematics 1964

higher education 1967
vice president 1972
Institute for Personality Assessment 1972

anthropology 1960
Slavic languages 1976
business administration 1974
mathematics 1964
mathematics 1959
art 1951
law 1951
mathematics 1968
economics 1974
Latin 1947
UC Medical Center 1969
education 1976





Ursula Bingham gift portraits by g. Paul Bishop 2 of 2

Francis Sooy
Milton Stern

Sidney Suslow
Paul S. Taylor
Katherine Towle
Joe Tussman
Ernest Tuveson

UC Medical Center
extension
institutional research
economics
dean of students

philosophy
Engl ish

1973
1972
1976
1977
1950
1968
1969
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Appendix F

oooro ft. U-S.S.

My phMo swoon on th (/ S S hmncoci WM wr*r m running MMWT WM located, so it ai*o bacam* an nrgncv hospital Fattn

OoyU sp*ni o/Mt d*i of tmw Uwra. provKhng suppon (or the woundad m*n #nd omtirnM dttivvring th*m tn*tr last nt*s Ha
had th QualniM I warn s*kin0 tor my work I wvnwd to show on film the xtraordmarY potential of th* human mmd Many tima.
f*&+r Ooytt aacrifiosd h own safety u protect aonworM ! I one* toid htm that h should be mom canWui but ht aaidl &quot;V my

s no point trying to ds4ay it

&quot;

O
t* USA HAPHIHOTON

he place to ptfLkrd with

rtrv*-J ^piiM a

waH, Odetu sings in npcure
An arm * lmh awty u
Imogen (Ainmughanv her

eye* flu Wei HIH with truachict, and Rohm
fnm Across from thnn. Anarl Adams

surwyi the mum s rusuc hock and Umber
Interior white, in a ten ,T&amp;lt; wwicd comer, a

i-sdawiuus Aklx Huxley talk* about his

latest book. Bu the euUnquy of Huxley M

imagined here, not heanl And the eye*

lining the mom *oy open all day and afl

night This is the Durara Avenue studio of

hrrkeley maaier photographer G ffeul

Bishop 39, whoae portraits of Cunmnfr
ham and hundred* of oihen aeetn to

breathe.

&quot;My people are real,&quot; uyi the easy

gixnti Btthtip. wth&amp;gt; nrlaxei on the far end
of che audio couth, away frum the l)gN
of an overhead lamp. Hv wjrk at never

retouched k LXXIKS immplete wkh (he

freddea, dlroptea, and wrinkles that are

there In person &quot;Wken I do a ponrak of

tnmeone, I m \cu cunLemed wkfa their

anaioray than 1 am wHh thetr
aptnt,&quot;

explains Btahup, &quot;H I rciwiwed any line

from Imogen s bee, I *ouki bit the hfc of

the picture
**

When Bishop Aral set up shop as a par
traUx, on Oakland s Grand Avenue, he

specialized in another kind of picture

glamourshu He employed dramatic M0K-
ing and exotic backgrounds and spent
hundreds of rullt of film on &quot;pouiy lips

and bear njgs.
&quot;

Heeen wrnt toHoUywuod
to improve ha techniques by arudytng the

photoyaphcrswhotransformedaoooaod
csjMMtchere Into gods and gpdoVaff*
He learned how to direct light to shorten

or lengthen a nose or soften j funing |aw
line. He made ^reiry ptaures,&quot; which

were what the kxal debutantes and

aspiring actresars wanted He also made a

reputation and a substantial living- But

something was missing Before he could

kfcntify k hinwHf. work! War II stepped
tn and did tut him.

Bishop abandoned the starlets for an

ensign s uniform lite Navy sent him first

to nhotognphy schools in the States and

then to Barber s Aon. a naval att station in

Hawaii, to leach what hed learned He
went on 10 do aerial reconiiiilannce pho-

tography, cover the second battle of the

Philippine*, recetvv a Residential Citation

and then was sent to work with Edward

Steichen In a special phexographk- unat A
promotion to the rank of lieutenant sent

him to sea on the VS.S. HaitctuM, 100

miles off V cua of
&amp;gt;paa

Bishop spent 21 months on the Fadftc

durmg the war He recorded hanles in the

sky and on dec* and abo took what be
tails &quot;the Am truly great picture I em
made .&quot; fc Is a portrait of the Navy chaplain

PDftrrt of tfw Arturt G f*u Bishop m
hit Durwt studto-hom* Abov*. *nt an
thf fmxt two peffft. Bithop rc*Mt mnd
detcrtot torn* / hit fatfoft* pormttg

1

I

A*

t

f.
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I nave eKweyi Wt ihat

portrait should be en
accurate biography of

person I had not mat B*fM
Sutino before I photo

graphed him. but I had
admired him and hit work
from distance Me wes just

over tiv fMI tall, but you
can see he was a very

muscular mart He took pride
in that Moat o* his statues

were enormous things, at
tail as ihe roof of our

bmWmg I always thought
that was some ton of

compensation for his small

stature Ha was a very

opinionaiad man not at all

wuhy washy But he also

had tanas of humor I think

you faal these things about
him whan you look at hi*

portrait

1960

1947

This is ona of my aarty

portraits, but I think it holds

its miarasi Tha Biaka family

dona tad the astata when*
the praejdeni of the

University lives Thay were
an extremely generous
lamify In portrait ura it s

important to kaap your inter

pretation* of peopte 10 a

minimum You e got to bun
out and tat rhaaa people

e&amp;gt;prete themaeives Oihar-

wtaa you will never gat a

face as pura and touching a*

Mrs Anaon Blake s You can

M tha purity of that

woman s Me in this picture

It a af there, it s aH up front

about har

Aldous Huxley was hara for an endowed chair whan this wat taken Tha powars that ba on

campus wara vary worried about his health, bacausa ha just wasn t eating His baautiful

hands ara juat akin and bonas. and hts clothas could hold anothar paraon Ha had shppad into

an intellectual trance and was fading away. Ha wasn t avn bothanng with his laundry So the

University paid a ttudant to live with him and take care of him. I was ecstatic about having the

opportunity to do hts portrait During the sitting he began talking about a book he had just

finished, the 180 dagraes counterpart of Bro /Vew World. We spent a wonderful afternoon

talking about what a Utopian culture would really be bke. and ha Mid that the only thing he
had left to do was to choose a utte for the book The tragedy is that his house in Wastwood
later burned, and the only copies of his completed manuscript were destroyed He had to be

physically restrained from trying to rescue them.

1997

Frank Lloyd Wright and Imogen Cunningham had at least ona thing in

common They pultod themselves up by their bootstraps, so to apeak. They
both bebeved that tha only way they were going to make it in this world was
to believe in their own propaganda to (irmly behave that they were tha bast

and to keep reaffirming their own worth until finally it became an irraatstaMa

force It would ba very apt to have at least some of Wright s drawings,

something that would identify him as an architect in the background. I don t

want the background to distract from tha essence of the person I am more
concerned with tha feeling that might come from hts hands As sin architect

his hands are important I think his face conveys the wise old owl spirit of the

This ptctura looks just as alive today as it did whan it

wes first taken Why? W*N. I think it must be the aura

of the person thai keeps this picture alive Old Andy
was a story in himself As a model, he w*s greet He
was about 6*6*. f had to fold him up in chair so that

he couW fit into the picture I wes especially conscious

of his piercing ayes In hts day. Andy was a pnme
mower on campus Ha also managed to make Me
miserable for President Sprout s secretary and several

of tha campus telephone operators Andy considered

Sprout as one of his students and junior to him

Anytime anything went wrong anywhere on campus.

Andy would call Sprout s office to report it Mow Sproul

had a big booming voice but so did Andy. And Andy
was aharp-tonguad as wall What s interesting hare is

the scarab beette h was presented to him by the

Egyptian government eher he helped open up
Tutankhamen s tomb Beck then there waa a story

going around that everyone who want into the lomb
would meet some horrsMe fate and die Well. Andy,

who was a vary vtrHe, and somewhat ferocious man.
acted very defiant about it and he did kva a long time
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I guee I f &amp;lt;nH met Imogen eround 1 940 Her*
we* one of the fri*ndeh*ie I treasured moat
Fieaty a* ahe waa. ahe was very lovable This

we* taken on her batter behavior I have a stack

of others where her mouth is open and she
. looks fierce She we* very tempermental and

,
had tfu* habit of mtirmdaung people, particularly

|
siudentt, to get them to work aa hard as the dM)

I think Imogen is yet to be recogoiied for the

(greet

portraiUM she waa She s often

remembered for a beautiful body of work on
in***, but her reel rappon was with people The
wriarwatch her* is of great significance H was
wtiled 10 her by Edward Weston, who died in

whet we would in these days call abject poverty
It was just a crime considering what his picture*

fee*

for iod*y He and Imogen always had a
certain amount of playful bickenng going back

. and forth but they were greet friend* Sh* we*
so proud of the waich. and I wanted to somehow
get it into the picture

I lock ( o* picture* of .&quot;**!

throughout hi* noose Tht is

the room thai he called hit and
Dorothea workroom Now
Dorothea Lange ha* own deed

long time, but when we
reached the ihrho*d o* that

room. Paul Mid. Don t you fust
(l Dorothea har? It almoel

impossible to be BUT* what h*
meant I think he was referring
to apmiual presence, but on
tha other fund the room it

absolutely lull of memorabilia of

Dorothea Her photographs
dominate the wells, and there

are ertrtacta ahe and Paul
collected from around the world.

So he could verv well have
meant something else ft we*
very definitely hit favorite room
in the house, his favorite place
lobe I choa* to do his portrait
in this way. because I think, in

this case, you get a better

biographical ekelch of the man

This was taken m hi* home, near Lake Mernn The
book is one he wrote about the Queen of ft*

Netherlands He had tuet received it from the pubfceha*

on the day of the sitting Monroe Deutach wet a very

kind and very sensitive person This portrait was dona
with a hi lie bit of conniving on my pen Deutsch had
what in dentistry they call an interior chin H receded

and gave him a rather misleading appearance They
used lo say if somebody had a week chin they had a

weak character As fine and kind a gentleman a*
Deutach was, he certainly was not a w**k one I knew
he had theae inordinately hairy hands Vei took at Ihe

delicate tapef of his fingers I Mad thai maaculine. and
baauiif ul, hand to hid* his chin, and I think it worked

very well Constructing a picture this way is a wary

dangeroue thing to do Onoa in awhile yeu get by with
II. but more often (hen net it loekj affected

19SI

A critic once aaid I made Frost look like

an oM farmer. Wall, so much for critics

To look like some sort at New Englend
farmer would have tickled Frost to no
endl I don t always include hand* m a

portrait, but Froet s were so restful. He
had a beautiful imie rotund belly. MM
Santa Claua. And that snow-whit* hair.

I took s ctoae-up during [his sitting, but
over the years M haa not weathered as
well as this one As a rule I insist upon a

one-to-one relationship, but this was
done in George Stewart s home Ha and
Froal were great friend* Frost lived a

very sad and sorrowful life There was a

great deal of internal tragedy and that s

what he and Stewart were talking
about It was a very personal
conversation They knew I was there.

but I was like a mouse in the corner.

1f&amp;gt;7

His was an extremely interesting face,

one that has held up beautifully

through the years The moat ajura-

ordinary thing about this portrait is

how it was don*. Usually my tool for

gatting paopi* to relax and respond to

the camera M to tftfe to ihem ljusi

keep taking But the Living Buddha.

who w** n*r* in Berkeley to help

produce a Tibetan English dtcbonary,

didnt apeak Englieh ididnt speak
Tibetan, and there we* no third perty.

He emv*d lor the sitting in his native

coeiume. and he earned a staff Since

there wasn t any translator, w* ju*t

smiled et each other





Mpfing *fftY9i. I po to l/n
&quot;

say* G ft*// Bithop Tht I/WM
s on thig pg j

v&quot;
from Btshop * ww* in

portrmrtwo M*TC f**n /&amp;gt;/

Au vtcmtion horn* m
i**t Alptm.

on board, a 54-year old Catholic pries
from New Jersey named Rtthcr Doyle It

shows a man wearing a helmet, life pre
server, the beginnings of a beard, and an

unmistakable kx4c of courage. Like many
of Btshtf) s portraits, a feeling of serenity

radiates from K. Father Doyle is the ATM

nun I had ever known who had compleicly

conquered fear,&quot; says Bishop &quot;I saw
him under fire remove his battle net

met and cUmp it down over the head of a

gunner s mate who had k*i his own&quot; No
doubt the mate frit more secure under

Doyle s helmet; it had a crow painted on
s front.

Somewhere out on me ocean. Bishop

says, he underwent a metamorphosis
&quot;There was ome moment aboard ship
when I said &quot;R* the rest of my life, I will

u*e my tamen to seek the absolute sincer

ity in my telUnv man.
&quot;

k became i Icar

that he could no longer devote time to

producing artificial pictures &quot;1 made a

pledge ihjt. tome hell or high water, I

would keep tin
integrity.&quot;

Hell and high
water came, and Bishop s integrity sur

vived

The first thmg he did when he returned

to Oakland was to close his old studio

Then he married a North Dakota farm girl.

Luella The third thing he did was to move
to Berkeley and start over again as a portrait

nhoujgrapher His new approach, how
ever, on* the young Bishop family a few

do!tan in the beginning. Many people
were reluctant to be revealed nn Aim a*

they were In the flesh. So. to help nuke
end* meet. Bishop left Ludli at home to

manage the phones and set up appoint
menu while he hired himaetfout as a car

penter (To thtt day, UteJb manage* the

business end uf Bishop s work, and he

credits her with providing immeasurable

support and frank criticism.) The expe
rience paid off later on when the Bishops

acquired property fur a vacation home on
Lake Alpine In the Siena. They had long
dreamed of having a home in the moun
tains, but the chance to buy a valuable

piece of land came when their funds were
low. They bought the land, and Bishop
bulk the home hlmselt using whatever

stones andUmber he could find on the lot

Some years and three children later, he
buih a larger home in the mountains, once

again bum scratch. Building a home, says

Btshup. is akin to taking a picture. You
must visualize what you want before you

begia&quot;

Except for a modest luting in the yellow

pages. Bishop does not advertise Instead

he relies on word-of mouth referrals Fur

the past $6 years, referrals have ushered

more than 3,000 people into Buhop s stu

tlm, which doubles as the family s Irving

room.G ftml Jr. w-ho earned hu degree in

fine an from Hayward and b skilled wtth a

camera too, often shares his father s work

space.

Bishop hua &quot;mental list ofpefjr&amp;gt;4c
Sr

hupmio capture on film He doesn t call

them, though: he w*Ks (&amp;lt; * them n&amp;gt; ctnw
by, and sooner tv later they do The I m
versit) has been a large koune of photo
vibfevu After 1C Press commisMoned

Btshop 10 do a portrait of anthrup^wtat
Theodora Kroeber 6* one of her buolo,

Theodora called
Buluf&amp;gt;

to do portraits of

her and her husband, Alfred Krorber.

(tmxighout their Maybeck home During a

portrait icasJun with Ulrnn Scaburg.

Bishop mentioned that he d like to do a

series on the Unnvrsays Nobel Prize

winners. The next day Bishop nxetvrd

phone call after phone call from Seaborg s

colleagues, calling to nuke an appoint
men.

Although his subfecu are rax always

celebrities, quite often they are. His

camera has focused on a veritable pot

poufri of the well known from poet W.
H Auden to comedienne Phyllis Diller.

Eventually, Bishtjp hopes 10 put his por
traits into a book At the moment, the Uni

ventty s Regional Oral History Office is

taping his oral history.

Btshop teaches photography through
I niverMty Extension. Not long ago, he
took class to the Sierra to focus their

cameras on the outdoors Over the years,

he hat used his own lens on mushrooms
and wildflowers. He caJU his mountain

landscape* &quot;an exercise While portraits

dominate his studio, the nature studies are

used in slide show* far people confined to

hospitals and nursing homes.

Bishop s interest in photography began
when he was well on his way to another

career; dentistry One of his classmates s in

Cat s dental school bought him a camera,

and &quot;k was love at first sight&quot; One of his

profe**ttfs spotted his restksaneM with

dentistry and suggested that a career in

photography might suit him better. &quot;I

think I rebelled against dentistry because It

gave me a feeling of claustrophobia,&quot;

Bishop says now. &quot;Even wide open, the

oral cavity it pretty small

Bishop gradually upgraded his camera*

(the first was &quot;a dollar Brownie&quot; ) and den
found his way to Big Sur. Ansel Adams, and
Edward Weston Along with Imogen Cun-

rungham and Dorothea Unge, theybecame
hit mentor* and friends &quot;1 guess I d have

to say 1 believe in miracles,&quot; remark*

Bishop. &quot;Photography s been good to me.
Wwwould have ever thought I d spend an
afternoon someday with Ruben ftost and

George Stewart . Yet it happened
&quot;It s as corny as Alladin s lamp, but I

would shout k from the nxAop If 1 could:

II you reallybdleve in something, do it If

you really bciiew. you ll survive.
&quot;
















